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Martin Renilson

From the Division President
Welcome to another great edition of The Australian Naval 
Architect.  
The	biennial	Pacific	International	Maritime	Exposition	with	
our	 International	Maritime	Conference	 in	Sydney	 is	now	
over. The exhibition was bigger than ever, although I noticed 
that the stands tended to focus more on subcontractors and 
equipment rather than ship and submarine design.  I guess 
that now that the main decisions have been made, the next 
big thing is equipment selection and support.
I	would	like	to	thank	Trevor	Blakeley	for	coming	over	from	
the UK to attend this event, and all the volunteers who helped 
run our RINA stand.  
The	International	Maritime	Conference	(IMC2019)	was	a	
great	success	as	usual,	if	not	the	best	yet.	I	would	like	to	
thank	John	Jeremy,	Adrian	Broadbent,	and	their	teams	for	the	
work	behind	the	scenes.	I	know	that	Adrian	will	be	getting	
the program committee together soon for a wash-up and 
lessons-learned	session,	so	if	you	have	any	feedback	please	
do	pass	it	on	to	him	as	soon	as	possible.	We	are	all	looking	
forward to the next event in 2021.
Whilst	at	the	IMC	I	took	the	opportunity	to	have	a	discussion	
with Ian Irving, the new CEO of the Naval Shipbuilding 
College	(NSC).	I	was	able	to	explain	to	him	the	role	of	naval	
architects in the shipbuilding enterprise, and we agreed to 
establish collaboration. I am optimistic that this will lead 
to a greater involvement of RINA in the NSC, which will 
improve recognition of the importance of our profession 
to the success of the NSC and, in turn, the successful 
implementation of the Naval Shipbuilding Plan. We were 
able to let him have copies of our new careers brochure, 
which	I	hope	he’ll	be	able	to	make	use	of	in	attracting	young	
people	into	our	industry.
I	was	very	pleased	to	present	the	Walter	Atkinson	Award	

for 2019 to Ahmed Swidan, Tristan Bauer and Dane 
Christophersen for their paper entitled A New Centrebow 
Design to Enhance the Performance of High-speed 
Catamarans in Rough Seas.  This paper was presented to 
the ACT section on 19 March 2019, and was selected as the 
best written paper presented to the Division in 2018–19. All 
three	authors	were	able	to	make	it	to	Pacific	2019	to	receive	
the	award	—	Dane	and	Tristan	having	flown	over	from	New	
Zealand	and	Perth	respectively	for	the	occasion.		
I’d	also	like	to	thank	the	judging	panel	of	Karl	Slater,	Alan	
Muir and Michael Squires for their sterling efforts again 
this	year.	 	 I’m	pleased	that	Jonathan	Binns	has	agreed	to	
join the panel for 2020.

Martin Renilson (right) with (L to R) Dane Christophersen, Tristan Bauer and Ahmed Swidan 
at the Walter Atkinson Award presentation for 2019

(Photo John Jeremy)
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Whilst on the subject of awards, Michelle Grech is the winner 
of	the	inaugural	Bob	Campbell	Prize	for	the	best	presentation	
and	paper	at	the	Pacific	IMC	on	the	topic	of	Assessing the 
Determinants of Safety Culture in the Maritime Industry. 
This paper was written with her co-authors Daniela Andrei, 
Mark	Griffin	 and	Andrew	Neal	 but,	 as	 the	 predominant	
component	of	 the	criteria	was	 the	presentation,	 the	prize	
only	goes	to	Michelle.	I	will	be	presenting	this	to	her	at	the	
SMIX	Bash	in	Sydney	on	5	December.	Our	thanks	go	to	
the program committee of the IMC for judging this award.
In case members are not aware of the SMIX Bash — the 
Sydney	Maritime	 Industry	Christmas	Function	—	 it	will	
be held again on James Craig at Darling Harbour.  This is 
normally	 an	 excellent	 event	which,	 in	 addition	 to	 locals,	
attracts	many	people	from	outside	NSW.	It	is	a	wonderful	
opportunity	 to	 catch	 up	with	 people	who	 you	wouldn’t	
normally	meet.	The	success	of	this	event	is	due	to	the	very	
active	organising	committee,	led	by	Valerio	Corniani,	and	the	
success	which	they	have	had	in	attracting	industry	sponsors.	
If	you’ve	not	been	to	this	annual	event	before	then	I	strongly	
recommend	that	you	attend	if	you	can.		
I’m also pleased to see that other states are now holding 
similar	functions,	although	I	wasn’t	able	to	make	it	to	the	
Third	Victorian	Maritime	 Industry	Annual	 Social	Event	
which	was	held	this	year	on	Friday	25	October.	This	event	
is	organised	by	the	Victorian	Section.	I’ve	been	to	a	number	
of	these	before	and	they’ve	been	very	good.	I	gather	from	
those	who	attended	that	it	was	particularly	successful	this	
year,	with	increased	numbers.
The	RINA	Western	Australia	Section	is	busy	preparing	for	
next	year’s	AOG	Conference.	The	Australian	Oil	and	Gas	
Exhibition and Conference will be held in Perth on 11–13 
March 2020.  RINA has again been invited to organise a 
conference	stream	on	Offshore	Marine	Technology.	 	The	
call	for	speakers	is	now	open,	and	you	can	read	more	about	
it	 in	 this	 issue.	The	RINA	 stream	 is	 being	 run	 by	Yuriy	
Drobyshevski,	with	Tim	Gourlay,	Piotr	Sujkowski,	Nathan	
Chappell,	and	Ken	Goh.		Please	contact	Yuriy	or	Tim	if	you	
require further information.
As	I	have	mentioned	before,	we	have	established	a	working	
group to advise AMSA on Domestic Commercial Vessel 
issues. This group, which includes DCV professionals, 
former	 State/Territory	 naval	 architects	 and	AMSA	
employees,	has	become	very	active	under	the	leadership	of	
our	Secretary,	Rob	Gehling,	and	Violeta	Gabrovska.	AMSA	
has	 indicated	 that	 it	 really	 appreciates	our	 feedback	as	 a	
representative	body	compared	with	input	from	individuals.		
As	many	of	our	members	on	this	committee	are	working	as	
surveyors	in	this	area	their	names,	and	associated	inputs,	are	
being	kept	anonymous.		If	you	have	any	input	to	this	working	
group on DCV issues, positive or negative, or are interested 
in joining it, then please touch base with Rob Gehling.  
An interesting recent development has been the increasing 
attention	on	the	need	for	sustainment	of	military	ships,	not	
just their initial design and construction. Of course, naval 
architects	play	an	important	role	in	the	sustainment	of	all	
types	of	ships,	something	which	seems	to	be	well	recognised	
by	RADM	Wendy	Malcolm,	who	 is	Head	 of	Maritime	
Systems	within	CASG.	
As	members	may	know,	our	new	Naval	Architecture	career	

flyer	is	now	complete	and	is	looking	very	good.	We	now	
need	to	distribute	this,	so	please	let	the	Secretary	know	if	
you	need	any	copies.	There	were	a	number	at	our	stand	at	
Pacific	2019,	and	 they	will	also	be	available	at	 the	AOG	
conference	next	year.
I	 recently	 attended	 the	Research	 Project	Conference	 at	
AMC.	As	usual,	 I	was	 impressed	by	the	quality	of	many	
of the presentations. AMC had lined up quite a number of 
external	assessors	and,	as	I	was	one	of	these,	I	was	paying	
particular attention to the presentations I attended (there 
were	four	parallel	sessions).		Sometimes	it	was	difficult	to	
remember	that	these	were	presentations	being	given	by	final-
year	students,	not	experienced	researchers!		I	am	optimistic	
that	this	bodes	well	for	the	future	of	our	industry.	I	was	also	
impressed with the number of people from outside AMC who 
attended	these	presentations,	many	of	them	from	interstate.
One	of	the	tasks	that	the	Division	Council	is	undertaking	is	
to revise the list of relevant courses on our website. This is 
being	led	by	Jason	Steward	and	should	become	live	soon.	
I	would	like	to	thank	Jason	for	all	the	work	that	he	has	put	
into this.
An	Institution-wide	YouTube	channel	for	presentations	at	
Sections	 (and	Branches)	 has	 now	been	 established.	This	
started as an initiative of the Australian Division, but has 
expanded to cover the whole of the Institution. Members 
can	watch	presentations	from	other	Sections	(and	Branches)	
which	 they	 would	 otherwise	 not	 be	 able	 to	 attend.	 I	
recommend that people to do this. Rather than watching 
these	at	home	on	your	own	computer,	an	interesting	option	
is for a group of members to get together to watch one 
or more presentation at a venue, perhaps even a Section 
meeting. This has the added advantage of providing a 
networking	opportunity,	and	may	be	of	particular	interest	
to small groups of members who are not otherwise able to 
attend Section meetings.
A	 very	 important	 recent	 development	 has	 been	 the	
establishment	of	the	Blue	Economy	CRC,	based	at	AMC,	
UTas. This is the biggest ever CRC, and has guaranteed 
Federal	Government	funding	for	10	years.	 	It	covers	five	
major research programs as follows:
1. offshore	engineering	and	technology;
2. seafood	and	marine	products;
3. offshore	renewable	energy	systems;
4. environment	and	ecosystems;	and
5. sustainable offshore developments.
I	am	looking	forward	to	hearing	more	about	the	developments	
of this important and exciting initiative.
Martin Renilson
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Editorial
A	major	event	in	our	RINA	calendar,	the	Pacific	International	
Maritime	Conference	 (IMC2019)	was	 held	 in	 Sydney	
on	8	 to	10	October,	 in	conjunction	with	 the	Pacific	2019	
International Maritime Exposition which was organised 
and	managed	by	Industry	Defence	and	Security	Australia	
Ltd	(IDSAL).	
Pacific	2019	was	outstandingly	successful	and	the	biggest	
yet.	 The	 number	 of	 exhibitors	 was	 up	 20%	with	 657	
participating exhibitor companies from 22 nations. There 
were	21	241	attendances	during	the	event,	up	27%	on	2017.	
There	was	also	a	record	182	industry,	government,	defence	
and	scientific	delegations	from	48	countries.	In	addition	to	
IMC2019 and the RAN Sea Power Conference, there were 
another	46	conferences,	symposia	and	forums	held	during	
the	event.	These	events	are	certainly	not	to	be	missed	and	
very	good	value.
The IMC was, again, one of the most successful we have 
organised.  We were again offered more papers than 
slots	 available	 in	 the	 program	 so,	 inevitably,	 some	who	
submitted abstracts were disappointed — unavoidable in 
these circumstances. Some 370 people registered for the 
conference	and,	whilst	the	figures	are	still	being	finalised,	
the	final	financial	outcome	is	expected	to	be	very	satisfactory	
for the organising institutions.
As I have said on previous occasions, none of this happens 
by	accident.	The	IMC	could	not	happen	in	its	present	format	
without the outstanding support which we receive from 
IDSAL,	our	major	partner	now	for	some	20	years.	Members	
of	the	organising	committee	and,	particularly,	the	program	
committee	chaired	by	Adrian	Broadbent,	put	in	many	hours	
over	the	eighteen	months	leading	up	to	IMC2019	on	a	purely	
voluntary	basis.	We	owe	 them	all	a	great	vote	of	 thanks.	
The	contribution	made	by	paper	reviewers	is	also	greatly	
appreciated.
The team will soon begin planning for the IMC2021 which 
will	be	held	earlier	in	the	year,	in	August	2021,	once	again	

at the International Convention Centre at Darling Harbour, 
Sydney.	
It	is	very	rewarding	for	those	who	put	so	much	effort	into	
organising these events to see active and involved people 
attend	the	conference,	and	we	hope	to	see	as	many	of	you	
as possible on 18 to 20 August 2021.
Changing	 the	 subject	 completely,	 in	 the	 last	 edition	 I	
mentioned	the	US	National	Transport	Safety	Board	report	
into	the	collision	between	the	destroyer	USS	John S McCain 
and	the	 tanker	Alnic MC in August 2017 and the lessons 
which we might learn from this incident. On 8 November 
2018 the Norwegian frigate HNOMS Helge Ingstad collided 
with	the	oil	tanker	Sola TS resulting in severe damage to, 
and	subsequent	sinking	of,	the	frigate.
The	Accident	 Investigation	 Board	 Norway	 and	 the	
Norwegian Defence Accident Investigation Board have 
recently	released	a	Part	One	Report	into	the	collision	[1].	
This	report	mainly	considers	the	events	leading	up	to	the	
collision. Part Two, still in preparation, will examine the 
events following the collision which led to Helge Ingstad 
running	aground	and	sinking.	Amongst	 the	matters	 to	be	
considered will be the role of the ship’s hollow propeller 
shafts	in	the	flooding	of	the	ship	after	the	collision.
Whilst	 Part	Two	of	 the	 report	will	 probably	 be	 of	most	
interest	to	naval	architects,	the	now-published	first	part	is	
worth reading. There are similarities to the John S McCain 
incident and the Accident Investigation Board has made 
fifteen	safety	recommendations.	For	an	excellent	overview	
of the incident the Board has prepared a video explaining 
what	happened	which	is	available	at	https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=1zsp-lHm_JM.
John Jeremy
[1]	Accident	 Investigation	Board	Norway	 (2019),	Report 
Marine 2019/08 — Part One Report on the Collision on 8 
November 2018 between the Frigate HNOMS Helge Ingstad 
and the Oil Tanker Sola TS Outside the Sture Terminal in 
the Hjeltefjord in Hordaland County,	Lillestrøm,	Norway.

The exhibition floor at Pacific 2019
(Photo John Jeremy)
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 Rob Gehling, Trevor Blakeley,  Andy Harris and John Lord at the RINA Stand at Pacific 2019
(Photo John Jeremy)

Austal was one of the many Australian firms exhibiting at Pacific 2019
(Photo John Jeremy)
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COMING EVENTS
NSW Section
The	twentieth	SMIX	(Sydney	Marine	Industry	Christmas)	
Bash	will	 be	 held	 on	Thursday	 5	December	 aboard	 the	
beautifully-restored	James Craig alongside Wharf 7, Darling 
Harbour,	from	1730	to	2130.	This	party	for	the	whole	marine	
industry	is	organised	jointly	by	RINA	(NSW	Section)	and	
IMarEST	 (NSW-ACT	Branch).	 Join	 your	 colleagues	 in	
the	maritime	 industry	and	 their	partners	 for	drinks	and	a	
delicious	 buffet	meal	 on	 board	 the	 unique	 19th	 century	
iron barque. Cost is $55 per head for RINA and IMarEST 
members and $70 per head for non-members. Dress is smart 
casual,	but	absolutely	no	stiletto	heels!
Those	wishing	 to	 attend	 this	 Sydney	Maritime	 Industry	
Christmas	Party	should	purchase	their	tickets	through	www.
trybooking.com.	Search	for	SMIX	and	follow	the	prompts.	
Online	payment	is	only	accepted	by	Visa	or	Mastercard.
Alternatively,	you	may	mail	your	details	(including	names	
of	guests	and	your	email	or	postal	address	for	confirmation	
of	booking),	together	with	your	cheque,	to	the	RINA	(NSW)	
Treasurer, Adrian Broadbent, at 27 Manning St, Queens 
Park	NSW	2022.
There is a maximum limit of 225 attendees on the James 
Craig	and	we	have	had	to	turn	away	members	and	friends	
in	previous	years;	so	you	are	urged	to	book	early.

AOG 2020
The Australasian Oil and Gas Exhibition and Conference 
will be held in the Perth Conference and Exhibition Centre 
from 11 to 13 March 2020. AOG is a showcase of the latest 
oil and gas products and services and attracts over 8000 
global	visitors,	providing	opportunities	to	network	and	learn	
about	the	latest	technological	and	innovative	breakthroughs	
which	will	drive	the	industry	into	the	future.
In addition to the Exhibition, the Conference provides
•	 The Collaboration Forum, which focuses on enhancing 

collaboration between operators, contractors and 
the	 supply	 chain	 to	drive	 a	greater	 understanding	of	
challenges and access to opportunities.

•	 The Subsea Forum, which focuses on how the 
Australian	Subsea	industry	can	adjust	to	the	evolving	
market;	 partnering	with	 the	Society	 for	Underwater	
Technology	 (SUT),	 Subsea	Energy	Australia	 (SEA)	
and Subsea UK.

•	 The Knowledge Forum, which brings specialised 
industry	sectors	together	to	discuss	the	latest	techniques	
and	 technology	which	will	 enable	 the	 industry	 to	
overcome both current and future challenges.

AOG 2020 Knowledge Forum
In	2020,	the	Royal	Institution	of	Naval	Architects	is	again	
hosting	a	whole-day	stream	of	the	AOG	Knowledge	Forum,	
entitled Offshore Marine Technology. RINA has sought 
speakers	to	give	a	20	minute	presentation,	with	10	minutes	
of dedicated question time at the end. No written papers 
were required.
Session Topics
Technical and/or commercial submissions were sought for 

the following three sessions:
•	 Floating Solutions: Fixed and floating offshore 

structures
•	 Offshore	Operations:	 Ships	 for	 offshore	 operations;	

offshore installation
•	 Marine	Renewable	Energy:	Renewable-energy	offshore	

structures	and	systems
Submission Criteria
•	 Presentation title
•	 Speaker	name	and	affiliation
•	 Session name (to be chosen from the three session 

topics)
•	 Abstract	(maximum	300	words)	for	the	presentation
•	 Speaker	 bio	 (maximum	 200	words)	 including	 the	

speaker’s	history	of	involvement	with	the	chosen	topic
•	 Approved	company	clearance	to	present	the	material.
Evaluation Criteria
•	 Submissions will be evaluated based on their technical 

content, innovation and relevance to the offshore 
industry

•	 Submissions	 referring	 to	 case	 studies	will	 be	 highly	
regarded

•	 Prior	 to	 submission,	 company	 and	 joint	 venture-
clearance must be obtained

•	 Ideally	submissions	will	not	have	been	presented	before	
and should contain new information

Two presentations will be selected for each of the session 
topics and will be evaluated based on their technical content, 
innovation	and	relevance	to	the	offshore	industry.
Thanks	to	the	support	of	our	hosts	and	sponsors,	delegate	
attendance	at	the	Knowledge	Forum	will	be	complimentary.
Submissions	were	due	by	20	November	2019,	and	should	
have been uploaded via the AOG portal at www.aogexpo.
com.au/RINA-Call-For-Speakers.
Queries	may	be	 directed	 to	 the	Technical	Chair,	Dr	Tim	
Gourlay,	by	email	 to	wa@rina.org.uk,	or	phone	+61	416	
328 883.

Pacific 2021
The next Pacific International Maritime Conference 
(IMC2021),	held	in	conjunction	with	the	Pacific	International	
Maritime	Exposition	and	the	Royal	Australian	Navy’s	Sea	
Power	Conference,	will	be	held	in	Sydney	on	Wednesday	
18	to	Friday	20	August	2021	and	will	be	in	the	International	
Convention	Centre	Sydney	at	Darling	Harbour.
Pacific	is	the	only	comprehensive	international	exhibition	
and	 conference	 of	 its	 kind	 in	 the	 Indo-Asia-Pacific	
region, and it will again provide the essential showcase 
for commercial maritime and naval defence industries to 
promote	their	capabilities	to	decision-makers	from	around	
the	world.	Held	in	the	heart	of	Sydney	and	on	the	shores	
of	one	of	the	world’s	most	beautiful	harbours,	Pacific	2021	
will	be	the	twelfth	in	the	series	and	builds	on	the	highly-
successful biennial events since 2000.
Specifically	 developed	 to	 satisfy	 the	 needs	 of	 industry,	
government and defence professionals across the broad 
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NEWS FROM THE SECTIONS

spectrum of maritime affairs, Pacific 2021 will not be open 
to the general public.
The	 conference,	 organised	 by	 the	Royal	 Institution	 of	
Naval Architects, the Institute of Marine Engineering, 
Science	 and	Technology,	 and	Engineers	Australia,	will	
allow delegates to be involved in discussions concerning 
the latest developments in marine engineering and maritime 
technology,	 in	both	 the	areas	of	defence	and	commercial	
shipping.
Collectively,	 the	 conference	 and	 exposition	will	 offer	
a rewarding program for all those with a professional 

interest in maritime affairs. The conference program 
will	be	designed	to	permit	all	delegates	to	visit	the	many	
industry	 displays	 in	 the	 exposition	 itself,	 and	 to	 conduct	
informal professional discussions with exhibitors and 
fellow delegates. Registration for the International Maritime 
Conference includes free access to the exposition.
Further	information	regarding	the	2021	Pacific	International	
Maritime	Conference	will	 be	 available	 early	 next	 year.	
Contact	the	Pacific	IMC	Conference	Secretariat	at	(03)	5282	
0500,	PO	Box	4095,	Geelong	Vic	 3220,	 or	 email	 imc@
amda.com.au.

ACT
A New Approach to Visualising Ship Motions and 
Operability
Kerry	 Johnson,	 specialist	 in	 seakeeping	 and	 dynamic	
stability	within	 the	Hydrodynamics	Cell	 of	 the	Naval	
Technical Bureau, gave a presentation on A New Approach 
to Visualising Ship Motions and Operability on 7 August 
2019	at	the	Campbell	Park	Offices	in	Canberra.	
Kerry’s	presentation	 looked	at	 the	 issues	associated	with	
producing	and	deciphering	a	seakeeping	report,	given	the	
hundreds of pages of polar plots and tables of data crammed 
into annexes which convention demands must be there, 
yet	yield	no	useful	picture	of	overall	vessel	performance.	
To	 alleviate	 these	 concerns	 somewhat,	 a	 fresh	 take	 on	
the	 presentation	of	 a	 ship’s	 overall	 seakeeping	 character	
and	 operability	 in	wind	 and	waves	 has	 been	 developed	
over	 several	 years	 by	 the	Naval	Technical	Bureau.	The	
presentation provided an overview of the steps required to 
prepare	a	seakeeping	operability	analysis,	and	demonstrated	
how	 the	 large	 datasets	 which	 are	 generated	 may	 be	
manipulated	and	simply	displayed.	A	broader	seakeeping	
performance	picture	is	provided	by	showing	a	systematic	
global	 matrix	 of	 miniature	 colour-coded	 operability	
plots (across the valid range of wave height and period 
combinations	 for	 the	 area	 of	 operations).	 Each	 colour-
coded	plot	within	the	global	matrix	can	then	be	looked	at	to	
review	any	specific	individual	limiting	criteria,	or	combined	
operability	assessment	for	speed	and	heading	combinations.	
Interactive	controls	for	the	various	operability	calculation	
parameters update the calculation in real time and refresh 
all plots. The presentation also included a live interactive 
demonstration of the visualisation tool.

A Framework for Assessing the Impact of 
Integrating New Equipment onto Naval Vessels
Lily	Webster,	Naval	architect,	Ship	Structures	Cell,	Naval	
Technical Bureau, gave a presentation on A Framework for 
Assessing the Impact of Integrating New Equipment onto 
Naval Vessels,	on	3	September	2019	at	the	Campbell	Park	
Offices	in	Canberra.	The	work	described	was	completed	by	
Lily	during	her	Civilian	Engineer	Development	Program	
rotation	within	the	Defence	Science	and	Technology	Group,	
working	with	Brett	Morris	and	Dylan	Dwyer.
A nation’s defence force has to adapt to changing 

geopolitical, technological and economic challenges. This 
particularly	impacts	capability	systems	with	relatively	long	
lifecycles,	 such	as	naval	ships.	 In	Australia,	Government	
policy	has	meant	 that	 the	Royal	Australian	Navy	 (RAN)	
currently	uses	an	off-the-shelf	(OTS)	acquisition	strategy.	
If the RAN is to remain adaptable while using an OTS 
strategy,	approaches	to	evaluate	the	capacity	of	OTS	designs	
to	integrate	new	equipment	at	various	stages	in	the	lifecycle	
are	required.	By	understanding	the	impact	of	integrating	new	
equipment onto a naval ship design, the RAN can manage the 
risk	of	not	being	able	to	respond	to	changing	strategic	and	
technological circumstances. This tool is intended to support 
the Department of Defence in its endeavour to become a 
smart	buyer	in	naval	vessel	acquisitions.	
A	case	study	was	explored,	with	an	early	SEA1180	concept	
of a single class of multi-role vessels covering replacements 
for	the	hydrographic	ships,	patrol	boats	and	minehunters.	
The	pilot	study	demonstrated	that	the	IIA	Framework	and	
associated Tool provide useful insights for investigations 
into the impact of integrating new equipment onto a ship. 
These	insights	can	be	used	to	identify	potential	equipment	
trade-offs and design changes.
Development	 of	 the	 IIA	Framework	 and	Tool	 has	 been	
ongoing	within	DST.	Current	plans	for	future	work	include	
the	re-implementation	of	the	framework	in	a	mathematical	
programming language. Other plans include continued 
building	of	databases	on	equipment	which	may	need	to	be	
integrated onto a naval platform, so that this design data can 
be	rapidly	input	into	the	IIA	Tool.	
Comments after the presentation indicated several potential 
applications for the tool and additional criteria to explore.

Developing Australia’s Independent Surface 
Combatant Design Capability: Challenges and 
Options
Levi Catton, Program Director/SEA5000 Technical Advisor 
Ship Integration, Gibbs & Cox Australia, gave a presentation 
on Developing Australia’s Independent Surface Combatant 
Design Capability: Challenges and Options on 3 September 
2019	at	the	Campbell	Park	offices	in	Canberra.
Levi discussed the role of sovereign design and engineering 
in the context of the Australian Continuous Naval 
Shipbuilding Program. The presentation covered the Naval 
Shipbuilding	 Plan	 policy	 goal	 for	 design;	 raised	 some	
significant	 questions	 around	 the	way	 ahead	 for	 design;	
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discussed	the	feasibility	and	benefits	of	independent	design;	
some	significant	challenges	facing	naval	design;	some	broad	
options	for	structuring	a	design	enterprise;	and	outlined	a	
suggested approach.
The presentation offered the following main arguments and 
findings.
•	 Government	 has	 established	 a	 policy	 objective	 for	

surface combatants and minor war vessels to be 
designed in Australia, using a sovereign Australian 
supply	chain,	to	provide	an	affordable	and	achievable	
capability.	

•	 A	 sophisticated	 design	 capability	 can	 be	 sustained	
within current spending. Compared with other 
successful naval exporting countries, Australian naval 
investment levels appear ample to support a design 
capability	as	one	element	of	 the	overall	 surface-ship	
enterprise.	There	 is	enough	design	work	available	 in	
the current investment program to sustain the design 
capability	if	the	design	scope	is	structured	consistently.

•	 We	will	need	to	continue	to	work	hard	and	imaginatively	
on	workforce	capabilities	to	support	the	naval	enterprise.

•	 Independent	 design	 provides	 significant	 economic,	
technological	 and	 strategic	 benefits	 through	 a	 fully-
realised	Australian	 supply	 chain,	 and	maximises	 the	
long-term	benefit	of	Australia’s	naval	investment.

•	 A	design	modification	capability,	or	a	design	support	
capability,	are	not	comparable	to,	and	do	not	provide	
the	same	benefits	as,	an	independent	end-to-end	design	
capability.	Only	 independent	Australian	 design	 can	
realise the full economic, technological and strategic 
benefits	of	Australia’s	naval	investment.	

•	 It	 is	 time	 to	 initiate	 stakeholder	 discussions	 on	
Australia’s approach to naval design, with a need to 
make	decisions	 and	 develop	 policy	 in	 the	 next	 two	
years,	 in	 order	 to	 support	more	 extensive	Australian	
participation in the Hunter Batch 2 design from 2023.

•	 A	clear	capability	roadmap,	using	small-build	batches,	
progressive	 but	 substantial	 capability	 increments	
between	 batches,	 and	 strongly-defended	 baselines	
within batches, can help control technical and program 
risk	while	supporting	strong	progression	in	capability,	
allowing	 an	 appropriate	 balance	 between	 capability	
superiority	and	program	stability.

•	 A collaborative approach to design provides a range 
of strategic, commercial, and technical advantages. 
This approach could be instantiated in an Australian 
Naval Design Centre, drawing together a range of 
Commonwealth	and	industry	entities	in	the	surface-ship	
enterprise, each bringing their strengths to a balanced 
development approach.

Taking the Subs in School Program to the Next 
Level
Cameron	Harper,	Simon	von	Limont,	Jeremy	Wotherspoon	
and	 Sean	Buckland,	 undergraduate	 honours	 students	 at	
UNSW Canberra, gave presentations to the RINA ACT 
Section	at	 the	Australian	Defence	Force	Academy	on	24	
September	2019.	These	presentations	were	based	on	work	
for	 their	 thesis	 projects	 in	 their	 final	 year	 (or	 semester)	
of their Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering degrees. 
Their projects are being/have been conducted under the 

supervision of A/Prof. Warren Smith and Dr Ahmed Swidan. 
These presentations provided greater engagement between 
the	UNSW	Canberra	Engineering	School	(staff	and	students)	
and	our	local	members,	including	an	ideal	opportunity	to	
provide	feedback	to	the	presenters.
The	work	presented	was	aligned	with	the	need	to	further	
develop	 the	Subs	 in	School	 (SiS)	Technology	Challenge,	
which	was	 introduced	 by	 the	Re-Engineering	Australia	
(REA)	Foundation	and	sponsored	by	the	Defence	Science	
and	Technology	Group,	Australian	Submarine	Corporation,	
Saab	Australia	and	other	interested	industry	partners.	The	
project	has	been	running	over	the	past	five	years	to	engage	
Australian	 students	 in	 science,	 technology,	 engineering	
and	mathematics	 (STEM)	 subjects.	The	SiS	Technology	
Challenge aims to generate interest in the growing Australian 
shipbuilding	industry	and	preparing	young	Australians	for	a	
career	in	engineering	to	contribute	to	the	Royal	Australian	
Navy	(RAN)	and	innovative	industries	alike.	However,	Re-
engineering Australia’s Subs in Schools remote-controlled 
submarine	 kit,	 as	 shown	 in	 Fig.	 1,	 suffers	 from	 several	
functional	 deficiencies.	As	 such,	REA	collaborated	with	
UNSW Canberra to review the whole design process, 
including documentation, and to develop a capable/reliable 
submarine model as the second-generation of the original 
model.	Four	undergraduate	students	contributed	to	this	work	
as	part	of	their	final-year	design	project	at	UNSW	Canberra.	
Thus,	four	topics	were	studied	and	presented	by	the	students.	

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the REA kit submarine
(Diagram courtesy Cameron Harper)

Cameron Harper
Cameron’s project aimed at determining whether a pressure 
hull	 and	 depth-control	 system	 can	 be	 designed	which	 is	
superior	in	reliability,	manufacturability	and	maintainability.	
His	presentation	outlined	the	deficiencies	identified	in	the	
existing	design	after	testing,	and	detailed	the	systems	and	
innovations implemented in the corresponding design 
revision.	A	 prototype	 of	 a	 new	 proposed	 design	was	
constructed and subjected to tests aimed at determining 
its	 functionality	 and	 reliability,	 as	 shown	 in	Fig.	 2.	The	
resulting test data was then compared with that of the original 
design.	By	calculating	or	estimating	failure	rates	for	critical	
components,	 the	 overall	 reliability	 of	 both	models	was	
evaluated	using	a	time-based	exponential	reliability	model	
in	conjunction	with	fault-tree	analysis.	It	was	found	that	the	
revised	prototype	design	possesses	 a	 significantly	higher	
estimated	reliability	than	the	original	design.
Simon von Limont
To date, the model submarines created for the SiS program 
have	 been	 unrealistically	 overpowered,	 and	 one	 of	 the	
principal improvements envisioned is the introduction of 
more real-world engineering tests into the competition, 
including the measurement of resistance and pulling power. 
Simon’s	project	aimed	to	address	 this	 issue	by	designing	
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Figure 2: Isometric diagram of the developed 
submarine model design

(Diagram courtesy Cameron Harper)

and manufacturing a portable device capable of emulating 
towing-tank	testing	and	measuring	the	resistance	and	pulling	
power of model submarines, as shown in Figs 3 and 4. The 
key	factors	influencing	the	design	of	the	device,	which	is	
named	Resistance	and	Power	Testing	Apparatus	(RAPTA),	
were	 the	 expected	 loads	 and	 velocity	 limits	 of	 the	 SiS	
models.	These	loads	and	velocities	were	accurately	predicted	
using	analytical	and	computational	fluid	dynamics	(CFD)	
methods.	A	 proof-of-concept	 prototype	was	 developed	
for	 testing.	The	accuracy	of	 the	RAPTA	was	 intended	 to	
be	validated	by	comparative	analysis	of	the	predicted	and	
actual measurements of resistance obtained under four 
experimental conditions: 
•	 speed/drag	on	a	hard	surface;	and	
•	 in-pool	testing	of	three	objects	(a	sphere,	cylinder	and	

model	submarine).	
The	accuracy	of	the	RAPTA’s	measurement	of	power	was	
also intended to be tested during the in-pool testing of 
the	model	 submarine.	However,	 limited	pool	 availability	
and malfunctions in the operation of the model submarine 
restricted testing. The measured test data available was in 
close agreement with the computed results with a deviation 
of	approximately	5%.

Figure 3: RAPTA setup poolside
(Photo courtesy Ahmed Swidan)

Jeremy Wotherspoon
Jeremy’s	 project	 investigates	 the	 resistance	 experienced	
by	three	generic	submarine	sail	hullforms.	The	sails	were	
fully	 submerged	 in	 a	mono-phase	 flow,	 and	 the	 three	
compared utilising a series of wind-tunnel experiments 
and	computational	fluid	dynamics	(CFD)	simulations.	The	
work	addressed	improvements	to	the	current	model	of	the	
SiS	Technology	Challenge,	with	 a	 focus	 on	 the	 redesign	
and improvement of a model submarine’s sail. The sail 
is an important feature with regard to resistance, as it 
contributes	disproportionately	to	the	total	resistance,	thus	
affecting the required power and overall endurance. The 
wind-tunnel experiments were conducted in the UNSW 
Canberra	Low-turbulence	Wind	Tunnel	(LTWT),	in	order	
to	benchmark	a	range	of	model	sails,	as	shown	in	Figs	5	
and	 6.	This	 benchmarking	 data	was	 utilised	 to	 validate	
Reynolds-averaged	Navier-Stokes	(RANS)	equations	and	
resulting	CFD	simulations	using	ANSYS™,	as	presented	
in Fig. 7. The validated numerical simulations were 
conducted	to	 investigate	 the	 influence	of	different	design	
variables (including slenderness ratio, bluntness ratio and 
the	maximum	cross-section	area)	on	sail	resistance	in	order	
to	improve	the	geometry	within	the	dimensional	constraints	
imposed	by	the	SiS	Technology	Challenge.	
The computed results were in good agreement with the 
measured data and provided insight on the effect of 
submarine	sail	geometry	design	variables	on	resistance.	An	
educational	package	on	the	effect	of	these	design	variables	
on the drag is to be provided to the SiS students. This will 
allow students to perform further investigations to enhance 
the	hydrodynamic	performance	of	their	SiS	model.

Figure 4: Main components of RAPTA
(Photo courtesy Simon von Limont)
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Sean Buckland
Sean’s project aimed to expand the current testing criteria 
through implementing an acoustic testing regime in the 
SiS	Technology	Challenge.	The	prototype	test	rig	is	shown	
in	Figs	8	and	9.	The	 testing	seeks	 to	simulate	applicable	
and	 ‘real	 life’	 tests,	whilst	exploring	 the	 theory	of	 sound	
within	the	context	of	the	SiS	Technology	Challenge.	The	
inclusion of acoustic testing in the sea-trials aspect of the 
SiS	Technology	Challenge	would	 align	with	 the	 reality	
of the operational requirements of submarines. For this 
study,	acoustic	testing	included	underwater	measurements	
with	hydrophones	and	a	stationary	model	submarine,	tests	
conducted in an isolated insulated air medium (acoustic 
testing	box),	and	resonance	analysis	and	mitigation	of	the	
submarine	as	a	structure.	For	testing	and	analysis	purposes,	
comparison	of	the	underwater	and	air	data	was	undertaken	
to	analyse	the	effect	of	mass	loading	and	damping	of	the	
propeller and structure. 

Figure 5: 3D printed sail model
(Photo courtesy Jeremy Wotherspoon)

Figure 6: Wind tunnel tests
(Photo courtesy Jeremy Wotherspoon)

Figure 7: CFD simulations
(Image courtesy Jeremy Wotherspoon)

Outcomes of this research include: 
•	 the recorded acoustic data on the model submarine in 

various	configurations	for	further	benchmarking	in	air	
and	underwater;

•	 an	educational	module	on	underwater	noise;	and
•	 development	of	an	acoustic	testing	system	for	the	SiS	

Technology	Challenge.
Ray Duggan

Figure 8: Initial underwater test setup using a hydrophone
(Photo courtesy Sean Buckland)

Figure 9: Initial underwater test setup with Bruel & Kjaer 
measuring amplifier

(Photo courtesy Sean Buckland)

Victoria
Victorian Section Committee
Two	 new	members	 have	 recently	 joined	 the	Victorian	
Section	Committee.	Keegan	Parker	is	a	naval	architect	at	
Thrust	Maritime,	and	recent	work	includes	A-frame	design	
and	vessel	stability.	Sigrid	Wilson	is	Senior	Naval	Architect	
in	 the	Domestic	Vessel	 Safety	Unit	 of	 the	Australian	
Maritime	Safety	Authority,	and	issues	certificates	of	survey	
for new domestic commercial vessels and provides vessel 
safety	advice.
As a result, the Victorian Section Committee now comprises 
the following:
Chair   Jesse Millar
Secretary	 	 Owen	Tregenza
Treasurer  Tom Dearling
Nominee to ADC  Karl Slater
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Members	 Alex	Conway
  Jon Emonson
  James Nolan
	 	 Keegan	Parker
	 	 Luke	Shields
  Nathan Wallace
  Sigrid Wilson
Social Event
The	third	annual	Victorian	Maritime	Industry	Social	Event	
was	held	at	the	Common	Man,	Southbank,	on	25	October	
with	40	guests	enjoying	a	night	of	casual	networking	and	
celebration.	The	event	was	sponsored	by	Thrust	Maritime	
and	the	Company	of	Master	Mariners	of	Australia.

The Offshore Oil and Gas Shipping Industry
Reg McNee, former Chief Executive of Tidewater in 
Australia	and	the	Asia-Pacific,	gave	a	presentation	on	The 
Offshore Oil and Gas Shipping Industry Described from a 
Project, Commercial and Salvage Perspective on 24 October 
at	the	Mission	to	Seafarers	in	Docklands.
Reg has been a global marine senior executive with over 
50	 years	 of	management,	 engineering	 and	 operational	
experience	across	all	facets	of	the	marine	industry.	His	career	
began in 1964 as a marine engineer. After he was promoted 
to	Chief	Engineer	in	1975,	he	worked	on	vessels	ranging	
from	bulk	carriers	 to	oil	 tankers.	He	 transitioned	 into	 an	
onshore management role in 1983, and his focus since 1988 
has been on supporting worldwide oil and gas producers in 
all aspects related to their marine operations.
Reg has specialist expertise in:
•	 design, construction and commissioning of offshore 

support	vessels,	particularly	in	China;
•	 restructuring	 loss-making	 business	 ventures	 and	

expanding into new territories/setting up local joint-
venture	structures;	and

•	 key	liaison	between	onshore	management	and	Maritime	
Unions.

Hydrodynamic Experimentation for Naval 
Platforms in the AMC Cavitation Tunnel
Daniel	Butler,	hydrodynamics	researcher	with	DST	Group,	
gave a presentation on Hydrodynamic Experimentation 
for Naval Platforms in the AMC Cavitation Tunnel on 19 
September	at	the	Mission	to	Seafarers	in	Docklands.
DST	has	been	developing	a	range	of	simulation	and	analysis	
capabilities to support naval platform acquisition and 
sustainment programs, and this has comprised much of 
Daniel’s	work	over	the	last	six	years.	These	programs	rely	
heavily	on	hydrodynamics	modelling	and	simulation,	which	
must	be	supported	by	an	experimental	validation	capability.
A	critical	facility	in	developing	these	validation	data	sets	
is the Australian Maritime College’s Cavitation Research 
Laboratory.	 The	 cavitation	 tunnel	 within	 the	 lab	 is	 a	
world-class	 facility	 capable	 of	 a	 range	 of	 high-fidelity	
measurements. 
Daniel discussed a number of the experimental programs 
which	have	been	undertaken	at	this	facility	to	support	DST’s	
ongoing	hydrodynamics	program.

Biofouling and Pacific 2019 IMC
John Lewis, Co-chair of the Biofouling Expert Group of the 
Institute	of	Marine	Engineering,	Science	and	Technology,	
gave a presentation on Biofouling on 22 August at the 
Mission	to	Seafarers	in	Docklands.
John summarised the current activities of his expert group, 
and described the Melbourne Biofouling Management 
Workshop	 held	 at	 the	Melbourne	Exhibition	Centre	 on	
1–4 October 2019.
Ken Greig, Vice-president of the Victorian Branch of the 
Institute	of	Marine	Engineering	Science	and	Technology,	
gave a presentation on Pacific 2019 International Maritime 
Conference on 22 August at the Mission to Seafarers in 
Docklands.
Ken	described	the	format	and	scope	of	this	year’s	Pacific	
International Maritime Conference held at the International 
Convention	Centre	Sydney	 at	Darling	Harbour	 on	 8–10	
October.	 Pacific	 IMC2019	 was	 organised	 by	 RINA,	
IMarEST and Engineers Australia.
Sigrid Wilson

Western Australia
Sammar Abbas Master’s Degree
Chair of RINA WA Section, Sammar Abbas, graduated 
on 25 August with a Master of Maritime Engineering 
(Technology	Management)	 degree	 from	 the	Australian	
Maritime	College	at	 the	University	of	Tasmania.	He	was	
also	admitted	to	Chartered	Professional	Engineer	(CPEng)	
status with Engineers Australia on 29 August.
Tim Gourlay

Sammar Abbas (R) graduating with his master’s degree
(Image courtesy UTas)

Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of the WA Section was held on 
12 June in the Auditorium at Engineers Australia, West Perth.
Three new members joined the committee: Kenneth Goh, 
Piotr	Sujkowski	and	Nathan	Chappell.	We	also	congratulate	
Sammar Abbas on his re-election as Chair, and welcome the 
new	Deputy	Chair,	Ken	Goh,	and	new	Treasurer,	Cheslav	
Balash, to their positions.
The	 committee	would	 like	 to	 thank	 outgoing	Treasurer,	
Andy	Phillips,	for	his	significant	efforts	in	the	role	and	to	
thank	those	members	who	have	left	the	committee,	Yuriy	
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Drobyshevski,	Nick	Bentley	and	Mike	Priestley,	for	their	
contributions to the Section.
Whilst	the	committee	is	now	at	capacity,	we	still	encourage	
feedback	and	are	more	than	happy	to	speak	with	anyone	who	
would	like	to	know	more	about	the	committee’s	activities.	
The	committee	can	be	contacted	on	wa@rina.org.uk.
RINA WA Section Library
The	RINA	WA	Section	Library	is	now	located	at	Bentley	
Systems	at	1A	Pakenham	St,	Fremantle.	Access	to	the	library	
can	be	arranged	by	contacting	either
Daniel	Veen	<daniel.veen@bentley.com>;	or	
James	Clarkson	<james.clarkson@bentley.com>.
A catalogue in Excel format is available at https://www.
rina.org.uk/walibrary.
Unmanned WindShip 2025
Ken Goh, General Manager, Knud E. Hansen Australia, gave 
a presentation on Unmanned WindShip 2025 to RINA WA 
Section on 12 June in the Auditorium at Engineers Australia 
in West Perth.
The IMO has set a timetable to eliminated fossil fuel use with 
a	50%	reduction	by	2050.	Small	efficiency	gains	in	internal	
combustion	engine	 technology	and	using	auxiliary	wind-
assisted	systems	is	unlikely	to	make	the	significant	changes	
to greenhouse gas emissions which are being sought.
Back	in	1999,	Knud	E.	Hansen	had	developed	a	concept	
design	for	a	fully	wind-powered	vessel,	the	WindShip.	The	
research	showed	that	a	wind-powered	vessel	for	bulk	and	
liquid cargoes was feasible on certain trading routes, but the 
additional capital expenditure was not able to be recovered 
due	to	the	low	fuel	prices	of	that	day.
Today	 the	 economic	 and	 environmental	 situation	makes	
the WindShip much more attractive. The new WindShip 
2025	concept	also	combines	hybrid	diesel,	solar	and	battery	
technologies to enable the WindShip to be even more 
economical. Unmanned operations reduce operating costs 
and	simplify	the	ship	design	and	increase	cargo	capacity.

Knud E. Hansen’s WindShip
(Image courtesy Knud E. Hansen Australia)

Life-cycle Management in the Maritime, Naval 
and Submarine Contexts
Andrei	 Ezergailis,	 Collins-class	 Submarine	 Life-cycle	
Manager, ASC, gave a presentation on Life-cycle Management 
in the Maritime, Naval and Submarine Contexts to RINA 
WA Section on 21 August in the Auditorium at Engineers 
Australia, West Perth.
Andrei’s	 presentation	 examined	 life-cycle	management	
in the maritime, naval and submarine contexts, with a 
focus	on	Defence.	Initially,	 life-cycle	management	 in	 the	
general maritime domain was discussed, which led to 
more-specialised	naval	(surface	ship)	 issues,	and	 then	on	

to the even more-specialised submarine context. Based on 
public-domain material, the presentation covered studies, 
investigations,	audits	and	reports	which	examined	life-cycle	
management	in	the	three	contexts,	both	internationally	and	
specific	to	Australia.	The	presentation	concluded	by	making	
an	assessment	of	how	maritime	life-cycle	management	has	
matured and changed over recent times.
Port State Control Process and Compliance
William	 (Bill)	Kelly,	 Senior	 Port	Marine	 Surveyor	 and	
Examiner	 of	 Engineers,	Australian	Maritime	 Safety	
Authority	 (AMSA),	 gave	 a	 presentation	 on	Port State 
Control Process and Compliance to RINA WA Section on 
21 August in the Auditorium at Engineers Australia, West 
Perth.
AMSA	 is	Australia’s	 national	 agency	 responsible	 for	
maritime	 safety,	 protection	 of	 the	marine	 environment,	
and maritime aviation search-and-rescue. International 
conventions and the United Nations Convention on the Law 
of	the	Sea	give	responsibilities	to	Australia	(and	other	flag	
states)	to	check	and	control	ships	in	Australian	waters	so	that	
they	do	not	pose	threats	to	ship	and	crew	safety	or	to	the	
marine	environment.	Port	state	control	(PSC)	is,	therefore,	
one	 of	 the	 primary	 roles	 of	AMSA.	The	 presentation	
provided an overview of the PSC process and how AMSA 
prioritises	inspections,	followed	by	some	statistics	of	PSC	
deficiencies	 and	 detentions.	A	 discussion	 on	 some	 case	
studies formed part of the presentation.
Novel Platforms for Research Vessels
Ken Goh, General Manager, and John Chappell, Knud E. 
Hansen Australia, gave a presentation on Novel Platforms 
for Research Vessels on 16 October in the Auditorium at 
Engineers Australia, West Perth.
Research	 vessels	 are	 often	 based	 on	fishing	 or	 offshore	
vessel	 hullforms,	 owing	 to	 the	 similar	 types	 of	 handling	
operations required on the aft end of the vessel. While 
displacement monohulls have proven to be good platforms 
for	this	purpose,	they	are	challenged	by	low	efficiency,	poor	
seakeeping	and	limited	deck	space,	especially	on	smaller	
vessels.
The authors presented the results of their investigations 
into the use of alternative hullforms to meet the challenging 
operational	environment,	and	to	assess	the	benefits	which	
they	can	provide	over	standard	monohulls.	Renewable	and	
hybrid-energy	systems	have	also	been	applied,	resulting	in	a	
design	which	has	better	performance,	comfort,	functionality	
and	flexibility,	at	a	significantly	lower	operating	cost.
RINA Western Bulletins

New South Wales 
Committee Meetings
The NSW Section Committee met on 3 September and, other 
than routine matters, discussed:
•	 SMIX	Bash	 2019:	Bookings	 are	 now	 open	 on	 the	

Trybooking	website;	 a	 pricing	differential	 for	RINA	
and IMarEST members and non-members has been 
introduced;	 sponsorships	 are	 being	 sought;	 and	
registrations	at	the	gangway	are	to	be	streamlined.

•	 TM Program for 2020: A presentation for March 
next	year	has	been	secured;	proposals	for	subsequent	
presentations were made and are to be followed up.
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•	 Webcasts: New software has been purchased and will be 
trialled at the technical presentation tomorrow evening. 
RINA	HQ	will	create	a	new	YouTube	channel	for	all	
RINA webcasts to be accessible in one place.

The next meeting of the NSW Section Committee is 
scheduled for 26 November.

Alternative Fuels and the Propulsion Energy 
Transition for High Speed and Light Craft
Jonathan	Abrahams,	Head	of	Maritime	Advisory,	and	Adam	
Williams, Plan Approval Group Leader, DNV GL, gave a 
presentation on Alternative Fuels and the Propulsion Energy 
Transition for High Speed and Light Craft to a joint meeting 
with	 the	IMarEST	attended	by	33	on	4	September	 in	 the	
Harricks	Auditorium	at	Engineers	Australia,	Chatswood.	
Introduction
Jonathan	began	 the	presentation	by	saying	 that	he	would	
give an overview of alternative fuels and the regulations 
driving	 the	marine	 industry	 towards	 them,	while	Adam	
would give more details of the technical aspects and how 
these	were	likely	to	affect	high-speed	and	light	craft,	which	is	
of particular interest to Australia, building a high proportion 
of these craft for the world.
Jonathan started with a slide showing the Maritime 
Environment Protection Committee in its 74th Session 
at the International Maritime Organisation in London on 
17	May	this	year.	The	session	decided	that	there	would	be	
no	delay	in	implementation,	so	there	would	be	a	ban	on	the	
carriage	of	non-compliant	fuels	(i.e.	with	more	than	0.5%	
sulphur	content,	reduced	from	the	current	3.5%)	effective	
from 1 March 2020. Amendments to MARPOL have been 
completed,	and	guidelines	and	circulars	finalised.	Dialogue	
between	ship,	port	state,	and	flag	will	be	crucial	to	manage	
all the issues. The relevant options for compliance with 
GHG emissions remain compliant fuels, scrubbers, or the 
use	of	liquefied	natural	gas.	With	less	than	four	months	to	
go,	predictions	on	fuel	price	and	availability	remain	volatile.	
The	procedural	hurdles	have	been	cleared	away	by	agreeing	
impact	 assessment,	which	 is	 a	 key	 issue	 for	 developing	
nations. Around 40 reduction measures in 14 categories were 
discussed.	The	primary	focus	was	on	short-term	EEDI-	and	
SEEMP-based	measures;	speed	limits	were	proposed,	but	
these	were	highly	controversial.	Consensus	was	reached	that	
measures need to be approved at MEPC 76 at the latest for 
entry	into	force	by	the	end	of	2022.	Further	discussion	will	
take	place	at	two	intersessional	meetings	prior	to	MEPC	75.

MEPC 74 in session at IMO on 17 May 2019
(Photo courtesy DNV GL)

IMO
IMO remains committed to reducing GHG emissions from 
international	shipping	and,	as	a	matter	of	urgency,	aims	to	
phase	them	out	as	soon	as	possible	in	this	century.	
Their ambitions are to
•	 review	EEDI	with	the	aim	of	strengthening	requirements;
•	 reduce	the	average	carbon	intensity	(CO2 emissions per 

amount	of	transport	work)	by	40%	in	2030	and	70%	in	
2050	compared	to	2008;	and

•	 reduce	total	GHG	emissions	from	shipping	by	at	least	
50%	in	2050	compared	to	2008.

IMO’s vision for reduced GHG emissions from shipping
(Graph courtesy DNV GL)

What are the possibilities for emissions reductions, and what 
is the potential?
•	 Logistics and Digitalisation: Speed reduction, vessel 

utilisation,	 vessel	 size	 and	 alternative	 routes:	more	
than	20%.

•	 Hydrodynamics:	Hull	coating,	hullform	optimisation,	
air	lubrication	and	cleaning:	10–15%.

•	 Machinery:	Machinery	 improvements,	waste	 heat,	
engine	de-rating	and	battery	hybridisation:	5–20%.

•	 Fuels	and	energy	sources:	LNG/LPG,	electrification,	
biofuel	and	synthetic/hydrogen,	etc.:	0–100%

The 14 candidate proposals considered at MEPC 74 were
1. Improve	 the	 energy	 efficiency	 of	 existing	 ships,	

building	on	the	EEDI	framework.
2. Further	develop	the	EEDI	framework	for	new	ships.
3. Improve	 the	 energy	 efficiency	 of	 existing	 ships,	

building	on	the	SEEMP	framework.
4. Identify	 appropriate	 operational	 energy	 efficiency	

indicators.
5. Develop a speed optimisation and speed reduction 

mechanism.
6. Develop	regulatory	measures	to	reduce	methane	slip.
7. Develop	regulatory	measures	to	reduce	emissions	of	

volatile	organic	compounds	(VOCs).
8. Encourage the development of national action plans 

(NAPs).
9. Encourage port developments and activities to 

facilitate reduction of GHG-emissions from shipping.
10. Initiate and support research and development 

activities.
11. Encourage	incentive	schemes	for	first	movers.
12. Develop	lifecycle	GHG/carbon	intensity	guidelines	

for	all	types	of	fuels.
13. Implementation	programme	for	the	effective	uptake	

of	alternative	low-carbon	and	zero-carbon	fuels.
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14. New/innovative emission reduction mechanism.
Examples
Jonathan	then	showed	a	goal-based	proposal	by	Denmark	
for existing ships on an EEDI basis:
•	 Each ship would be required to meet a certain carbon 

intensity	target	(use	of	EEDI	reference	line	as	proxy).
•	 IMO determines the target.
•	 Ships must document the CO2 emissions per transport 

work	amount	and	prove	that	 it	 is	reduced	by	at	 least	
40%	in	2030	compared	to	a	comparable	ship	in	2008.

•	 Part	1	of	SEEMP	would	be	made	mandatory:
o all	ships	covered;
o mandatory	target	for	each	ship;	and
o include SEEMP requirement in the IEE 

certificate.
A	scalable	pathway	with	impact	for	reducing	GHG	emissions	
might	look	like	that	shown	in	the	diagram.

A scalable path with impact
(Diagram courtesy DNV GL)

Liquefied Natural Gas
LNG-fuelled	ships	are	already	in	operation	in	many	areas,	
mainly	Europe,	 the	Mediterranean,	 and	 the	 east	 coast	 of	
the USA.

Areas where LNG-fuelled ships are in operation
(Map courtesy DNV GL)

Similarly,	LNG	bunkering	infrastructure	is	being	developed	
to	supply	the	growing	fleet.

LNG bunkering worldwide
(Map courtesy DNV GL)

There	are	currently	354	confirmed	LNG-fuelled	ships,	and	
141	additional	LNG-ready	ships.

By	vessel	type,	car	and	passenger	ferries	have	currently	had	
the	biggest	uptake	of	LNG	as	fuel,	but	cruise	ships,	container	
ships	and	tankers	are	set	to	increase	significantly.

LNG ships
(Diagram courtesy DNV GL)

LNG uptake by vessel type
(Diagram courtesy DNV GL)

Scrubbers
A	large	number	of	vessels	have	already	had	scrubbers	fitted	
in order to meet the coming GHG emission requirements.

AIS positions of vessels with scrubbers fitted
(Map courtesy DNV GL)

By	vessel	type,	bulk	carriers,	container	ships	and	tankers	
have	had	the	most	scrubbers	fitted.

Scrubbers fitted by vessel type
(Diagram courtesy DNV GL)

Scrubbers	can	be	of	the	open,	closed	or	hybrid	types,	and	the	
number in service is expected to quadruple with newbuilds.
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Batteries
A	smaller	number	of	ships	has	had	batteries	fitted.

Scrubber types and retrofits vs newbuilds
(Diagram courtesy DNV GL)

There	 are	 currently	 369	 ships	 confirmed	with	 battery	
installations, and more are under construction.

AIS positions of vessels with batteries fitted
(Map courtesy DNV GL)

Confirmed and battery installations under construction
(Diagram courtesy DNV GL)

By	vessel	type,	car	and	passenger	ferries	have	currently	had	
the	biggest	uptake	of	battery	installations.

Regulations on the Horizon
IMO	is	not	the	only	regulator	with	works	in	the	pipeline.	
Coming regulations include
•	 Invasive species and hull bio-fouling, with an increasing 

focus on biofouling.

Battery installations by vessel type
(Diagram courtesy DNV GL)

•	 Particulate matter and NOx: the EU focus is on PM2.5 
and NOx emissions in their own coastal areas.

•	 Underwater	 noise,	 primarily	 driven	 by	 concern	 for	
cetaceans.

•	 Ship	recycling,	with	the	EU	regulation	already	in	force,	
and	the	Hong	Kong	Convention	moving	slowly.

•	 Plastics	from	ships—work	has	started,	with	completion	
towards 2025.

Expect an increasing number of domestic, port and local 
regulations!
IMO strategy and Workplan on GHG Reductions
The	 IMO	strategy	will	 start	 to	 impact	 vessel	 design	 and	
operation	in	the	early	2020s.	Energy	efficiency	and	logistics	
measures matter, but development and widespread use of 
carbon-neutral fuels is critical. Ships have changed a lot 
over	the	last	150	years,	and	further	radical	changes	can	be	
expected	by	2050!
The Propulsion Energy Transition for High-speed and 
Light Craft
Here	Adam	took	over	the	presentation,	saying	that	there	are	
many	new	developments	in	marine	propulsion	energy.	DNV	
GL is leading the charge in supporting research, development 
and application to ships and—of particular interest to the 
Australian	industry—to	high-speed	and	light	craft	(HSLC).	
The	 global	maritime	market	 is	 being	 driven	 towards	
significant	reduction	in	greenhouse	gas	(GHG)	emissions,	
with	IMO	targeting	shipping	to	reduce	GHG	emissions	by	
at	least	50%	of	2008	levels	by	2050.	This	target	will	need	
to	be	addressed	by	all	shipping	segments,	and	Australia’s	
significant	 contribution	 to	 the	 high-speed	 and	 light	 craft	
of the world can be part of the solution. This will require 
energy-efficient	measures	 and	 the	 uptake	 of	 fuels	with	
high	GHG-reduction	potential	 and/or	propulsion	 systems	
which	make	use	of	batteries	and	hybrid	installations.	There	
are	many	 challenges	 to	 be	 addressed	 for	 such	measures,	
and	how	these	are	tackled	will	fundamentally	change	how	
HSLC vessels are designed, operated, and fuelled. Among 
the new technologies are batteries, fuel cells and gas fuel 
installations.
Batteries
Looking	 at	 some	of	 the	 battery	 chemistries,	we	find	 the	
following:
•	 Lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2):	High	energy	density,	

but	lower	power	(rate)	capability	and	short	cycle	life.
•	 Lithium manganese oxide spinel (LiMn2O4):	High	

power,	low	energy	capacity	and	short	cycle	life	at	higher	
temperatures,	but	high	thermal	stability.

•	 Nickel	manganese	 cobalt	 oxide	 (Ni1-x-yMnxCoyO2):	
Dominant	technology	in	the	electric	vehicle	industry;	
modifiable	 chemistry	 (tweak	 power	 and	 energy	
properties)	and	high	cycle	life.

•	 Lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4):	Low	energy	density,	
low	 power	 capability,	 and	 reduced	 risk	 of	 thermal	
runaway	due	to	lack	of	oxygen	at	the	cathode.
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Main Principles of DNV GL Rules Relevant to 
Batteries
Battery Management System
This comprises the control, monitoring and protective 
functions	of	the	battery	system.	It	must	monitor	the	system	
voltage, state of charge, state of health, temperature, and 
voltage balance between cells.
Ventilation
Abuse or failure causes lithium-ion batteries to generate 
gases	 followed	 by	 combustion	 events.	 The	 off-gases	
are	 possibly	 corrosive,	 toxic	 and	flammable,	 as	well	 as	
potentially	 explosive.	Design	 should	 therefore	 prevent	
build-up	of	flammable	gases	or	dispersion	of	toxic	gases	to	
other ship compartments.
Power System Integration
The	battery	 installation	must	 be	 properly	 integrated	 into	
the	power	system,	which	may	consist	of	shore	connection,	
generators, distribution and consumers.
Fire Protection
Battery	fires	may	comprise	different	substances,	including	
solid	 combustibles	 (often	 categorized	 as	Class	A	fires),	
flammable	 combustible	 liquids	 (Class	B),	 electrical	 fires	
(Class	C)	or	metal	(Class	D).	Due	to	the	importance	of	heat	
dissipation, water is often selected as the preferred cooling 
medium.
Thermal Management System
Battery	systems	may	produce	significant	quantities	of	heat.	
They	 can	 be	 sensitive	 to	 operation	 at	 high	 temperature,	
which	can	pose	both	a	safety	risk	and	a	performance	risk	
leading	to	accelerated	degradation.	Many	battery	systems	
require	cooling	systems
Inverter
Battery	systems	operate	electrochemically,	using	DC	power,	
and therefore require an inverter or power converter in order 
to	interface	with	an	AC	ship	distribution	system.	The	battery	
can	 be	 installed	 on	 any	 bus	 or	 switchboard	 on	 the	 ship,	
allowing	a	great	deal	of	flexibility	with	regard	to	placement.
Here	Adam	showed	photographs	of	what	a	battery	fire	looks	
like,	 starting	with	 significant	 off	 gas	 after	 impact,	well	
beyond	any	recoverable	state.	This	progresses	with	the	off	
gases	igniting	and	the	packaging	beginning	to	burn,	and	the	
rest	of	the	battery	will	inevitably	be	consumed.
Vision of the Fjords is a Norwegian catamaran vessel, 
launched	in	2016,	and	carrying	400	passengers	on	the	Flom–
Gudvangen	route.	She	has	a	diesel	hybrid	power	system	with	

Energy and power density for various battery technologies
(Diagram courtesy DNV GL)

two	150	kW	electric	motors	and	600	kWh	batteries	giving	
a	service	speed	of	19	kn.

Vision of the Fjords
(Photo courtesy DNV GL)

A sister vessel, Future of the Fjords, launched in 2018 and 
carrying	the	same	400	passengers,	is	all-electric,	with	two	
450	kW	electric	motors	and	1800	kWh	batteries	giving	a	
service	speed	of	16	kn.	She	berths	alongside	a	“Powerdock”	
containing	5.5	t	of	batteries	which	trickle	charge	during	the	
day,	but	can	re-charge	the	ship’s	batteries	in	20	minutes	while	
alongside,	and	the	ship	is	then	back	on	the	run.
DNV GL Rules for Batteries
The DNV GL rules for batteries are contained in Part 6 
Chapter	 2	 Propulsion,	 Power	Generation	 and	Auxiliary	
Systems.
The	rules	contain	requirements	for	redundancy	and	location.	
In	addition,	 the	 time	or	range	that	 the	battery	can	supply	
energy	shall	be	calculated	and	 taken	 into	account	 for	 the	
planned	operation/voyage.
Fuel Cells
Fuel	 cells	 convert	 energy	 by	 interchanging	 ions	 and	
electrons.	They	have	 the	advantages	of	 low	emissions	 to	
air,	high	efficiency	(especially	in	part	load),	low	vibration	
excitation and low noise emissions.
Typical	fuel	cells	use	hydrogen,	helium,	methane	or	nitrogen.	
The	energy	density	of	these	fuels	shows	that	hydrogen	is	
the	big	player.

Energy density of fuels
(Diagram courtesy Shell Hydrogen Study)

Adam	also	showed	a	number	of	charts	showing	the	density	of	
the	gases,	their	diffusion	in	air,	energy	content,	flammability	
range	and	minimum	ignition	energy.
Aquon One	is	a	63	ft	(19.2	m)	luxury	vessel	using	hydrogen	
fuel	cells	and,	in	addition,	produces	additional	energy	from	
solar	 power.	This	 allows	 the	 yacht,	 designed	 by	 Swiss	
Sustainable	Yachts,	to	cruise	in	silence	and	be	energetically	
self-sufficient	 for	 several	 days.	At	 full	 speed,	 she	 is	
expected	to	reach	18	kn.	She	will	become	the	first	multihull	
yacht	 on	 the	market	 powered	 by	 solar	 power	 and	 green	
hydrogen,	and	DNV	GL	will	certify	the	vessel’s	hydrogen	
system	 and	 propulsion	 system	 [see https://www.aquon.
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ch/news/tomorrows-superyachts-exploring-alternative-
technologies/?lang=de for more details and an image of 
the vessel	—	Ed.]
Race for Water is a vessel using fuel cells coupled with 
battery	power	and	wind	[see https://blog.nationalgeographic.
org/2017/01/26/race-for-water-launches-its-second-
odyssey/ for photographs of the vessel which was designed 
by LOMOcean Design, built by Knierim Yachtbau in Kiel, 
Germany, and has a top speed of 14 kn	—	Ed.]
Water go Round	is	a	70	ft	(21.3)	m	catamaran	designed	by	
Incat	Crowther	 and	 carrying	 84	 passengers	with	 a	 high-
visibility	window	 arrangement.	 She	 houses	 an	 array	 of	
264	kg	tanks	of	250	bar	compressed	hydrogen	on	the	upper	
deck,	providing	up	to	two	full	days	of	operation.	She	has	two	
300	kW	shaft	motors	(one	in	each	demihull),	and	100	kWh	
batteries in the hulls provide boost power to achieve 22 
kn.	This	project	was	supported	by	the	California	Climate	
Investments program.

Water go Round
(Photo courtesy Incat Crowther)

Regulatory Situation
The	 IGF	Code	 entered	 into	 force	 1	 January	2017	 and	 is	
mandatory	for	all	ships	using	gas	as	fuel	(not	to	be	mistaken	
for	gas	carriers	which	follow	the	IGC	Code).	Other	 low-
flashpoint	fuels	are	allowed,	and	approval	is	based	on	an	
alternative	 design	 approach.	The	 IGF	Code	 is	 currently	
extended	for	methanol,	low-flashpoint	diesel	and	fuel-cell	
systems	(storage	of	hydrogen	will	not	be	covered).

There	are	no	fuel-specific	requirements	for	hydrogen,	and	
no	prescriptive	hydrogen	requirements	are	available.	The	
applicable	part	of	the	IGF	Code	(Part	A)	requires	that	an	
“alternative	design”	approach	be	followed.
Alternative Design
SOLAS	 Regulation	 55	 provides	 a	 methodology	 for	
alternative	 design	 and	 the	 arrangements	 for	machinery,	
electrical	installations	and	low-flashpoint	fuel	storage	and	
distribution	systems.	It	refers	to	Guidelines for the approval 
of alternatives and equivalents as provided for in various 
IMO instruments (IMO	Document	MSC.1/Circ.1455).
The	safety,	reliability	and	dependability	of	the	systems	must	
be equivalent to that achieved with new and comparable 
conventional	 oil-fuelled	main	 and	 auxiliary	machinery	
(IGF	3.2.1).
DNV GL Rules for Fuel Cells
The DNV GL rules for fuel cells are also contained in 
Part	6	Chapter	2	Propulsion,	Power	Generation	and	Auxiliary	
Systems.	
The scope of the Fuel Cell notation includes requirements for 
the design and arrangement of fuel-cell power installations 
and the spaces containing such installations. It covers all 
aspects	of	the	installation	from	primary	fuel	supply	up	to,	
and	including,	the	exhaust	gas	system.	The	following	are	
also covered:
•	 reformers	used	 to	 convert	 liquid	or	gaseous	primary	

fuels	to	reformed	hydrogen-rich	gas;
•	 control,	monitoring	and	safety	systems;	and
•	 manufacture,	workmanship	and	testing.
The	use	of	fuel	cells	is	currently	not	covered	by	international	
conventions, so such installations will require additional 
acceptance	by	the	flag	authorities.
Gas Fuel Installations
The	 principal	 player	 in	 the	field	 is	 liquefied	 natural	 gas	
(LNG),	which	 is	 natural	 gas	 (predominantly	methane,	
CH4, with some mixture of ethane, C2H6)	which	has	been	
cooled	 down	 to	 liquid	 form	 for	 ease	 and	 safety	 of	 non-

DNV GL PROVIDES ASSURANCE, 
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WHY USE NAVAL SERVICES FROM DNV GL 
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pressurised	storage	or	transport.	It	takes	up	about	1/600th	
the volume of natural gas in the gaseous state (at standard 
conditions	 for	 temperature	and	pressure).	 It	 is	odourless,	
colourless,	non-toxic	and	non-corrosive.	Hazards	 include	
flammability	 after	 vaporisation	 into	 a	 gaseous	 state,	
freezing	and	asphyxia.	The	 liquefaction	process	 involves	
removal of certain components, such as dust, acid gases, 
helium,	water,	and	heavy	hydrocarbons,	which	could	cause	
difficulty	downstream.	The	natural	gas	is	then	condensed	
into	a	liquid	at	close	to	atmospheric	pressure	by	cooling	it	
to	approximately	−162°C;	maximum	transport	pressure	is	
set	at	around	25	kPa.
Francisco	is	a	99	m	wave-piercing	catamaran	ferry	designed	
by	Revolution	Design	and	built	by	Incat	Tasmania,	capable	
of	carrying	1024	persons	(passengers	and	crew)	and	450	t	
deadweight.	She	is	powered	by	LM2500	gas	turbines	capable	
of running on LNG and distillate, giving a service speed of 
51.8	kn.

Francisco
(Photo courtesy Incat Tasmania)

Main Principles of DNV GL Rules Relevant to Gas 
Fuel Installations
Segregation
The gas fuel installation must be protected from external 
events:	Collision/grounding,	away	from	high	fire-risk	areas,	
away	 from	 areas	which	may	 cause	mechanical	 damage	
(cargo	 operations,	 crane	 lifting,	 etc.),	 and	 away	 from	
explosion	risk.
Double Barriers
The	ship	must	be	protected	against	leakages	of	gas:	Second	
barriers	for	tanks	(depending	on	tank	type,	but	not	for	Type	
C	tank),	hold	space	and	tank	connection	space	(no	need	for	
the	fuel	tank	in	open	deck),	secondary	enclosures	for	fuel	
piping, and fuel-preparation room for holding fuel piping.
Leakage Detection
To	give	warning	and	enable	automatic	safety	actions:	Low	
temperature	or	gas	detection	in	the	tank	connection	area,	fuel	
preparation	room,	secondary	enclosures,	glycol	expansion	
tank	and	in	engine	room.
Automatic Isolation of Leakages
To	reduce	consequences	of	a	leakage:	Fuel	gas	safety	system	
for	emergency	shut-down	of	fuel	supply	and	bunkering	and	
isolate ignition source.
Collision Protection
The	fuel	tank	shall	be	protected	from	external	damage	caused	
by	collision	or	grounding	(IGF	Code):
•	 Minimum distance from side: B/5 or 11.5 m (whichever 

is	less)	5.3.3.1.
•	 At no point closer to sides/bottom than B/10 but in no 

case less than 0.8 m. However, this distance need not 
be	greater	than	B/15	or	2	m	(whichever	is	less)	where	

the shell plating is located inboard of B/5 or 11.5 m, 
whichever	is	less,	as	required	by	5.3.3.1.

LNG tank location
(Diagram courtesy DNV GL)

Tank Types
Type	C	 tank:	Designed	 for	pressure	build-up;	commonly	

used	 in	LNG-fuelled	 ships;	 leak-free	 tank,	
leaks	only	possible	from	valves.

Type	B	 tank:	Only	minor	 leaks	 from	 the	 tank	 structure	
possible;	limited	liquefied	gas	release	has	to	
be handled.

Type	A	and	membrane	tank:	Complete	first	barrier	failure	
not	excluded;	liquefied	gas	release	has	to	be	
handled.

Only	type	C	tanks	have	been	applied	for	ship	fuel	tanks	so	
far,	but	ships	with	prismatic	tanks	will	soon	be	a	reality.
Machinery-space Concepts
A	gas-safe	machinery	 space	 requires	 fully-enclosed	gas-
tight	double-wall	pipes	in	the	engine	room,	all	the	way	to	
the	combustion	chamber.	The	room	around	is	an	ordinary	
machinery	space	without	special	requirements.	The	concept	
is	mandatory	for	high-pressure	piping	(<	10	bar)	but	can	also	
be used with low-pressure installations. A single failure will 
not	lead	to	the	release	of	fuel	gas	into	the	machinery	space,	
because	all	leakage	sources	are	protected	by	a	second	barrier.
An	emergency	shut-down	(ESD)-protected	machinery	space	
is considered gas safe in the normal mode, but changes status 
to gas dangerous on detection of gas. There is a single barrier 
against	leakage	(i.e.	no	double-walled	pipe	required).	There	
are	leakage	detection	and	extended	ventilation	requirements,	
and	the	pressure	in	the	gas	supply	lines	must	be	less	than	
10	bar.	Explosion	analysis	 is	 required	 for	ESD-protected	
machinery	spaces.	Because	of	the	shut-down	requirement	for	
an	ESD-protected	machinery	space,	the	power	generation	for	
propulsion and manoeuvring must be divided between two 
or more engine rooms which are independent of each other.
Bunkering
The	bunkering	process	 involves	 initial	pre-cooling	of	 the	
LNG, arrival and mooring of the vessel, connection of 
hoses,	inerting	of	the	system,	transfer	of	the	LNG,	draining	
and	 inerting	 of	 the	 system,	 disconnection	 of	 hoses,	 and	
departure of the vessel.
The	bunkering	stations	require	natural	ventilation;	closed	
or	semi-enclosed	bunkering	stations	are	subject	to	special	
consideration, i.e. forced ventilation, segregation, CCTV, 
etc.
Regulatory Situation
The	 IGF	Code	 entered	 into	 force	 1	 January	 2017,	 and	
practically	all	LNG-fuelled	ships	ordered	after	the	adoption	
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of the IGF Code in June 2015 follow this code. It is 
mandatory	for	all	ships	using	gas	and	other	low-flashpoint	
fuels. There are detailed requirements for natural gas (LNG 
and	CNG).
DNV GL Rules for Gas Fuel Installations
The DNV GL rules for gas fuel installations are also 
contained in Part 6 Chapter 2 Propulsion, Power Generat5ion 
and	Auxiliary	Systems.	
Section 5 Gas Fuelled Ship Installations, 
  Notation GAS FUELLED LNG
Section 6 Low Flashpoint Liquid Fuelled 
  Engines, Notation LFL FUELLED
Section 13 Gas Fuelled Ship Installations, 
  Notation GAS FUELLED LPG
Gas fuelled LNG notation, LFL Fuelled and Gas fuelled LPG
The scope for these additional class notations includes 
requirements	 for	 the	 ship’s	 gas	 fuel	 system,	 covering	 all	
aspects	of	the	installation,	from	the	ship’s	gas	fuel	bunkering	
connection up to and including the gas consumers. This 
section has requirements for arrangement and location 
of	gas	fuel	 tanks	and	all	spaces	with	fuel	gas	piping	and	
installations, including requirements for the entrances to 
such	spaces.	Hazardous	areas	and	spaces,	due	to	the	fuel	
gas	 installations,	 are	 defined.	Requirements	 for	 control,	
monitoring	and	safety	systems	for	the	fuel	gas	installations	
are included
Conclusion
The	transition	to	alternative	fuels	in	the	marine	industry	is	
being	driven	by	the	IMO	target	to	reduce	GHG	emissions	
by	at	least	50%	of	2008	levels	by	2050.	This	target	will	need	
to	be	addressed	by	all	shipping	segments,	and	Australia’s	
significant	contribution	to	the	high-speed	and	light	craft	of	
the world can be part of the solution. Principal among the 
alternative	fuels	are	batteries,	fuel	cells	and	liquefied	natural	
gas. DNV GL is leading the charge in supporting research, 
development and application of all of these to ships.
Questions
Question	 time	was	 lengthy	 and	 elicited	 some	 further	
interesting points.
The	vote	of	 thanks	was	proposed,	and	 the	certificate	and	
“thank	you”	bottle	of	wine	presented,	by	Graham	Taylor.
The presentation was recorded and is now available as a 
webcast at 
ttps://www.youtube.com/channel/UChb1sfHbWfQmG-
iwpp_QGJg/videos?view=0&sort=dd&flow=list&li
ve_view=500
Acquisition of Australia’s Arafura-class Offshore 
Patrol Vessels
Alistair	 Smith,	Naval	Architect,	Capability	Acquisitions	
and Sustainment Group, Department of Defence, gave a 
presentation on Acquisition of Australia’s Arafura-class 
Offshore Patrol Vessels to a joint meeting with the IMarEST 
attended	by	36	on	2	October	in	the	Harricks	Auditorium	at	
Engineers Australia, Chatswood. 
On	31	January	2018,	the	Commonwealth	of	Australia	signed	
a contract with Luerssen Australia for Project SEA1180 
and the acquisition of twelve Arafura-class offshore patrol 

Adam Williams (L) and Jonathan Abrahams (R) 
accepting their certificates and “thank you” 

bottles of wine from Graham Taylor
(Photo Phil Helmore)

vessels	to	replace	and	improve	upon	the	capability	currently	
delivered	by	 the	Royal	Australian	Navy’s	Armidale-class	
patrol boats. 
Luerssen	Australia	is	a	subsidiary	of	the	long-established	and	
successful German shipbuilder, Lürssen, and has engaged 
Australian shipbuilders ASC and Civmec as sub-contractors 
for the build of two and ten OPVs in Osborne (South 
Australia)	and	Henderson	(Western	Australia)	respectively	
as part of the Continuous Naval Shipbuilding Program. 
This presentation provided an overview of the SEA1180 
project and discussed some of its goals and challenges from 
the perspective of a naval architect.
The	vote	of	 thanks	was	proposed,	and	 the	certificate	and	
“thank	you”	bottle	of	wine	presented,	 by	RADM	Trevor	
Ruting	RAN	(Rtd).
Phil Helmore

Alistair Smith (L) accepting his certificate and “thank you” bottle of 
wine from RADM Trevor Ruting RAN (Rtd)

(Photo courtesy Graham Taylor)
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CLASSIFICATION SOCIETY NEWS
LR’s Naval Ship Rules Turn Twenty
This	year	marks	the	twentieth	anniversary	of	the	first	Naval	
Ship Technical Committee meeting, where a group from 
Lloyd’s	Register	 (LR),	 different	 navies	 from	around	 the	
world	and	the	defence	industry,	set	out	to	develop	a	unique	
set	of	rules	for	navies	and	the	naval	shipbuilding	industry.	
Following	this	first	meeting	in	May	1999,	there	was	a	period	
of intense collaboration which resulted in the release of a 
provisional	set	of	Naval	Ship	Rules	later	that	year,	which	
are	now	applied	to	a	variety	of	different	ships	in	the	fleets	
of several navies. This includes the latest addition to the UK 
Navy,	the	65	000	t	aircraft	carrier,	HMS	Queen Elizabeth, 
a project in which LR has been involved since its inception 
in 2006.
The	Rules	were	created	to	provide	an	industry-recognised	
standard for the design, construction and maintenance of 
warships throughout their service lives, addressing the 
unique operational and service conditions placed on them 
by	navies.	LR’s	Naval	Ship	Rules	 cover	 ship	 structures,	
machinery	and	engineering	systems,	and	additional	optional	
requirements,	helping	to	ensure	the	integrity,	reliability	and	
success of naval operations.
This	was	a	first	for	both	the	naval	industry	and	a	classification	
society.	Since	then,	LR	has	continued	to	develop	the	Naval	
Ship	Rules	 and	 evolve	 the	 concept	 of	 naval	 ship	 safety	
assurance in partnership with client navies and the wider 
industry,	responding	to	new	technology	and	utilising	two	
decades of experience with naval projects and ships under 
survey.
LR’s Naval Ship Rules have been a game-changer for the 
industry	and	are	now	used	by	shipyards	around	the	world,	
and	classification	rules	are	now	required	in	nearly	all	naval	
ship	specifications.
The	Royal	Canadian	Navy,	 one	 of	LR’s	 partner	 navies,	
recently	commented	“These	Rules	form	the	basis	for	what	
has	become	a	highly-effective	package	of	services	which	
provide independent assurance for those who want to ensure 
that naval vessels are safe to operate and are capable of 
fulfilling	their	intended	roles.”
Paul James, LR’s United Kingdom and Ireland Naval 
Business	Manager,	 said	“Having	been	 involved	 from	 the	
beginning,	it	is	very	rewarding	to	see	our	rules	applied	to	so	
many	significant	naval	ships	over	the	last	20	years.
Our experience has enabled LR to develop and grow the 
Rules	 to	 ensure	 that	we	 address	 each	 navy’s	 assurance	
needs.	We	work	directly	with	 shipyards	 and	navies	 on	 a	
regular	basis	 to	 interpret	 and	 apply	 the	 rules	 to	 complex	
systems	or	situations,	 learning	from	all	projects	in	which	
we	participate.	LR	Naval	Ship	Rules	are	updated	regularly	
and	we	are	highly	respected	for	the	quality	of	our	rules	and	
recognised	 for	our	flexibility	 and	understanding	of	naval	
operational	requirements.”		
In October, LR’s Naval Ship Technical Committee met at 
the	Global	Technology	Centre	in	Southampton	to	discuss	
Rule	updates	and	how	future	technology	will	impact	them.
HMS Queen Elizabeth	was	 officially	welcomed	 into	LR	
class	last	year	in	a	ceremony	in	Portsmouth	dockyard.	Nick	

Brown, LR’s Marine and Offshore Director, presented the 
class	certificates	to	the	ship’s	Commanding	Officer,	Captain	
Kyd.
LR News, 11 October 2019

Commanding Officer of HMS Queen Elizabeth, Captain Kyd, 
accepting the LR class certificates from LR Marine 

and Offshore Director, Nick Brown
(Photo courtesy LR)

LR Partnering in Prize for 3D Printed Boat
Lloyd’s	 Register	 (LR)	 is	 partnering	with	 Singapore’s	
National Additive Manufacturing Innovation Cluster 
(NAMIC),	Autodesk,	ST	Engineering’s	Electronics	sector	
and AML3D to launch a global design competition offering 
a	first	prize	of	S$30	000	(ca	£17	500)	to	the	winner	of	the	
best innovative design idea for a 3D printed rescue-boat 
hull.	This	will	be	the	first-ever	full-scale	rescue	boat	which	
will	be	delivered	by	3D	printing.
Large-scale 3D printing allows for complete design 
freedom versus conventional manufacturing and enables the 
development of better-performing complex hull structures, 
and	 the	 ability	 to	 embed	 advanced	 control	 systems	 and	
sensors,	 pushing	 the	 boundary	 of	 what’s	 possible	 in	
traditional shipbuilding.
This	initiative	follows	a	recent	project	funded	by	Lloyd’s	
Register	Foundation	(LRF),	the	charitable	parent	company	
of	Lloyd’s	Register	Group,	 in	which	 a	 digitally-enabled	
steel	 pedestrian	 bridge	was	 successfully	 3D	 printed	 in	
Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
As	the	first	organisation	to	publish	Guidance	Notes	on	how	
to	certify	laser-printed	metallic	parts	in	partnership	with	The	
Welding	Institute	(TWI),	LR’s	reputation	as	the	leader	in	
3D	printing	is	growing	globally.	The	company’s	specialist	
additive	manufacturing	team	works	with	customers	all	over	
the	world	and	has	recently	qualified	3D	printing	facilities	in	
the	Asia-Pacific	with	3D	Metalforge	and	AML3D	as	well	as	
Shell’s	Technology	Centre	in	Amsterdam.
Launched	by	NAMIC,	the	competition	is	 the	first	part	of	
a	 three-phase	 project	 to	 build	 and	 qualify	 a	 3D	printed	
rescue-boat hull with autonomous sensors, in partnership 
with	LR,	the	Lloyd’s	Register	Foundation,	ST	Engineering’s	
Electronics	sector,	Autodesk,	and	AML3D	and	supported	by	
Singapore’s	National	Research	Foundation	(NRF)	and	the	
Maritime	Port	Authority	of	Singapore	(MPA).	Further	details	
on the competition’s rules and guidelines can be found at 
https://namic.sg/events/amdc/.
“This	is	a	great	competition	for	any	shipbuilder,	shipyard,	
manufacturing	 company	or	 design	business	 interested	 in	
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submitting	 their	 designs	with	 the	 possibility	 of	winning	
a	 significant	 amount	 of	money	 to	 develop	 their	 idea	
using	 additive-manufacturing	 techniques,”	 said	Hussain	
Quraishi, Innovation Lead at LR’s Digital Innovation Hub 
in	Singapore.	“We’re	particularly	looking	for	entries	which	
embrace the freedom which additive manufacturing allows 
to	develop	novel	hull	designs.”
The winning design will be part of a research exercise 
with	Nanyang	Technological	University	(NTU)	Singapore,	
embedding sensors and integrating autonomous navigation 
systems	provided	by	ST	Engineering’s	Electronics	sector.	
This incubation and design appraisal phase is expected to 
last	around	a	year,	after	which	it	will	be	manufactured	by	
AML3D	and	qualified	by	LR.
While	 the	winner	 of	 the	 first	 prize	will	 be	 awarded	 an	
impressive	S$30	000,	second	and	third	prizes	of	S$20	000	
and	S$10	000	are	also	up	for	grabs.	The	prize	money	is	partly	
sponsored	by	the	LRF.
LR’s additive-manufacturing group was launched in 2014 
and	the	company	has	been	delivering	world-leading	additive	
manufacturing	services	since	the	first	Guidance Notes were 
published in 2016. This project will see LR leverage its 
expertise in additive manufacturing to develop methods 
to	qualify	large	complex	3D	printed	structures.	Be	it	part	
certification,	 facility	 qualification,	 assurance,	 training	 or	
consultancy,	LR	has	 the	deep	research	and	experience	 to	
help	understand	and	manage	risks	associated	with	this	new	
technology.
LR News, 24 September 2019

LR Deploys New Version of Class Direct
LR	has	announced	the	deployment	of	a	new	version	of	LR	
Class	Direct	(LRCD)	which	adds	a	number	of	new	features	
and improves the overall user experience for customers.
CD is LR’s online platform to inform partners and clients 
about	the	classification	status	of	their	ships/assets	and	can	
help	 them	maintain	 regulatory	 compliance	 and	manage	
operational	risks	effectively.
New in this release:
•	 Certificate	information	displays	have	been	enriched	to	

improve user interaction
•	 Improvements	to	survey	schedule	and	fleet	list	displays	

and streamlined access to essential information
•	 New	unique	‘vessel	under	survey’	feature
•	 Enhanced	printing	options	for	simplified	interface	with	

user’s	planned	maintenance	systems
LR	is	dedicated	to	continuously	improving	their	customer	
experience through digital services to clients and, building 
on	 feedback	 received,	 they	 continue	 to	 keep	 customers	
informed of the enhancements made over time.
For full details of the release notes and more information 
about LRCD, please visit https://www.lr.org/en/lrcd/.
LR News, 15 August 2019

BV Approves World’s First 3D Printed Ship’s 
Propeller
Following	 a	 rigorous	 testing	process,	 verified	by	Bureau	
Veritas,	the	world’s	first	class-approved	3D	printed	ship’s	
propeller, the WAAMpeller, has been unveiled at Damen 

Shipyard	Group’s	 headquarters	 in	 the	Netherlands.	This	
ground-breaking	success	is	the	result	of	a	close	collaboration	
between	RAMLAB,	Promarin,	Autodesk,	Bureau	Veritas	
and Damen.
The	 five-company	 partnership	 started	 pooling	 their	
collective	resources	and	knowledge	to	develop	the	world’s	
first	 3D	printed	 ship’s	 propeller	 in	 early	 2017.	Promarin	
provided the design of the three-bladed propeller. The 
Port of Rotterdam’s RAMLAB (Rotterdam Additive 
Manufacturing	LAB)	carried	out	fabrication	using	Wire	Arc	
Additive	Manufacturing	 (WAAM)	 techniques,	 supported	
by	Autodesk’s	expertise	in	software,	robotics	and	additive	
manufacturing. Damen provided Research and Development 
resources in addition to one of its Stan Tug 1606 vessels 
for operational testing purposes. Bureau Veritas’ role was 
to	 verify	 the	 entire	 development,	 production	 and	 testing	
process.
The	consortium	reached	its	first	milestone	in	August	2017	
with	 the	 completion	of	 the	first	WAAMpeller	 prototype.	
With valuable experience gained, production of the second 
version,	with	the	aim	of	achieving	class	certification,	started	
immediately.
“Production	 of	 the	 second	WAAMpeller	 was	 greatly	
improved because we had learned a lot from producing the 
prototype,”	 said	Vincent	Wegener,	Managing	Director	of	
RAMLAB.	“This	mainly	concerned	the	hardware/software	
interaction	because,	when	laying	down	298	layers	of	nickel-
aluminium	bronze	alloy,	it	is	important	to	have	a	tight	control	
on	all	process	parameters.”	The	propeller	features	a	diameter	
of	1300	mm	and	has	a	mass	of	180	kg.
With the second WAAMpeller complete, the project then 
progressed	to	the	testing	stage,	the	first	phase	of	which	saw	
the	WAAMpeller	installed	on	a	Damen	Stan	Tug	1606.	“This	
particular vessel is of extra interest in that it is equipped with 
a	Tier	III	compliant	engine,	making	it	future	proof	for	the	
ever-stricter environmental rules and regulations in harbours 
around	the	world”,	commented	Martin	de	Bruijn,	Managing	
Director	Workboats	at	Damen.
Damen’s testing engineers performed operational testing of 
the WAAMpeller on 20 November 2017, with representatives 
from	 all	 of	 the	 consortium	 partners	 present.	The	 day’s	
procedures	were	 overseen	 by	Bureau	Veritas	 surveyors	
throughout.
Martijn Nieuwenhuijs, Chief Executive, Bureau Veritas 
Marine	and	Offshore	Netherlands,	commented:	“Bureaus	
Veritas	has	witnessed	every	step	of	the	making	and	testing	
of	the	WAAMpeller.	Some	challenges	needed	to	be	tackled	
along	the	way,	but	the	final	product	is	technically	sound	and	
ready	for	commercial	application.”
The testing programme included bollard-pull and crash-stop 
testing	in	addition	to	speed	trials.	“Of	course,	we	were	all	a	
bit	nervous	beforehand—after	all,	innovation	always	comes	
with	a	certain	number	of	unknowns—but	the	testing	was	a	
success,”	said	Kees	Custers,	Damen	Project	Engineer	R&D.
“We	are	pleased	to	report	that	the	WAAMpeller	displayed	
the same behaviour as a conventional cast propeller in all 
of the tests. This included the same level of performance 
in the crash-stop scenario, which—going from full-throttle 
ahead to full-throttle reverse—is the heaviest loading that 
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a propeller can experience.
“From	day	one,	 this	 project	 has	 been	 characterised	by	 a	
good	working	atmosphere	and	team	dynamics,	so	there	were	
quite	a	few	high-fives	on	board	when	we	had	successfully	
completed	the	tests!”
Talking	before	the	WAAMpeller	unveiling	event,	which	took	
place on 30 November 2017, Allard Castelein, CEO Port 
of	Rotterdam,	took	the	time	to	highlight	the	efforts	of	the	
collaborating	partners	“The	WAAMpeller	project	is	special	
for	many	reasons.	Not	only	has	it	produced	the	world’s	first	
class-approved 3D printed ship’s propeller, but this has 
been	accomplished	within	a	very	impressive	seven-month	
timeframe	and	only	one	year	after	the	official	opening	of	
RAMLAB.	Everyone	involved	has	worked	extremely	hard	
to	make	this	happen.	Damen,	Autodesk	and	Bureau	Veritas	
have	supported	the	project	all	the	way.	Promarin	have	really	
shown	their	expertise	with	the	finishing	of	this	WAAMpeller.	
And last, but not least, the production process at RAMLAB 
continued	24/7,	with	their	experts	permanently	on	hand.”
Looking	 at	 the	 bigger	 picture,	Mr	Castelein	went	 on	 to	
identify	the	implications	of	the	WAAMpeller	project	on	the	
maritime	industry.	“This	project	has	shown	the	shipbuilding	
industry	 the	 potential	 of	 3D	printing	 techniques	 for	 the	
production of vessel components. We continue our intensive 
research	into	this	very	exciting	area.”
Damen News, 30 November 2017

WAAMpeller being manufactured
(Photo from Damen website)

The WAAMpeller unveiling event
(Photo from Damen website)

End of DNV GL Support for Sesam and 
Nauticus under Windows 7
Microsoft has announced the end of support for Windows 7 on 
14	January	2020	as	a	part	of	their	normal	product	lifecycle	
planning. For this reason, DNV GL’s end of support for 
Sesam,	Nauticus	Machinery	and	Nauticus	Hull	is	also	set	
to	14	January	2020.

Microsoft	made	 a	 commitment	 to	 provide	 ten	 years	 of	
product support for Windows 7 when it was released on 
22	October	2009.	When	this	ten-year	period	ends,	Microsoft	
will discontinue Windows 7 support in order to focus their 
investment on supporting newer technologies. 
Sesam,	Nauticus	Machinery	 and	Nauticus	Hull	 products	
which	have	been	tested	for	Windows	7	will	continue	to	work	
on	Windows	7	after	14	January	2020.	As	of	14	January	2020,	
new	releases	will	be	tested	on	Windows	10	only.	DNV	GL	
will continue to provide customer support to users of Sesam, 
Nauticus	Machinery	and	Nauticus	Hull	products	released	
before	January	2020.	However,	after	14	January	2020,	DNV	
GL	will	no	longer	provide	issue	fixes	and	security	updates	
for	Sesam,	Nauticus	Machinery	and	Nauticus	Hull	products	
running on the Windows 7 platform.
It	is	possible	that	some	of	the	Sesam,	Nauticus	Machinery	
and	Nauticus	Hull	programs	released	after	14	January	2020	
will be installable on Windows 7, but DNV GL cannot assure 
that	they	will	function	correctly.
Sesam,	Nauticus	Machinery	and	Nauticus	Hull	have	a	long	
history	of	providing	backwards	compatibility	for	models,	
independent of OS versions used, when creating the models.
If	you	have	have	questions	about	this	change,	or	want	to	
prepare	 for	end-of-support	next	year,	 then	please	contact	
DNV	GL	Software	Support	at	software.support@dnvgl.com.
DNV GL Digital Solutions Announcement, 4 November 2019
DNV GL’s Maritime Forecast to 2050
DNV GL Maritime released the third edition of its Maritime 
Forecast to 2050	at	London	International	Shipping	Week	
2019. The Maritime Forecast examines the future of the 
shipping	 industry	 in	 a	 rapidly-changing	 global-energy	
landscape.	This	year’s	report	focuses	on	the	challenge	of	
reducing	the	carbon	intensity	of	the	global	fleet	to	meet	the	
ambitious	targets	set	by	the	IMO’s	greenhouse	gas	(GHG)	
reduction	strategy.
“Existing	 technology	 can	 deliver	 the	 future	we	desire—
including	meeting	 the	 1.5°C	 target	 set	 out	 in	 the	 Paris	
Agreement,”	said	Remi	Eriksen,	Group	President	and	CEO	
of	DNV	GL.	“So	far,	support	for	the	energy	transition	has	
been	too	sporadic.	We	need	a	broad	and	coordinated	policy	
agenda	which	supports	new	technologies	as	they	emerge	and	
sustains	that	support	through	the	build-out	phase.”
A	combination	of	external	market	pressure	and	the	ambitious	
direction	 set	 by	 the	 IMO	means	 that	 the	 challenge	 of	
decarbonisation	 has	 been	 laid	 squarely	 on	 shipping’s	
doorstep. To answer the question of how shipping will rise to 
meet	the	challenge,	this	year’s	Maritime Forecast examines 
how	the	world	fleet	measures	up	in	terms	of	decarbonisation	
and	 looks	 at	 different	 strategies	 and	pathways	which	 the	
industry	can	take	to	reach	this	goal.
The Maritime Forecast to 2050	analyses	three	regulatory	
scenarios (continuing under current policies, regulations 
becoming	 gradually	 stricter,	 or	 very-strict	 regulations	
introduced	towards	the	end	of	the	2050	deadline)	and	how	
these could affect the transition to low-carbon and carbon-
neutral	fuels.	Improvements	in	general	energy	efficiency	in	
on-board operations is also included as an essential part of 
reducing emissions.
“One	of	the	key	components	to	meet	the	decarbonisation	
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challenge	is	fuel	flexibility,	as	the	fuels	of	today	may	not	be	
the	fuels	of	tomorrow,”	said	Knut	Ørbeck-Nilssen,	CEO	of	
DNV	GL	Maritime.	“This	means	that	having	a	picture	of	the	
entire	fuel	ecosystem	is	vital,	as	owners,	operators,	and	the	
industry	itself	will	have	a	much	tougher	time	adapting	to	a	
low-carbon	future	if	they	are	locked	into	a	single	choice.”
Fuel	flexibility	 and	 technologies	 to	 bridge	 changing	 fuel	
usage	 have	 been	 identified	 in	 the	Maritime Forecast as 
essential strategies for both individual owners and the 
shipping	industry	to	adapt	to	the	energy	transition	and	prepare	
for	a	low-carbon	future.	In	the	deep-sea	segment	especially,	
dual-fuel	 solutions	 and	 “alternative	 fuel	 ready”	 solutions	
could	smooth	this	transition	by	laying	the	groundwork	for	
a	future	retrofit.	Combined	with	bridging	technologies	such	
as	adaptable	storage	tanks,	onboard	systems	and	shore-side	
fuel	infrastructure,	this	could	give	the	industry	more	options	
as new fuels and technologies emerge.
“Ships	built	today	will	have	to	compete	with	vessels	coming	
onto	 the	market	 in	five,	 ten	 or	 15	 years’	 time,	 and	must	
consider	future	standards	to	remain	competitive,”	said	Knut	
Ørbeck-Nilssen.	“Considering	 the	uncertain	 future	which	
lies ahead, failing to be future-proof in the newbuilding 
phase could lead to that asset being stranded in the not-so-
distant future. In addition, CO2 emissions could become 
an	important	rate	differentiator,	and	we	have	already	seen	
forward-looking	charterers	start	down	this	road.”
The Maritime Forecast	shows	that	the	uptake	of	low-carbon	
and carbon-neutral fuels is essential to meeting the IMO’s 
GHG	goals,	with	 carbon-neutral	 fuels	 having	 to	 supply	
30–40%	of	the	global	fleet’s	total	energy	by	2050.	Under	
different	regulatory	pathways,	however,	the	model	predicts	
that	a	variety	of	fuels	could	come	to	the	fore.	In	all	of	the	
pathways,	liquefied	methane	(from	both	fossil	and	non-fossil	
sources)	provides	a	large	part	(40–80%)	of	the	fuel	mix	at	
2050. The Maritime Forecast also suggests that in the deep-
sea sector, ammonia, biodiesel, liquid biogas and electrofuels 
are	promising	carbon-neutral	options,	with	battery,	hybrid,	
and	 hydrogen	 solutions	 being	 potential	 options	 for	 the	
short-sea segment.
The	ongoing	 energy	 transition	 is	 starting	 to	 reshape	 the	
shipping	industry,	with	much	uncertainty	on	the	way	to	2050.	
DNV GL’s Maritime Forecast to 2050 hopes to offer the 
industry	a	vision	of	the	changes	ahead,	offering	guidance,	
highlighting trends, and providing valuable insights for 
maritime	stakeholders.	The	Maritime Forecast to 2050 is 
part	of	a	suite	of	Energy	Transition	Outlook	(ETO)	reports	

produced	by	DNV	GL.	The	ETO	has	designed,	expanded	and	
refined	a	model	of	the	world’s	energy	system	encompassing	
demand	 and	 supply	 of	 energy	 globally,	 and	 the	 use	 and	
exchange	of	energy	between	and	within	ten	world	regions.
[You can download the full Maritime Forecast to 2050 from 
https://eto.dnvgl.com/2019/download—Ed.]
DNV GL News, 11 September 2019

ABS Awards First CyberSafety Notation and 
Statement of Compliance
ABS	has	awarded	Olympic	Shipping	and	Management	SA	
an	ABS	CyberSafety®	Notation	and	ABS	CyberSafety®	
Statement	of	Compliance	for	 their	newly-delivered	state-
of-the-art	 tankers.	Olympic	 is	 the	first	 tanker	operator	 to	
receive	an	ABS	CyberSafety	Notation,	and	industry’s	first	
ABS	CyberSafety	 Statement	 of	Compliance	 for	 a	 non-
ABS-classed	vessel.	ABS	Advanced	Solutions	worked	with	
Olympic	 to	 implement	 the	ABS	 industry-leading	 cyber-
security	solution.
“ABS	Advanced	Solutions	 is	 a	 leader	 in	maritime	 cyber	
security,	with	an	easily-understandable	scalable	approach	
to	measuring	and	managing	cyber-security	risk	for	a	single	
asset	or	an	entire	fleet,”	said	Russ	Medeiros,	Vice	President	
of	ABS	Advanced	Solutions.	“Olympic	is	an	operator	at	the	
forefront	of	cyber	safety	in	the	tanker	industry.	We	are	proud	
to	help	them	understand	their	cyber	risk	and	the	steps	they	
can	take	to	reduce	it.”
“We	are	pleased	and	proud	to	announce	that	our	company	
has	received	the	first	ABS	CyberSafety	Notations	for	tankers	
worldwide.	The	introduction	of	these	endorsements	clearly	
demonstrates	Olympic’s	vision	towards	safe	and	effective	
operations	 through	new	 technology	 challenges,”	 said	Mr	
George	Karageorgiou,	 President	 and	CEO	 of	Olympic	
Shipping	 and	Management	 SA.	 “ABS’	methodology	
provided	 a	 solid	 framework	 for	 identifying	 threats	 and	
risks	to	our	most-critical	assets	and	ways	to	minimise	their	
impact.”
The	ABS	CyberSafety	 program	 is	 aimed	 at	mitigating	
the	 risk	 of	 cyber-security-related	 conditions	 or	 incidents	
which	 could	 negatively	 affect	 operations.	Awarding	 the	
CS1	notation	(Asset,	Basic-level,	Informed	cyber-security	
Implementation)	is	a	significant	industry	achievement,	and	
underscores	once	again	ABS’	leadership	in	addressing	cyber	
security.
ABS News, 7 June 2019

World’s Largest 3D Printed Boat
Buoyed	by	composites	technology	and	the	world’s	largest	
3D	printer,	the	University	of	Maine	(in	Orono,	ME)	launched	
itself	into	the	record	books	as	it	unveiled	the	largest	solid	
object	ever	produced	by	a	3-D	printer	on	10	October.	The	
printer	produced	a	25	ft	(7.62	m),	5000	lb	(2268	kg)	boat	
using material which is a blend of plastic and wood cellulose. 
The boat was named 3Dirigo and christened when Sen. 
Susan Collins smashed a champagne bottle across its bow 
during	a	ceremony	at	the	university’s	Advanced	Structures	
and Composites Centtre. A Guinness World Records 

The world’s largest 3D printed boat
(Photo from Scuttlebutt website)

FROM THE CROWS NEST
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adjudicator	was	on	hand	to	certify	three	records:	the	world’s	
largest	 polymer	 3D	printer,	 largest	 3D	printed	 boat,	 and	
largest solid 3-D printed item. The previous record-holder 
for	largest	boat	created	by	a	3D	printer	was	a	4	ft	(1.39	m)	
rowing boat.
3D	 printing	 is	 part	 of	 a	 process	 called	 “additive	
manufacturing.”	Working	 from	 a	 blueprint,	 a	 computer-
controlled	 “printer”	makes	 three-dimensional	 objects	 by	
adding	layers	of	liquid	which	harden	as	they	cool.	The	3D	
boat	printed	at	the	University	of	Maine	was	created	over	72	
hours in mid-September. The printer cost $2.5 million, but 
the	machinery,	along	with	funds	for	installation,	research	
and	development	and	other	costs,	were	covered	by	the	US	
Army	and	the	US	Army	Corps	of	Engineers.
Habib Dagher, the composites centre director and a professor 
of	structural	engineering,	said	 that	 the	university	worked	
with local shipbuilders to develop the boat and potential uses 
for	the	technology.	He	said	that	the	printer	can	be	used	to	
make	moulds	which	boatbuilders	can	use	when	they	make	
yachts	and	other	watercraft,	speeding	construction	time.
Having	the	world’s	largest	3D	printer	in	Maine	is	“a	huge	
win”	for	the	state,	said	Steve	Von	Vogt,	Executive	Director	
of the Maine Composites Alliance. He said that the state is 
positioning itself as a leader in developing composites and 
manufacturing,	and	using	material	which	takes	advantage	
of	the	state’s	wood	products	industry	makes	it	even	more	
attractive.	As	manufacturers	look	for	ways	to	produce	items	
without plastics and other petroleum-based materials, he 
said, blends that use renewable resources will be more 
attractive.
Dagher	 said	 that	 the	 printer,	 along	with	 the	 opportunity	
to	work	in	the	composites	centre,	is	attracting	students	to	
Maine.	About	160	students	a	year	work	 in	 the	centre,	he	
said.	Thirty	or	so	worked	on	the	boat	project,	he	said,	with	
tasks	ranging	from	setting	up	the	printer	to	overseeing	the	
printing	of	the	boat	itself.	“It’s	beyond	what	you	would	ever	
get	in	the	classroom,”	Dagher	said.
The composites centre is attracting college students to the 
state, Dagher said, which, in the long term, could help 
counteract the aging of the state’s populace. Maine has the 
highest	median	age	in	the	country.
[Those interested can see a time-lapse video of the printing 
of the boat on the Portland Press Herald website at
https://www.pressherald.com/2019/10/10/umaine-launches-
largest-3d-printer/—Ed.]
Portland Press Herald, 10 October 2019

Bluebottle Development Continues
Ocius	Technology	has	submitted	final	reports	and	has	been	
paid in full for their Defence Innovation Hub contract, 
three	months	 ahead	 of	 schedule.	 Thanks	 to	 the	 Defence	
Innovation	 Hub,	 DST	 Group	 and	 Navy	 for	 a	 terrific	
and	 cooperative	 working	 relationship	 leading	 to	 a	 great	
outcome. 
They	 have	 started	 testing	 persistent	 ‘bistatic’	 sonar	
surveillance	 capability	 with	 Thales	 Australia,	 applying	
their	 thin	 line	 array	 on	 a	 Bluebottle	 USVs	 winch	 and	
lowering	to	varying	depths.	First	 tests	were	conducted	in	
Sydney’s	 beautiful	Ku-ring-gai	 Chase,	 followed	 in	 early	
September	 by	 ocean	 testing	 in	 deeper	 open	 waters	 off	

Ulladulla,	 enabling	 the	 winch	 to	 deploy	 the	 array	 fully.	
Thanks	to	Ulladulla	Marine	Rescue	who	helped	by	acting	
as	the	Suspected	Illegal-entry	Vessel	(SIEV).
Ocius had two Bluebottle USVs, either on the harbour 
or off the coast, demonstrating persistent ‘bistatic’ sonar 
surveillance	 capability	 with	 Thales	 Australia,	 for	 the	
duration	 of	 Pacific	 2019.	 They	 beamed	 the	 live	 data	
and	 camera	 footage	 back	 to	 their	 display	 on	 the	 NSW	
Government	Stand	at	the	Pacific	Expo.	They	also	presented	
this	live	feed	and	the	recent	Intelligent	Network	trials	off	
the NSW coast to the Australian Association for Unmanned 
Systems’	Autonomy in the Maritime Domain conference 
and	at	the	NSW	Defence	Innovation	Network’s	Technology	
Showcase,	both	held	within	Pacific	2019.
At	Pacific	2019,	Ocius	 and	Thales	 announced	 a	 contract	
between the two companies for Ocius to provide platform 
services to Thales for the testing of the Thales thin-line 
array	on	the	Ocius	Bluebottle	USV	platform.	This	contract	
has been the result of a long-term collaboration between 
Ocius	 and	Thales,	with	 both	 parties	working	 together	 to	
develop an autonomous sonar solution using the Thales 
array	on	a	persistent	marine	platform.
Ocius Technology Updates, 31 August and 16 October 
2019

The Hon. Stuart Ayres, MP NSW, Minister for Jobs, Investment, 
Tourism and Western Sydney, Robert Dane, CEO Ocius 

Technology, Chris Jenkins, CEO Thales, and Bob
(Photo courtesy Ocius Technology)

WWSR Spirit 2
The	Warby	Motorsport	 team	returned	 to	Blowering	Dam	
over	the	weekend	of	30	August	and	1	September	for	further	
trials with Spirit of Australia 2. The water level in the dam 
had	increased	from	24%	on	their	last	visit	in	May	and	now	
was	55%	for	 this	 test.	The	higher	water	 level	 in	 the	dam	
meant	that	they	could	run	the	full	length	of	the	record	course,	
especially	with	 the	benign	weather	of	 a	 light	 breeze	 and	
lovely	sunny	days.	However,	the	fresh	water	coming	into	
the dam had brought a fair bit of rubbish with it, which had 
to be cleared before testing could start.
On	the	Saturday	morning,	 the	first	 two	runs	up	and	back	
were	 interrupted	 by	 hitting	 debris	which,	 despite	 best	
efforts, had been missed, and all of it hit the rudder. That 
meant	aborting	the	run	and	taking	the	boat	out	of	the	water	
to	inspect	for	damage	to	the	hull	and/or	rudder.	They	found	
marks	on	the	rudder,	but	no	damage	to	hull	or	rudder.	Back	
out	on	the	lake,	the	last	run	of	the	day	was	the	best,	with	the	
Orpheus	jet	engine	making	all	of	its	real	power	above	80%	
rpm.	Dave	Warby	gradually	brought	the	boat	up	to	speed,	
holding	80%	rpm	and	watched	the	speed	rise	through	150,	
200	and	220	mph	(241,	322,	and	354	km/h),	then	increased	
the	thrust	slightly	to	90%,	and	the	boat	picked	up	further	
speed	easily	and	peaked	at	252	mph	(406	km/h),	holding	for	
a	few	seconds	before	gradually	throttling	back.
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On	Sunday	they	made	two	runs	in	the	230–240	mph	(370–
386	km/h)	range,	so	that	they	could	try	a	different	balance	
setup	 and	different	 rudder	profile	on	 the	boat.	They	 also	
did	an	on-water	practice	with	their	boat	rescue,	emergency	
services and divers to ensure that, if something were to go 
wrong,	they	have	all	their	procedures	working	smoothly.
The	team	was	extremely	pleased	with	the	weekend	at	the	
dam	and	will	do	some	minor	modifications	to	the	boat	from	
the data collected before the next round of tests. The tuning 
of the boat through these series of ongoing tests means that 
it	is	now	well	balanced	in	the	mid-200	mph	(mid-300	km/h)	
region.

WWSR Longbow
Britain has re-entered the contest for the World Water Speed 
Record with a new vessel, Longbow, having commenced 
construction in April 2018.
Construction	of	the	jet	hydroplane	Longbow is proceeding, 
and	the	team	have	been	busy	sourcing	connectors	for	the	
gauges and electrical fuel pumps serving the twin Viper jet 
engines for the craft.
The	next	task	in	the	hull	construction	was	cutting	to	size	and	
then	forming	the	scarf	joints	for	the	marine-grade	plywood	
for the sides to the hull of Longbow.	These	plywood	sections	
needed	to	be	held	in	place	whilst	the	West	System	Epoxy	
cured. In lieu of metal screws, nails and staples, the team 
ended	up	using	Raptor®	composite	nails	and	staples	which,	
amongst other applications, have been used with great 
success	by	boat	builders.	There	are	several	advantages	to	
using	these	composite	materials	such	as,	unlike	their	metal	

Spirit of Australia 2 at speed on Blowering Dam
(Photo courtesy Warby Motorsport)

counterparts,	they	can	be	sanded,	they	will	never	corrode,	
are	UV	resistant,	have	a	high	tensile	strength	and,	as	they	
are	driven	into	the	wood,	they	slightly	melt,	forming	a	bond	
to the substrate.
[For monthly updates and photos, see the Longbow website 
at https://www.jet-hydroplane.uk/news/ —	Ed.]
Longbow website

Team Britannia
Team	Britannia	is	a	multi-million-pound	British	bid	led	by	
ocean	adventurer,	Alan	Priddy,	to	design	and	build	Excalibur, 
the	fastest	and	most	fuel-efficient	wave-slicing	powerboat	
to circumnavigate the globe for the much-coveted Union 
Internationale	Motonautique	world	 record,	currently	held	
by	New	Zealander	Pete	Bethune	at	60	days	23	h	49	min	in	
Earthrace.
Excalibur was launched on 2 October at ABC Marine, 
Hayling	Island,	Hampshire,	UK,	where	she	was	built.	The	
Iveco engines and Castoldi waterjets are in place, but there 
is	much	fitting	out	still	to	be	completed.	She	has	now	been	
moved	 to	 the	Hayling	Yacht	Company	 to	 complete	 the	
fitting	out.

Excalibur being launched
(Photo from Team Britannia Facebook page)

The	project	has	been	delayed	by	Team	Britannia’s	bid	to	seal	
a	lead	sponsor	and,	more	recently,	the	death	of	its	technical	
expert	Erik	Hoorn.
The	effort	to	break	the	powerboat	circumnavigation	record	
will	begin	in	Gibraltar	and	organisers	hope	that	it	will	take	
place	in	October	next	year,	five	years	later	than	originally	
planned.
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GENERAL NEWS
AWD completes Sea Trials
The	RAN’s	third	air-warfare	destroyer,	NUSHIP	Sydney, is 
on	track	to	be	delivered	to	the	Navy	in	February	2020	after	
completing	sea	trials	in	early	November.
Sydney	 is	 the	 third	 and	 final	 ship	 being	 delivered	 by	
the	Air-warfare	Destroyer	Alliance	which	 includes	 the	
Department	 of	Defence,	Raytheon	Australia,	 and	ASC	
Shipbuilding	supported	by	Navantia	Australia.
The	Minister	for	Defence,	Senator	the	Hon.	Linda	Reynolds	
CSC, said that the success of Sydney’s sea trials represents 
a	significant	step	towards	her	delivery.
“Sydney	will	enter	into	service	early	next	year	and,	with	her	
sister-ships HMA Ships Hobart and Brisbane,	they	will	be	
our	most	potent	warships	to	date”	she	said.
Following Sydney’s	 sea	 trials,	 final	 production	work,	
including the integration of the MH60-R helicopter, will be 
completed ahead of the ship’s provisional acceptance into 
service	in	February	2020.

NUSHIP Sydney at sea off Adelaide during sea trials
(Photo by Simon Casson courtesy Department of Defence)

Austal-built LCS USS Kansas City Completes 
Acceptance Trials 
On 4 November Austal announced that the future USS 
Kansas City	 (LCS	 22)	 had	 successfully	 completed	
acceptance trials in the Gulf of Mexico. USS Kansas City 
is the eleventh Independence-class Littoral Combat Ship 
(LCS),	designed	and	built	by	Austal	in	Mobile,	Alabama,	
to reach this milestone.
Acceptance	trials	involve	comprehensive	testing	by	an	Austal	
USA-led	industry	team	while	underway,	demonstrating	to	
the	US	Navy	the	successful	operation	of	the	ship’s	major	
systems	and	equipment.	It	is	the	last	significant	milestone	
before	delivery	of	the	ship.	LCS	22	will	be	the	third	ship	
Austal	USA	delivers	to	the	Navy	in	2019.

Austal’s CEO, David Singleton, congratulated Austal USA 
for achieving this critical program milestone.
The Independence-class LCS program is at a full rate of 
production,	with	five	ships	currently	under	construction.	The	
future USS Oakland	(LCS	24)	was	recently	launched	and	is	
preparing	for	trials,	while	final	assembly	is	well	underway	
on the future USS Mobile	 (LCS	26)	 and	USS	Savannah 
(LCS	28).	Modules	for	the	future	USS	Canberra	(LCS	30)	
are	under	construction	in	the	module	manufacturing	facility,	
and construction of the future USS Santa Barbara	(LCS	32)	
began in October.

The future USS Kansas City on trials in the Gulf of Mexico
(Photo courtesy Austal)

Austal Delivers Fifth Guardian-class Patrol Boat
On	8	November	Austal	delivered	the	fifth	Guardian-class	
patrol boat to the Commonwealth of Australia. The vessel, 
named Gizo, was then gifted to the Government of the 
Solomon	 Islands,	 in	 a	 ceremony	 at	 Austal’s	 Henderson	
shipyard.
Twenty-one	 Guardian-class	 patrol	 boats	 are	 being	
constructed	 by	Austal	 for	 12	 Pacific	 Island	 nations	 and	
Timor	Leste	as	part	of	the	Pacific	Patrol	Boat	Replacement	
Project	 (SEA3036-1)	 contributing	 to	 the	Commonwealth	
of	Australia’s	Pacific	Maritime	Security	Program.
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The 39.5 m steel monohull patrol boat, designed, 
constructed	and	sustained	by	Austal	Australia,	is	based	on	
a	proven	design	which	has	 included	 the	38	m	Bay-class,	
56 m Armidale-class and 58 m Cape-class patrol boats 
which are in service with the Australian Border Force and 
Royal	Australian	Navy.
Delivery	of	 the	Guardian-class	patrol	boats	will	continue	
through to 2023 and Austal will provide ongoing support 
for each vessel from a dedicated service centre based in 
Cairns, Queensland.

The Guardian-class patrol boat Gizo
(Photo courtesy Austal)

Austal to Export Two Cape-class Patrol Boats 
In August Austal announced that it had signed a contract 
worth	approximately	$126	million	to	construct	two	Cape-
class	 Patrol	 Boats	 (CCPB)	 for	 the	Government	 of	 the	
Republic	of	Trinidad	&	Tobago	(GORTT).	The	vessels	will	
be delivered in the second half of 2020.
Austal’s	Chief	Executive	Officer,	David	Singleton,	said	that	
the	award	of	the	contract	confirmed	an	important	defence	
export	opportunity	for	Austal	and	consequent	workflow	for	
the		company’s	Henderson	operations.
“It	is	important	to	acknowledge	that	the	Royal	Australian	
Navy	 (RAN)	 and	 the	Australian	 Government	 were	
instrumental	in	the	success	of	this	defence	export	program,”	
Mr Singleton said.
“The	RAN,	which	operates	two	CCPBs,	was	an	effective	
advocate of the CCPB capabilities, hosting a sea ride 
for the visiting Trinidad & Tobago Chief of Defence 
Staff and engineering team to assess and experience the 
vessel’s capabilities. The Minister for Trade, Minister 
for Foreign Affairs and Minister for Defence have all 
provided continuing support and assistance, ensuring that 
Commonwealth support was available for this program. The 

whole-of-government	advocacy	in	support	of	this	defence	
export	opportunity	has	been	instrumental	to	its	success.”
Austal	originally	designed	and	built	ten	CCPBs	used	by	the	
Royal	Australian	Navy	and	Australian	Border	Force.	The	
58	m	all-aluminium	monohull	patrol	boats	were	specifically	
designed and manufactured to combat the full range of 
maritime	security	threats.	The	CCPB	has	a	4000	n	mile	range	
and	a	28-day	patrol	cycle	with	a	crew	of	up	to	22	people,	
and	is	fitted	with	two	high-speed	rigid	hull	inflatable	boats	
used for intercepting other vessels.
The	GORTT	requested	that	the	purchase	be	supported	by	
a	financing	package	through	Export	Finance	Australia.	The	
Commonwealth announced in December 2018 that the 
Defence	Export	Facility	would	be	available	to	support	this	
program.

An impression of the Cape-class patrol boats 
to be built by Austalfor Trinidad & Tobago

(Image courtesy Austal)

Austal to Build High-speed Catamaran For 
Molslinjen 
On 25 October Austal announced a €83.65 million (ca $136 
million)	contract	for	the	design	and	construction	of	a	new	
115	m	high-speed	catamaran	for	Molslinjen	of	Denmark.	
A follow-up order to the 109 m high-speed catamaran 
Express 4,	 delivered	 to	Molslinjen	 in	 January	 2019,	 the	
new	Auto	Express	115	will	be	the	largest	ferry	(by	volume)	
ever	built	by	Austal.	The	vessel	will	be	fitted	with	a	new	
generation of medium-speed engines which are LNG 
compatible, and is designed with the potential to upgrade 
to LNG fuel in the future. 
Construction will commence in the third quarter of 2020 and 
delivery	of	the	vessel	will	be	in	the	first	quarter	of	2022.	
The	vessel	construction	will	dovetail	neatly	at	the	end	of	
the	second	Fred	Olsen	trimaran	currently	being	built	in	the	
Philippines,	creating	continuity	of	production	for	the	facility.	
Austal’s	Chief	Executive	Officer,	David	Singleton,	 said	
that	 the	 new	 order	 from	Molslinjen	 confirmed	Austal’s	
continuing international competitiveness and leadership in 
high-speed	ferry	design,	construction	and	technology.	
“With	this	new	order,	Austal	has	once	again	demonstrated	a	
clear	capability	to	offer	the	best,	most	advanced	high-speed	
ferries,	cost	competitively,	reliably	and	to	the	highest	quality.	
“To	be	designed	in	Henderson	over	a	12	month	period	and	
then	 built	 at	 our	 state-of-the-art	 shipbuilding	 facility	 in	
Balamban in the Philippines, the catamaran will feature 
Austal’s	signature	raked-bow	and	optimised	hullform,	and	
an LNG-capable medium-speed power plant which offers 
a	 powerful	 yet	 economical	 and	 environmentally-friendly	
solution. 
“Express 5	will	 provide	Molslinjen	with	 a	 truly	 exciting	
high-speed craft which will deliver a unique customer 
experience.”	 
Featuring	capacity	for	1610	passengers,	space	for	450	cars	
(or	617	lane-metres	for	trucks	plus	257	cars)	over	two	vehicle	
decks	and	an	operating	service	speed	close	to	37	kn,	the	new	
ship	will	add	valuable	additional	capacity	on	Molslinjen’s	
Bornholm	route	between	Ystad	and	Rønne,	from	early	2022.	
On	board,	passengers	will	enjoy	leather-appointed	reclining	
seats,	with	USB	ports,	wi-fi,	a	full	bistro	and	bars,	children’s	
play	area,	and	multiple	audio-visual	screens.	
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With this latest design, Austal’s Auto Express vehicle-
passenger	ferry	portfolio	has	expanded	to	include	over	30	
catamaran and trimaran hull designs, ranging from 49 to 
127 m LOA, delivered to 30 operators since 1996. 
Customisable	to	suit	any	operational	requirement	or	route,	
the proven Auto Express platform also features Austal’s 
proprietary	motion	 control	 and	MARINELINK-Smart	
systems	which	deliver	a	smoother	journey	for	passengers	
and	crew	and	a	more	efficient,	better	performing,	‘smart’	
ship for operators. 

The new Auto Express 115, Express 5, is based on the successful 
Auto Express 109 design, constructed for Molslinjen. Express 4 

(above) was delivered by Austal in January 2019 and is operating 
in the Kattegat Sea, Denmark

(Photo courtesy Austal)

Dongara Marine Delivers New Pilot Boat
Western Australian boatbuilder Dongara Marine has 
delivered	a	second	Berkeley-class	pilot	boat	to	the	port	of	
Fremantle. Named Genesis it joins Berkeley, which has been 
operating with great success in the Western Australian port 
since 2015.
Whereas	the	earlier	delivery	is	owned	by	Fremantle	Pilots,	
Harbour	 Services	Australia	 (HSA)	 acquired	 the	 19.4	m	
long Genesis	 to	 join	 its	fleet	 of	 18	work	boats.	Ranging	
from 6 m punts and mooring/lines boats up to a 21 m cargo, 
crew	transfer	and	dive/survey	vessel,	the	fleet	includes	craft	
which have been adapted from other roles such as police 
patrol	boats,	fishing	vessels,	and	purpose-built	pilot	boats.	
Genesis	 is	the	first	significant	newbuild	the	company	has	
commissioned.
Dongara Marine’s Managing Director, Rohan Warr, said 
that the new pilot boat shares the basic traits that have seen 
operators	describe	the	Berkeley	class	as	the	‘Rolls	Royce	
of pilot boats’. 

“High	open-water	speed	for	fast	transits,	extreme	stability,	
and	confirmed	self-righting	are	all	hallmarks	of	the	Berkeley	
class,”	Warr	 said,	 “but	 it	 is	 arguably	 the	 high	 levels	 of	
seakeeping	 and	manoeuvrability	which	 contribute	most	
to	the	pilot	boat	design	maximising	overall	operability,	as	
well	as	the	safety	and	comfort	of	pilots	and	crew,	even	in	
challenging	offshore	seas.”
Southerly	Designs	designed	the	aluminium	hull	specifically	
for demanding conditions, leveraging experience spanning 
many	decades	designing	 literally	hundreds	of	high	speed	
fishing,	patrol	and	offshore	crew	boats.
“The	hull	design	combines	a	long	waterline,	fine	entry	and	
highly-flared	bow	with	twin	keels	and	twin	over-size	rudders	
which	reduce	roll	and	increase	both	directional	stability	and	
manoeuvring	performance,”	Warr	explained.	
“This	 is	 combined	with	 a	 resiliently-mounted	 composite	
superstructure, the low mass of which also contributes to 
stability	 and	 operating	 efficiency,	while	 simultaneously	
enhancing	 habitability	 through	 reduced	 noise,	 vibration,	
and	heat	transfer.”
Independent	side-by-side	testing	at	full	scale	has	previously	
demonstrated	that	the	Berkeley	class	is	more	fuel	efficient	
than	other	contemporary	pilot	vessel	designs,	even	though	it	
is also larger and faster. The performance of Genesis, though, 
has	taken	the	operating	cost	savings	to	another	level	again.	
Genesis	runs	comfortably	at	24.5	kn	and	achieved	32	kn	at	
full power during trials.

The new pilot boat Genesis
(Photo courtesy Dongara Marine)

The engine room of Genesis
(Photo courtesy Dongara Marine)

Inside the deckhouse of Genesis
(Photo courtesy Dongara Marine)
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RNZN Tanker Named in South Korea
The	Royal	New	Zealand	Navy	has	held	an	official	naming	
ceremony	for	its	new	tanker	at	Hyundai	Heavy	Industries’	
shipyard	in	Ulsan,	South	Korea.
HMNZS Aotearoa, which was launched on 24 April and 
will be the largest ship in the RNZN once she is delivered, 
was	 named	 by	New	Zealand	Governor-General, Dame 
Patsy	Reddy.
Following her sea trials, Aotearoa will sail to New Zealand 
in	March	next	year	and	will	be	formally	commissioned	in	
April at the Devonport Naval Base.
HMNZS Aotearoa is designed to provide logistical support 
to New Zealand and coalition maritime, land and air units.
Her	primary	purpose	is	to	conduct	fuel	resupply,	but	she	will	
also	be	capable	of	supplying	dry	goods,	water,	spare	parts	
and ammunition. Her missions will include humanitarian 
and	 disaster	 relief,	 support	 to	United	Nations	 security	
operations,	 support	 to	 a	 coalition	 naval	 task	 group	 and	
Antarctic	resupply.
Featuring a wave-piercing hull form, the 26 000 t 
displacement,	173.2	m	ship	will	have	 the	ability	 to	carry	
twelve	20	ft	shipping	containers,	high-capacity	freshwater	
generation	plants,	self-defense	systems,	aviation	and	marine	
fuel	cargo	tanks,	dual	all-electric	replenishment-at-sea	rigs	
and	will	be	able	to	carry	a	Seaspite	or	NH90	helicopter.	Her	
crew will number 64.
The	new	ship	will	have	enhanced	“winterisation”	capabilities,	
such as ice-strengthening for operations in Antarctica, 
including	resupplying	McMurdo	Station	and	Scott	Base.	

The future HMNZS Aotearoa
(RNZN photograph)

CAPT Simon Rooke, Commanding Officer (Designate) of 
Aotearoa, Her Excellency The Right Honourable Dame Patsy 

Reddy, GNZM, QSO Governor General of New Zealand, and the 
Chief of Navy, RADM David Proctor, in front of Aotearoa

(RNZN photograph)

Sister Vessel to Seastreak Commodore from 
Incat Crowther
Incat Crowther has announced the contract for the 
construction of a sister vessel to Seastreak Commodore [see 
The ANA, August 2018 — Ed.].	The	success	of	Seastreak 
Commodore has opened the door to welcome a second Incat 
Crowther 45 to accommodate the large passenger volume 
along	traditional	routes	serviced	by	Seastreak,	and	brings	
the	operator’s	fleet	of	Incat	Crowther-designed	vessels	to	
a total of nine.
At	 45	m	 long	 by	 12	m	 beam	with	 a	 capacity	 for	 600	
passengers, the sister vessel will join Seastreak Commodore 
as	the	two	highest-capacity	UCSG	Subchapter	K-certified	
fast	ferries	ever	built.	The	vessel	will	be	built	by	Midship	
Marine	in	Harvey,	Louisiana,	and	will	be	powered	by	four	
MTU	12V4000	M64	main	engines	providing	redundancy	
whilst	operating	efficiently	at	a	modest	rating.	The	vessel	is	
propelled	by	Kongsberg	Kamewa	63S4	waterjets.	During	sea	
trials of Seastreak Commodore,	in	the	fully	loaded	condition	
the	vessel	achieved	in	excess	of	38	kn.
Principal particulars of the vessels are
Length OA  45.0 m
Length WL  41.9 m
Beam OA  12.0 m
Depth   3.90 m
Draft	(hull)	 	 1.63	m
Passengers  600
Crew   6
Fuel oil   15 142 L
Fresh water  1893 L
Sullage   2650 L
Main engines  4×MTU 12V4000 M64

	 each	1398	kW	@	1800	rpm
Propulsion  4×KaMeWa 56S4 waterjets
Generators  2×John Deere 6068 SFM85
Speed	 (service)		 35	kn

	 (maximu)	 38	kn
Construction  Marine-grade aluminum
Flag   USA
Class/Survey	 	 USCG	Subchapter	K

Seastreak Commodore entering Atlantic Highlands Harbour, 
New Jersey, USA

(Photo courtesy Incat Crowther)
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Krotoa from Incat Crowther
Incat	Crowther	 has	 announced	 the	 launch	 and	 delivery	
of Krotoa,	 the	first	 Flex	Ferry	 developed	 in	 conjunction	
with	Penguin	Shipyard	in	Singapore.	The	Incat	Crowther-
designed vessel has been delivered to South Africa’s Robben 
Island	Museum	and	takes	its	name	from	the	famous	prison’s	
first	 female	 political	 prisoner.	 It	 is	 the	 first	 of	 Penguin	
Shipyard’s	passenger-ferry	stock-build	program.	The	second	
vessel	will	be	completed	in	the	coming	weeks.
Carrying	 285	 passengers,	 the	 Flex	 Ferry	 sets	 a	 new	
benchmark,	offering	efficiency	and	seakeeping	beyond	its	
competitors. The vessel also exhibits excellent handling and 
manoeuvrability	characteristics.
Krotoa features boarding locations aft and amidships, 
as	well	 as	 foredeck	 access,	 giving	 it	 great	 operational	
flexibility.	Large	 luggage	 racks	 greet	 passengers	 as	 they	
board	amidships	on	the	main	deck,	in	addition	to	stairs	to	
the	upper	deck.	Crew	accommodation	and	bathrooms	are	
located	aft	on	the	main	deck.
Upstairs, a further 89 passengers are accommodated, as well 
as a further two toilets. The half-height wheelhouse affords 
excellent	visibility,	whilst	 the	aft	outboard	corners	of	 the	
upper	 deck	 are	 cut	 away	 to	 give	 unencumbered	 engine-
removal paths.
Krotoa	is	powered	by	twin	Caterpillar	C32	ACERT	main	
engines,	each	producing	1081	kW	and	driving	optimised	
high-efficiency	fixed-pitch	propellers.
The	Flex	Ferry	is	classed	by	Bureau	Veritas	to	2000	HSC	
Code	Category	A.	Penguin	is	one	of	the	largest	aluminium	
vessel builders in the world, strengthening their position in 
the	market	with	a	world-class	ferry	offering	designed	by	a	
world	leading	design	firm.
Principal particulars of the new vessels are
Length OA  33.0 m
Length WL  33.0 m
Beam Oa  8.50 m
Depth   2.80 m
Draft	(hull)	 	 1.20	m
Passengers  285
Crew   6
Fuel oil   7000 L
Fresh water  2500 L
Sullage   2500 L
Main engines  2×Caterpillar C32 ACERT

	 each	1081	kW	@	2300	rpm
Propulsion	 	 2×fixed-pitch	propellers
Generators	 	 2×Perkins	6TG2AM
Construction  Marine-grade aluminium
Flag   Singapore
Class/Survey	 	 IMO	HSC	Category	A

 BV I  HULL MACH 
 HSC Cat A Sea Area 2

Coastal Explorer from Incat Crowther
Incat	Crowther	has	 announced	 the	delivery	of	 the	multi-
functional 30 m catamaran passenger vessel Coastal 
Explorer.	The	 vessel	 closely	 follows	 two	 predecessors	
delivered in 2018, Acadia Explorer and Schoodic Explorer, 
and brings the popular operator’s number of Incat Crowther 
vessels	to	five	in	total.

Port side of Krotoa
(Photo courtesy Incat Crowther)

Built	by	Gulf	Craft	in	Franklin,	Louisiana,	for	Bar	Harbor	
Whale	Watch	Co.,	the	USCG	Subchapter	T-certified	vessel	
will be used for whale-watching excursions, nature cruises 
and	 lighthouse	 tours	 in	 the	Acadia	National	 Park	 and	
surrounding areas, as well as providing tender services to 
cruise ships which frequent picturesque Bar Harbor, Maine, 
during the spring and summer months.
Coastal Explorer features three boarding areas on each side 
of	the	vessel	to	facilitate	efficient	loading	and	unloading,	
and	 a	 pair	 of	 stairs	 leading	 to	 the	 upper	 deck	 enhances	
passenger	flow.
The	ADA-compliant	main-deck	cabin	has	seating	for	114	
passengers in a climate-controlled interior. In addition, the 
forward	doors	provide	access	to	the	exterior	foredeck	seating	
for 16 passengers. The comfort of passengers is addressed 
with	 ergonomic	 seating	fitted	with	 tables,	 a	 large	 kiosk	
serving	various	snacks	and	refreshments,	and	five	televisions	
for entertainment. The aft end of the accommodation 
includes two heads, one of which is ADA compliant.
The	upper	deck	provides	a	spacious	and	open	view	of	the	
environment with seating for a total of 65 passengers, of 
which	36	are	under	cover.	Entertainment	is	provided	by	a	
large-screen television centred for the seating. The large 
pilot house is equipped with wing stations and the latest 
electronics for safe navigation.
The	roof	deck	above	the	pilot	house	is	fitted	with	a	station	
for	a	naturalist	who	is	tasked	with	disseminating	information	
to	passengers	about	landmarks	and	wildlife	which	is	within	
viewing distance.

Port bow of Coastal Explorer
(Photo courtesy Incat Crowther)
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While the initial two 2018-built vessels in this series had 
twin Caterpillar C32 main engines, propulsion for Coastal 
Explorer	is	provided	by	four	EPA	Tier	3-compliant	Cummins	
QSK19	diesels	rated	at	597	kW	@	2100	rpm	driving	four	
Hamilton	HM461	waterjets	with	a	service	speed	of	28	kn	
at a modest engine load. Active ride control for passenger 
comfort	 is	 provided	 by	 a	 complement	 of	 Humphree	
interceptors.	 Electrical	 power	 is	 provided	 by	 a	 pair	 of	
Caterpillar C4.4 generating sets.
Principal particulars of Coastal Explorer are
Length OA  30.0 m
Length WL  27.0 m
Beam OA  8.53 m
Depth   3.00 m
Draft	(hull)	 	 1.20	m
Passengers  150
Crew   4
Fuel oil   9100 L
Fresh water  757 L
Sullage   757 L
Main engines  4×Cummins QSK19

	 each	597	kW	@	2100	rpm
Propulsion  4×Hamilton HM461 waterjets
Generators  2×Caterpillar C4.4

	 each	75	ekW
Speed	 (service)		 28	kn

	 (maximum)	 31	kn
Construction  Marine-grade aluminium
Flag   USA
Class/Survey	 	 USCG	Subchapter	T

Brilliance of Majestic from Incat Crowther
Incat Crowther has announced the launch of Brilliance of 
Majestic,	the	first	in	a	new	class	of	vessel	which	offers	value	
and performance. The Incat Crowther 42 has a high service 
speed at a low installed engine power and was delivered 
as	a	high-quality	product	by	PT	Cahaya	Saumdra	of	Kota	
Batam, Indonesia.
Brilliance of Majestic	is	the	first	of	a	third	class	of	vessel	
designed	by	Incat	Crowther	for	the	operator,	Majestic	Fast	
Ferry.	At	33	m	and	39	m	respectively,	the	previous	vessels	
housed	their	passengers	in	a	single-deck	configuration	which	
reduced	mass	and	construction	complexity.	The	Brilliance	
class	was	driven	by	the	requirement	to	carry	more	passengers	
at greater speed, whilst giving business-class passengers 
an	exclusive	experience.	The	increased	capacity	and	speed	
needed to be balanced with capital and operating costs.
The wheelhouse was raised half a level to maintain all-
round	 visibility	 and	 an	 upper-deck	 business-class	 cabin	
added.	To	combat	undue	increase	in	mass	and	complexity,	
the	upper-deck	cabin	is	set	in	from	the	sides	of	the	vessel	
and	kept	relatively	short.	Mass-saving	measures	can	be	seen	
throughout	the	vessel,	with	superfluous	bridging	structure	
eliminated	fore	and	aft	and	many	new	construction	methods	
implemented.
Passengers board Brilliance of Majestic via either aft or 
midships	boarding	gates.	The	main-deck	cabin	 seats	261	
economy-class	passengers.	Three	bathrooms	are	located	aft,	
and	luggage	racks	abound.	A	central	staircase	adjacent	to	
the	midship	boarding	doors	leads	directly	to	the	upper-deck	
business-class cabin. 43 passengers are accommodated here 

in larger seats set at a greater pitch. A large business-class 
bathroom is located aft. The half-height wheelhouse features 
seats	 and	 a	workbench	 for	 crew.	Crew	 accommodation	
makes	use	of	the	hulls,	with	a	total	of	eight	berths.	Interior	
fit	 and	finish	 is	 of	 the	 high	 level	 typical	 for	 PT	Cahaya	
Samudra products.
Brilliance of Majestic	is	powered	by	quad	MTU	12V2000	
M72	main	 engines,	 each	 developing	 1080	 kW.	 She	 is	
propelled	by	quad	Rolls	Royce	56A3	waterjets.	The	vessel	
has	a	fully-laden	speed	of	38	kn.
The	 propulsion	 specification,	 the	 packaging	 and	 the	
engineering of Brilliance of Majestic combine to produce 
a	vessel	which	performs	extremely	well	for	its	capital	cost.	
Additional vessels of the same class are under construction.
Principal particulars of Brilliance of Majestic are
Length OA  42.2 m
Length WL  40.0 m
Beam OA  10.0 m
Depth   3.40 m
Draft	(hull)	 	 1.40	m
Passengers  324
Crew   8
Fuel oil   15 000 L
Fresh water  4000 L
Sullage   1000 L
Main engines  4×MTU 12V2000 M72

	 each	1080	kW	@	2250	rpm
Propulsion	 	 4×Rolls	Royce	56A3	waterjets
Generators	 	 2×Perkins	99	ekW
Speed	 (service)		 36	kn

	 (maximum)	 39	kn
Construction  Marine-grade aluminium
Flag   Singapore
Class/Survey	 	 BV	HSC	1	 Hull  Mach  
   Passenger Vessel

Kilimanjaro VII from Incat Crowther
Incat Crowther has announced the completion of Kilimanjaro 
VII,	a	45	m	catamaran	passenger	ferry	for	Azam	Marine	of	
Tanzania,	Africa.	This	vessel	is	the	tenth	vessel	designed	by	
Incat Crowther for the operator, and the seventh vessel built 
for	the	operator	by	Richardson	Devine	Marine	Constructions	
in Hobart.
The	500	passenger,	 35	 kn	 vessel	 features	 the	 operator’s	
trademark	parallel-boarding	 system,	whereby	five	 ramps	

Brilliance of Majestic on trials
(Photo courtesy Incat Crowther)
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per	 side	 load	 passenger	 and	 cargo	 in	 segregated	 flows.	
VIP	and	Royal-class	passengers	board	into	a	discreet	stair	
tower	 directly	 to	 the	 upper-deck	 cabin,	whilst	 economy	
passengers	load	separately	aft	and	midships.	The	fifth	ramp	
is	dedicated	for	luggage-trolley	movements.	The	boarding	
system	ensures	that	passenger	classes	and	luggage	trolleys	
are segregated, reducing turnaround time and improving 
safety,	whilst	 promoting	 exclusivity	 for	 the	 higher-yield	
passengers.

The	vessel	seats	224	passengers	in	the	main-deck	economy	
cabin,	72	VIP	passengers	and	18	Royal-class	passengers	in	
full	lie-flat	seats	on	the	mid	deck,	with	the	remainder	being	
economy	passengers	in	separate	areas	over	three	decks.	A	
major enhancement from earlier vessels is the relocation of 
the	wheelhouse	to	the	third	deck.	This	configuration	results	

Starboard bow of Kilimanjaro VII
(Photo courtesy Incat Crowther)

in	panoramic	windows	forward	on	the	mid	deck,	creating	a	
class-leading experience for occupants of this high-revenue 
space.
The luggage room houses up to 10 t of luggage and cargo, 
whilst	 IMO	HSC	 code-compliant	 stability	 enhances	 her	
safety	credentials.
Kilimanjaro VII	 is	 the	first	fast	passenger	vessel	 to	use	a	
pair of Cummins QSK95-M main engines, although Incat 
Crowther is familiar with this model, having utilised them in 
recent	offshore	deliveries.	In	this	specific	project,	the	large	
twin-engine	solution	is	an	effective	way	of	providing	more	
speed	whilst	avoiding	the	through-life	cost	and	complexity	
of	a	four-engine	power	train.	Engine	room	accessibility	is	
improved over a four-engine arrangement, and maintenance 
and operational requirements are reduced. Additional 
dividends are realised in the routing and a reduction in the 
duplication	of	systems.
Kilimanjaro VII	excelled	in	sea	trials,	operating	at	a	fully-
loaded	speed	of	30	kn	at	low	proportion	of	MCR	to	offer	
very	long	engine	life.	She	has	a	top	speed	in	excess	of	37	kn	
and	has	proven	extremely	smooth	and	quiet.
This latest design further demonstrates the deep operational 
understanding which Incat Crowther shares with its clients. 
Part	of	Azam	Marine’s	enormous	success	has	been	based	
on	 the	vessels	being	fuel	efficient,	 reliable	and	simple	 to	
maintain, a crucial trait in Africa.

Principal particulars of Kilimanjaro VII are
Length OA  45.1 m
Length WL  42.9 m
Beam OA  11.5 m
Depth   4.25 m
Draft	(hull)	 	 1.50	m
Passengers  477
Crew   8
Fuel oil   18 600 L

	 4000	L	(day	tanks)
Fresh water  2000 L
Sullage   3000 L
Main engines  2×Cummins QSK95-M

	 each	2684	kW	@	1700	rpm
Propulsion  2×KaMeWa 80-S4 waterjets
Generators  2×Cummins 6-CP 136DM/5
Speed	 (service)		 30	kn

	 (maximum)	 37	kn
Construction  Marine-grade aluminium
Flag	 	 	 Tanzania
Class/Survey	 	 DNV	GL/NSCV	Class	1C
Stewart Marler

Royal-class seats on the mid deck of Kilimanjaro VII
(Photo courtesy Incat Crowther)

VIP-class seats on the mid deck of Kilimanjaro VII
(Photo courtesy Incat Crowther)

Interceptor Boats for the RAN
BMT and Adelaide-based builder Nautic Star have entered 
into an agreement for the construction of new naval 
interceptor	boats	ordered	by	the	Commonwealth	of	Australia.
The boats will each have a length of 7.3 m and will be 
capable	of	deployment	from	the	Royal	Australian	Navy’s	
Armidale-class patrol vessels.
The interceptors will be upgraded variants of the series 
of boats which Nautic Star has supplied to the Australian 
Border Force.
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Pacific Explorer berthed at the new cruise-ship wharf in Eden on 
15 September

(Photo from Port Authority of NSW website)

Boomeranger to Supply Sea Boats for RAN 
OPVs
Boomeranger	Boats	of	Finland	will	supply	sea	boats	for	the	
RAN’s	Offshore	Patrol	Vessel	(OPV)	program	following	a	
contract signed with the Commonwealth of Australia on 
9 October. 
Under the contract, Boomeranger will deliver two davit-
launched 8.5 m fast rescue boats and one 10.5 m ramp-
launched special operations boat for each of the Arafura-
class OPVs. Both boats are rigid-hull inflatable boats 
with inboard engines. In total the contract comprises 41 
RHIBs	to	be	delivered	over	a	period	of	10	years.	The	first	
delivery	of	sea	boats	will	arrive	to	support	acceptance	of	
the	first	OPV	in	2021.
Both of the sea-boat models are existing designs 
from	 earlier	 projects	 delivered	 by	 Boomeranger.	 The	
10.5 m sea boat is an enhanced variant of the ramp-
launched RHIB of the original Lürssen OPV delivered to 
the	Royal	Brunei	Navy.

Cruising in NSW
The winter quiet saw Pacific Explorer, Carnival Spirit 
and Sea Princess	working	out	 of	Sydney,	 the	 increasing	
number	(up	from	two	a	few	years	ago)	being	indicative	of	
the increasing demand for winter cruises.
The arrival of Majestic Princess on 17 September signalled 
the	start	of	the	new	summer	season.	She	was	followed	by	
Maasdam and	Pacific	Aria.
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October and November moved into a higher gear, with return 
visits	by	these	vessels	plus	Radiance of the Seas, Celebrity 
Solstice, Sun Princess, Ovation of the Seas, Ruby Princess, 
Golden Princess and Noordam.
Vessels	 berthing	 regularly	 at	 the	Overseas	 Passenger	
Terminal	at	Circular	Quay	is	a	sure	sign	that	the	summer	
cruise	season	is	under	way.
The	first	vessel	to	berth	at	the	new	cruise-ship	wharf	in	Eden	
was Pacific Explorer on 15 September. A record 22 vessels 
are scheduled to berth there over the coming summer cruise 
season, compared to seven last season when vessels still had 
to	anchor	and	ferry	passengers	ashore	in	the	ship’s	tenders.
Phil Helmore
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RAN AOR Construction
The	 two	 new	Auxiliary	 Oiler	 Replenishment	 (AOR)	
vessels	for	the	Royal	Australian	Navy	(RAN),	NUSHIPS	
Supply	(Ship	1)	and	Stalwart	(Ship	2),	are	being	built	by	
Navantia in Ferrol, Spain. The vessels are an evolution of 
the	Spanish	Navy	vessel	Cantabria	to	comply	with	current	
Lloyd’s	Register	(LR)	Naval	Ship	Rules	and	IMO	SOLAS	
and	MARPOL	 requirements,	 and	will	 be	 classed	by	LR.	
Supply was launched on 24 November 2018, and Stalwart 
was	launched	on	31	August	2019.	Both	vessels	are	currently	
fitting	out	in	Ferrol,	Spain.
In	Ferrol,	at	the	start	of	the	Camino	Inglès	(the	“English”	
pilgrim	route	to	Santiago	de	Compostela),	Mr	Phil	Helmore,	
Naval	Architect,	UNSW,	called	to	see	Mr	Roger	Duffield,	
the	Commonwealth	of	Australia	(CoA)	representative	for	
the AOR Project. Roger showed him around the AOR 
Project	Office	and	the	Navantia	shipyard,	which	included	
the	block	construction	and	painting	halls,	the	building	and	
launching	ways,	and	the	dry	dock,	which	was	flooding	for	the	
undocking	of	Stalwart	following	her	post-launch	docking.
Roger then showed Phil over Supply, including the hangar, 
RAS	(replenishment-at-sea)	masts,	RAS	machinery	room,	
magazines,	bridge,	foredeck,	forward	alternator	space	and	
switchboard,	CIC	(Combat	Information	Centre),	damage-
control	 headquarters,	 the	Commanding	Officer’s	 cabin,	
galley,	officer’s	cabins,	pre-outfitted	sailors’	cabins,	main	
machinery	 space;	 including	 the	 two	 diesel	 propulsion	
engines	and	the	MRG	(main	reduction	gear)	driving	to	the	
single controllable-pitch propeller, the aft alternators, aft 
switchboard,	and	the	aft	deck,	including	the	hose	reel	for	
astern refuelling.
There	was	hot	work	(cutting	and	welding)	in	progress	on	
Supply,	so	partition	bulkheads,	linings	and	fittings	had	yet	
to	be	installed,	with	some	equipment	still	to	be	fitted	and	
cables connected. Supply is scheduled to begin sea trials in 

January	2020	and	for	delivery	to	Australia	in	April	2020.
Many	thanks	to	Ms	Pepi	Couce	for	making	the	arrangements	
for	the	visit,	and	Mr	Roger	Duffield	for	the	tour	of	the	AOR	
Project at Navantia in Ferrol, Spain.
Phil Helmore

NUSHIP Supply after launching on 24 November 2018
(Photo courtesy Navantia)

NUSHIP Stalwart afloat for the first time on 31 August 2019
(Photo courtesy Navantia)
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EDUCATION NEWS
Australian Maritime College
AMC Maritime Engineering Student Research 
Projects 2019
Final-year	Bachelor	 and	Master	 of	Engineering	 students	
honed	 their	 presentation	 skills	 and	 gained	 invaluable	
industry	feedback	on	their	thesis	projects	at	the	Australian	
Maritime College’s Maritime Engineering Research 
Conference	on	Friday	25	October	2019.
The	annual	conference	marks	the	culmination	of	countless	
hours	of	hard	work	during	the	last	year	of	their	maritime	
engineering degrees, with students required to deliver a 
15 minute presentation and 5 minute Q&A session which 
is	judged	by	industry	assessors.
A total of 81 presentations were delivered to the panel of 
external	 assessors,	 the	majority	 of	whom	 travelled	 from	
interstate	to	attend	the	conference.	In	fact,	over	80%	of	the	
30 assessors travelled from outside Tasmania for the event, 
highlighting	the	truly	national	reach	of	the	AMC	maritime	
engineering degree programs.
A total of six awards were presented for the best and most 
innovative	presentations,	each	student	receiving	a	certificate	
and $250. The recipients of each award and their thesis title 
are as follows:
The	Australian	Maritime	Safety	Authority	Prize	No.1	was	
presented	by	Rob	Maher	of	AMSA	to	Fergus	Wilson	 for	
Multi-criteria Assessment to identify Promising Sites for the 
Co-location of Wind, Wave, Tidal, Solar and Aquaculture 
Infrastructure in Tasmania.
The	Australian	Maritime	 Safety	Authority	 Prize	No.	 2	
was	presented	by	Rob	Maher	of	AMSA	to	Neil	Rothwell	
for Experimental and Numerical Investigation into the 
Structural Response of Vented Fluid-backed Parabolic 
Shells subjected to Impact Loads.
The	OMC	International	Prize	No.	1	was	presented	by	Dr	
Mohammadreza	Javanmardi	of	OMC	to	Jake	Stanley	Harris	

for Experimental and Numerical Investigation into the use of 
Axially-crushed Thin-walled Tubular Structures as Impact-
energy Absorbers.
The	OMC	International	Prize	No.	2	was	presented	by	Dr	
Mohammadreza	Javanmardi	of	OMC	to	Michael	Dunn	for	
Manoeuvring Prediction of an Underwater Vehicle through 
a Coefficient-based Method.
The	KPMG	Prize	was	presented	by	Dr	Vikram	Garaniya	of	
AMC	on	behalf	of	Sally	Calder	of	KPMG	to	Julia	Blackman	
for Investigation into the Heave and Pitch Motions of a 
Surfaced Submarine in Head Seas.
The	Thrust	Maritime	 Prize	was	 presented	 by	Keegan	
Graham-Parker	 of	Thrust	Maritime	 to	Thomas	McLean	
for An Investigation into the Resistance of a Surfaced 
Submarine.

AMC students together for the 2019 Maritime Engineering Research Conference
(Photo courtesy AMC)

Rob Maher of AMSA presenting AMSA Prize No. 2 to AMC 
student Neil Rothwell
(Photo courtesy AMC)
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AMC Maritime Engineering Design Project 
Presentation Day
Fourth-year	 maritime	 engineering	 students	 recently	
presented	their	final-year	design	projects	at	the	Australian	
Maritime College.  
The	cohort	worked	in	teams	on	a	new	design	for	a	roll-on,	
roll-off	catamaran	passenger	(ro-pax)	ferry	and	fuel	barge	
infrastructure which has the potential to revolutionise the 
shipping	industry,	opening	up	fuels	of	the	future	for	the	Zero	
Emission	Vessel	(ZEV)	holy	grail.
Teams	of	students	worked	on	seven	different	design	elements:	
hullform, general arrangement, structure, propulsion, 
powering,	 cargo-handling	 and	motions;	 coordinated	
through	 seven	 systems-engineering	management	 teams	
(communications,	data	control,	marketing,	mission,	planning	
risk	and	weights).

Horizontal and Vertical Team Structure
(Image courtesy AMC)

In	twenty-minute	blocks	the	teams	presented	their	design	
to a judging panel using overhead projection and computer 
display.
Naval architecture student Chris Buchanan said that the 
group	had	been	tasked	by	Revolution	Design,	acting	as	a	
client, with designing a 150 m ro-pax catamaran and fuel 
barge infrastructure.
“It’s	not	a	real-life	project	which	will	be	built,	but	it	 is	a	
very	similar	design	which	allows	us	first-hand	experience	
which	you	might	not	get	from	a	design	exercise	from	the	
university,”	he	said.
“I	was	 part	 of	 the	 hullform	 team	 for	 the	 catamaran	 and	
responsible for passing that design to other technical teams 
to	do	 the	stability	analysis,	motions	analysis	and	general	
arrangement	drawings	for	the	vessel	as	well.”
Chris	 said	 that	 the	 communication	 skills	 learned	 in	
communicating with team mates and other teams on a 
specific	 project-based	 learning	 activity	would	 be	 critical	
when	he	entered	the	maritime	industry.
“I	was	in	the	technical	hullform	team,	so	taking	what	we	had	
done	and	effectively	communicating	that	to	other	technical	
teams in terms of the vessel’s resistance and giving that to 
the	propulsion	team,	or	details	of	the	size	of	the	vessel	or	
deck	space	and	giving	that	to	the	general	arrangement	team,	

the	communications	skills	will	come	in	handy	going	into	
the	industry,”	he	said.
He said that the team’s design of propeller tunnels in the 
aft-end	of	the	hull	allowed	a	better	flow	of	water	over	the	
propeller.
Ocean	engineering	student	Ben	Seymour	said	that	his	team	
worked	on	the	general	arrangement	of	the	catamaran	and	
his	personal	 effort	was	 in	 the	design	of	 a	 supplementary	
fuel barge.
“The	vessel	itself	was	a	conceptual	design	for	low	emissions,	
and	 the	main	 component	which	 I	 looked	 at	was	 the	 fuel	
barge,”	he	said.
“The	fuel	barge	was	a	novel	concept,	 it’s	something	 that	
doesn’t	really	exist	and	it	was	to	supplement	the	vessel	in	
places that don’t have LNG.
“This	vessel	supported	the	ro-pax	concept,	basically	it	was	
like	a	portable	petrol	station.”
Ben said that the exercise had been valuable because he had 
learned about bringing the concepts of ship design together 
which	he	may	not	have	learned	in	his	program.
Ocean engineering student Thomas Fallon said that his 
team’s	task	had	been	to	design	a	novel	solution	for	refuelling	
a	ferry	which	used	alternative	fuels.
“This	is	to	accommodate	zero-emissions	goals	and	targets	
going	into	the	future,”	he	said.
He	said	that	the	feedback	and	support	from	people	in	the	
audience had helped the presentation. Use of AMC computer 
labs and engineering software had made it possible to 
develop a real concept solution.
He	said	that	the	project	was	a	good	example	of	applying	the	
theoretical	knowledge	learned	from	teaching	and	applying	
it to a real world solution.
“Something	that	is	marketable	and	scalable	in	the	future,”	
Thomas said.    

The maritime engineering design project team
(Photo courtesy AMC)

Underwater Collision Research Facility 
opens in Launceston 
A	new	Underwater	Collision	Research	Facility	(UCRF)	has	
been	officially	unveiled	at	the	Australian	Maritime	College	
in Launceston.
The UCRF is a joint initiative between Defence Science and 
Technology	and	the	University	of	Tasmania,	and	will	support	
Australia’s	National	Shipbuilding	capability.
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The	Minister	for	Defence,	Senator	the	Hon.	Linda	Reynolds	
CSC,	said	that	the	facility	is	a	key	part	of	the	University	
of Tasmania’s Maritime Defence Innovation and Design 
Precinct.
“The	Underwater	Collision	Research	Facility	is	an	exciting	
new development which will provide us with a better 
understanding	 of	 the	 impact	 of	 underwater	 collisions,”	
Minister	Reynolds	said.
“Researchers	will	 look	 at	ways	 of	 improving	 ship	 and	
submarine	design	which	will	keep	our	Navy	crews	safer	by	
improving	 the	 safety	of	our	 submarines	and	autonomous	
underwater	vehicles.”
The	Minister	for	Defence	Industry,	the	Hon.	Melissa	Price	
MP,	 congratulated	Defence	Science	Technology	 and	 the	
University	of	Tasmania	on	their	successful	partnership	in	
this project.
“The	UCRF	is	an	excellent	example	of	the	unique	facilities	
developed	 at	 the	Australian	Maritime	College,”	Minister	
Price said.  
“The	 facility	 provides	 an	 important	maritime	 research	
capability	in	Tasmania	and	will	work	with	researchers	not	
only	here	in	Australia,	but	internationally	as	well.”
Under a Collaborative Research Agreement, Defence 
Science	and	Technology	funded	the	purchase	of	equipment	
and	the	University	provided	the	building	capital	works	and	
support	infrastructure	to	house	the	facility	at	its	Newnham	
Campus.

Naval Shipbuilding Workforce Plan
The	five	naval	shipbuilding	prime	contractors	have	signed	
an	 Industry	 Strategic	Workforce	 Plan	with	 the	Naval	
Shipbuilding College which is intended to boost Australia’s 
sovereign	capability	to	design,	build	and	sustain	Australia’s	
naval capabilities. 

The Naval Shipbuilding College, Naval Group Australia, 
BAE	Systems	Australia,	ASC,	Luerssen	Australia,	SAAB	
Australia	and	Lockheed	Martin	Australia	have	come	together	
to	develop	their	Industry	Strategic	Workforce	Plan.

The	Minister	for	Defence	Industry,	the	Hon.	Melissa	Price	
MP, who witnessed the signing of the plan on 8 October at 
Pacific	2019,	said	that	the	plan	was	a	historic	step	to	ensure	
that	industry	and	Government	work	together	to	deliver	our	
future	naval	workforce.

“The	Government	 is	 creating	 15	 000	 jobs	 through	 our	
$90	billion	Naval	Shipbuilding	Enterprise	and	needs	industry	
to	work	 together	 to	meet	 projected	 naval	 shipbuilding	
workforce	demands,”	Minister	Price	said.

“This	is	the	first	time	all	the	major	shipbuilding	companies	
have	come	together	like	this	and	will	ensure	that	Australia’s	
naval	shipbuilding	and	sustainment	capability	is	not	only	
world leading but is viable for decades to come. 

“The	 plan	 outlines	 industry’s	 commitment	 to	 develop	
Australia’s	naval	shipbuilding	workforce	to	deliver	on	our	
naval	shipbuilding	programs	now	and	into	the	future.”	

The	 industry’s	Naval	 Shipbuilding	 Strategic	Workforce	
Plan is available at www.navalshipbuildingcollege.com.au. 

The Naval Shipbuilding College’s display at Pacific 2019
(Photo John Jeremy)

Chief Executive of the Naval Shipbuilding College, Ian Irving, 
speaking during IMC2019 at Pacific 2019

(Photo John Jeremy)

School Students Prepare for Future Careers
On	8	November,	 the	Minister	 for	Defence	 Industry,	 the	
Hon. Melissa Price MP, launched the Naval Shipbuilding 
College’s	national	partnership	with	Work-Ready	at	a	Perth	
school.
Work-Ready	 is	 rolling	 out	 defence	 industry	 content	 on	
their	online	careers	education	platform,	used	by	teachers	to	
educate students about career opportunities.
“The	Government	 established	 the	Naval	 Shipbuilding	
College	to	focus	full-time	on	developing	the	workforce	we’ll	
need to deliver our ambitious $90 billion Naval Shipbuilding 
Plan,”	Minister	Price	said.
“The	Work-Ready	platform	encourages	discussion	between	
students,	 parents	 and	other	 influencers	 about	 post-school	
education	and	training	pathways.”
Industry-specific	content	 is	 included	across	 four	 learning	
modules	—	Science,	Technology,	Engineering	and	Maths;	
Jobs	of	 the	Future;	Defence	Industry;	and	Understanding	
Work.
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UNSW Sydney
Undergraduate News
Thesis Topics
Among	the	interesting	undergraduate	thesis	projects	recently	
completed are the following:
Passenger Flow in Large Cruise Ships
The movement of passengers throughout a vessel is often 
considered	 only	 in	 terms	 of	 evacuation	 requirements,	
especially	 on	 smaller	 vessels.	On	 large	 passenger	 cruise	
ships, however, the increased number of passengers on 
board	makes	this	aspect	more	important	for	both	evacuation	
procedures and also for general passenger comfort. Tamasin 
Welch	 conducted	 an	 investigation	 of	 the	ways	 in	which	
passenger	movement	may	be	simulated	on	microscopic	and	
macroscopic	levels,	and	the	ways	in	which	this	movement	
on	a	cruise	ship	differs	from	that	on	other	ships,	by	looking	
at features such as design limitations and the movement of 
the	ship	in	heavy	seas.
Analysis of the Flow Around a Tug
The	characteristics	of	 the	flow	around	small	vessels,	and	
tugs in particular is not well understood.
Nelson	Tsang	has	conducted	an	 investigation	of	 the	flow	
characteristics	 using	 computational	 fluid	 dynamics.	 A	
three-dimensional model of a tug was imported into 
CFD	 software,	 and	 the	 speeds	 and	 yaw	 angles	 varied	
systematically	 to	 determine	 their	 effects	 on	 the	 flow	
characteristics.
Thesis Conferences
Due to the re-structuring of thesis into Practice and Research 
streams (see The ANA,	August	 2019)	 and	 the	 transition	
from two semesters to three terms, in Term 3 there will be
•	 presentations	for	MMAN4020	Thesis	B	(Practice);	and
•	 conference presentations for MMAN4953 Thesis C 

(Research).
These	will	subsequently	take	place	at	the	end	of	each	term.
Graduation
The last courses in naval architecture were taught at UNSW 
last	 year,	 but	 some	 naval	 architecture	 students	 are	 still	
completing	non-naval	 architecture	 courses	 from	Years	 2,	
3 or 4.
At the graduation ceremonies in August, there were no 
graduates	in	naval	architecture,	for	the	first	time	since	1970.
However, it is expected that there will be naval architects at 
the graduation ceremonies on 6 December 2019 and in 2020.
MMAN2130 Design and Manufacturing
This course introduces basic aspects of design and 
manufacturing, process selection, manufacturing processes, 
material	selection	based	on	material	and	physical	properties	
and the use of computers in the design process. This is a 
project-based course delivered with blended approach. 
The	project	selected	allows	students	to	work	individually	
and	in	a	team	environment	to	achieve	the	final	objective,	
which	is	a	workable	product.	As	part	of	the	project,	students	
are	asked	to	develop	a	product	from	a	page	of	functional	
requirements	 by	 developing	 a	 concept	 sketch,	material	
selection, detail engineering drawings, process plan and 
finally	making	 the	product	 in	 a	workshop.	At	 the	 end	of	

the	semester,	the	products	are	tested.	The	necessary	skills	
required	 for	 carrying	out	 the	project	 is	 taught	during	 the	
semester	by	using	face-to-face	and	e-learning	approaches.	
In	carrying	out	this	work	the	student	is	exposed	to	design	
principles and drawing practices which includes computer-
aided	design	and	drafting,	the	link	between	material	selection	
and design, manufacturing processes and practical selection 
and limitations of manufacturing components and products. 
A	continuing	emphasis	is	placed	on	group	work	and	report	
writing essential to engineering.
The	workshop	component	of	this	course	has,	for	many	years,	
been	 provided	 by	 the	Sydney	TAFE	College.	However,	
UNSW has decided not to continue with TAFE but, instead, 
proposes	to	buy	12	lathes	and	milling	machines	and	take	the	
ex-TAFE component in-house in 2020.
Phil Helmore
Postgraduate and Other News
UNSW Sunswift Success in Solar Car Challenge
UNSW Engineering’s solar car team Sunswift	 took	 line	
honours in the Cruiser Class of the 2019 Bridgestone 
World	Solar	Challenge	(BWSC)	in	Adelaide	on	18	October.	
Sunswift’s	car	crossed	the	finish	line	first	in	the	gruelling	
3000	km	race	down	 the	centre	of	Australia	 from	Darwin	
—	a	challenge	designed	to	test	young	engineers	to	create	
the	most	efficient	and	 reliable	solar	cars	possible.	Teams	
come from universities around the world to compete in the 
biennial event.

Engineering students following Sunswift’s success
(Photo courtesy UNSW Engineering)

SW Engineering tops Australia in Latest Subject 
Rankings
UNSW	 Sydney	 has	 claimed	Australia’s	 top	 spot	 for	
engineering	 and	 technology	 in	 the	 annual	Times	Higher	
Education	(THE)	World	Rankings	by	Subject	2020.	THE	
subject	rankings	highlight	the	universities	which	are	leading	
the world in different subject areas. Judging criteria include 
learning	environments,	research	reputation	and	influence	and	
international	outlook.	UNSW	rose	to	the	top	of	the	table	in	
Australia	from	third	last	year,	overtaking	the	University	of	
Melbourne	and	Monash	University,	now	in	second	and	third	
places	respectively.
Dean’s Newsletter, November 2019
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A New Centrebow Design to enhance the performance of High-Speed 
Catamarans in Rough Seas

Ahmed	Swidan	(UNSW	Canberra	at	ADFA),	Dane	Christophersen	(Royal	New	Zealand	Navy),	
and	Tristan	Bauer	(Austal)

High-speed catamarans have, over the past three decades, extended their service areas from protected waters to the 
open	ocean	where	impacts	with	waves	can	result	in	structural	damage.	The	work	detailed	in	this	paper	investigates	the	
wetdeck	slamming	loads	and	corresponding	motions	experienced	by	an	amended	NPL	model	which	is	equipped	with	a	
generic	centrebow	when	encountering	regular	waves.	The	investigation	centred	on	the	influence	of	early	flow	separation	
through	utilising	three	interchangeable	centrebow	configurations	and	assessing	the	slam	force	magnitudes	and	vertical	
acceleration.	The	systematic	and	random	uncertainties	associated	with	the	seakeeping	test	results	are	quantified	in	detail.	
This	 experimental	 investigation	 therefore	 provides	 a	 new	dataset	 for	 the	 slam	 forces	 on	 an	 arched	wetdeck	 structure	
and	motions	of	catamaran	vessels	in	head	seas.	It	was	found	that	the	early	water	separation	when	employing	two	wedge	
sections	would	reduce	the	slam	forces	by	approximately	44%	and	enhance	the	vessel’s	performance	when	compared	with	
the	parent	centrebow	configuration.	The	proposed	new	passive	technique	presents	a	step	forward	towards	lighter,	faster	
and comfortable catamarans.
INTRODUCTION
The	wave-piercing	catamaran	(WPC)	hullform	is	capable	of	
high	speeds	up	to	50	kn	in	open	ocean	due	to	the	slenderness	
of each demihull cutting through the water. A catamaran 
experiences	wetdeck	 slamming	when	 operating	 in	 large	
waves	as	the	wetdeck	(the	exposed	deck	area	between	the	
two	demihulls	of	the	catamaran),	impacts	the	water	surface	
with	 a	high	 relative	vertical	velocity.	Wetdeck	 slamming	
is	 a	 significant	 design	 issue	 for	 catamarans,	 since	 it	can	
decrease	catamarans’	 transport	efficiency	and	can	cause	
major structural damage and crew injuries.
During	 operation	within	 the	 normal	 limits	 of	 a	 typical	
catamaran,	 only	 the	 demihulls	 interact	with	 the	water.	
Operating	in	sufficiently-large	sea	states,	pitch	and	heave	
motions	may	cause	the	lowest	exposed	surface	of	the	cross-
deck	structure	connecting	the	hulls,	known	as	the	wetdeck,	
to impact the water surface. With repeated loading and 
unloading,	 fatigue	 failure	 becomes	 increasingly	 likely,	
and previous catastrophic failures of catamarans have 
occurred,	despite	being	designed	 to	 classification	 society	
rules	(Swidan,	2016).

The main area of interest in the design of large wave-
piercing	catamarans	is	the	impact	loading	in	the	vicinity	of	
the	 centrebow	 (i.e.	 the	wetdeck	 and	 adjacent	 structures)	
during	immersion	(Davidson	et	al.,	2006;	Faltinsen,	2006).	
A centrebow can be described as a partial arched bow form 
which	 is	 truncated	at	 typically	0.2–0.33	LOA	and	 then	a	
flat	wetdeck	continues	aft	 towards	 the	stern,	as	shown	in	
Figure 2.
Swidan	(2016)	proposed	a	novel	winged	centrebow	geometry	
to reduce slamming loads acting on a 3D bow section of a 
catamaran	hull	model	impacting	with	water	at	approximately	
constant speeds. Strong relationships between slamming 
force	peaks	and	impact	velocity	are	observed	as	a	function	

Figure 1: Saint John Paul II, Incat catamaran, 
length overall = 110 m

of	 relative	 impact	angle	and	centrebow	geometry,	with	a	
possible reduction for the winged centrebow. The three 
dimensionality	of	the	water	flow	in	these	slamming	events	
was characterised. The water impact tests were limited to 
test	catamarans	impacting	with	initially	calm	water	surface	
in one degree-of-freedom and at a range of relative vertical 
impact velocities, e.g. 2.5 m/s up to 5 m/s.
Thus,	there	is	a	need	to	continue	the	previous	work	conducted	
by	Swidan	et	al.	(2017)	and	allow	a	catamaran	model	with	
different	centrebow	configurations	to	encounter	waves,	e.g.	
more	 realistic	 scenarios.	Modifications	 to	 the	 centrebow	
geometry	showed	potential	reduction	in	the	slamming	loads	
(Swidan,	2016).	The	purpose	of	this	work	is	to	investigate	the	
effect	of	employing	a	catamaran	model	with	three	different	
centrebow	configurations	to	study	the	influence	of	an	early	
flow	separation	on	the	wetdeck	slamming	severity.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of bow section 
for a wave-piercing catamaran

(Swidan, 2016)

MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The Test System
The	model	tests	were	performed	in	the	towing	tank	facility	
of	the	Australian	Maritime	College	 (AMC).	The	AMC’s	
towing	tank	is	100	m	long	by	3.55	m	wide.	Experiments	are	
generally	carried	out	at	a	water	depth	of	1.5	m,	depending	
on	the	size	and	type	of	model	being	tested.	In	this	study,	a	
water	depth	of	1.4	m	was	necessary	to	avoid	model	–carriage	
collisions due to the expected magnitude of model motions. 
Two	disadvantages	were	recognized	utilizing	this	set-up:	
1.	the	wave-damping	mechanism	along	the	side	of	the	tank	
was ineffective, and
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2.	the	wave	maker	is	calibrated	for	a	water	depth	of	1.5	m,	
and as such, there were slight differences between the target 
wave heights and the achieved ones during the experimental 
tests.	The	hydraulically-operated	single-flap	paddle-type	
wave generator produces waves with wavelengths of 
0.4–6.5 m and 0.4 m high. A PC-based DAQ and processing 
system	is	provided	to	which	a	variety	of	analogue	and	digital	
instruments can be connected.
The Test Model
The	test	model	was	constructed	using	the	National	Physics	
Laboratory	 (NPL)	 demihulls	 and	 fitted	with	 a	 generic	
centrebow	which	looks	like	those	used	by	Incat,	see	Figure	4	
that	shows	the	body	plan	of	the	developed	catamaran	model	
with the parent centrebow. The model’s main particulars are 
presented in Table 1.
To	study	the	influence	of	an	early	flow	separation	on	the	
wetdeck	slam	force	magnitudes,	two	interchangeable	wedge	
sections	were	designed,	3D	printed	and	fitted	on	the	parent	
centrebow, see Figure 5-I and 5-II. These three model 
configurations,	namely:	parent,	35	mm	wedge	and	45	mm	
wedge, are shown in Figures 5-I and 6. Figure 6-a shows 
that	 the	width	of	 the	horizontal	 face	of	 the	wedges	were	
set	to	35	mm	and	45	mm,	which	occupied	approximately	
20%	and	25%	of	the	180	mm	tunnel	width	at	the	centrebow	
truncation,	respectively.

Figure 3: Showing the test model attached to the carriage 
of the towing tank facility at the Australian Maritime College, 

encountering a wave height of 72.7 mm at a speed of 1.53 m/s

Figure 4: (a) Lines plan for the NPL demihull with amended bow 
section to fair into centrebow geometry, e.g. the shaded lines are 
the original demihull sections. (b) Generic centrebow lines for the 
three interchangeable centrebow configurations, e.g. parent (lines 

in black), 35 mm wedge (dash lines in red) and 45 mm wedge 
(dash lines in blue)

Table 1: Main particulars of the test model 

Figure 5: Figure 5 I (top) (a) Showing the parent centrebow; 
(b) 35 mm wedge fitted to parent centrebow; (c) 45 mm wedge. 
(a), (b) and (c) are viewed from forward and omit the demihulls. 

Figure 5 II (bottom) (a) showing the semi-entrapped flow 
behaviour between the parent centrebow and the demihull, (b) 
illustrates an early flow separation around the tip of the 35 mm 

wedge
Instrumentation
To characterise the model’s response during impact, the 
key	parameters	measured	 in	 these	 tests	were	 the	vertical	
force,	wave	profile	and	the	carriage	speed.	A	summary	of	
the instruments and signal conditioning hardware is given 
in Table 2.
To measure the vertical accelerations, a single MTI inertial 
sensor was placed at the LCG of the centrebow, as shown 
in	Figure	7.	The	device	consists	of	a	mass-spring	system	
which resides in a vacuum. The sampling rate for recorded 
data	is	400	Hz.
Table 2: Details of Gauges 

Figure 6: Plan and profile views of the model setup showing 
locations of load cells and tow posts

Three load cells were considered to be the minimum number 
sufficient	to	avoid	moments	during	the	impact	phase-based	
on recent drop-test experiments such as those of Swidan et 
al.	(2016).	All	the	total	impact	force	measurements	presented	
in this paper are the sum of the three load cell outputs, as 
shown in Figure. 7. The model was attached to the carriage 
by	two	towing	posts,	allowed	to	move	freely	in	the	vertical	
direction within linear slides to which DC-EC series LVDT 
sensors were attached to capture pitch and heave data.
Wave	heights	were	recorded	primarily	by	a	static	wave	probe,	
e.g. SS resistance strips, located 9 m forward of the wave-
maker.	Supplementary	to	this	were	two	moving	wave	sensors	
to	capture	the	instantaneous	wave	profile	which	the	model	
was encountering. These were attached to the carriage with 
one abreast the LCG of the centrebow and the other abreast 
the LCG of the model.
A video camera recording at 1920 x 1090 resolution at 
25	frames	per	second	was	set	up	immediately	forward	of	
the vessel as close to the water surface as possible to view 

Length Overall 2661 mm 
Length Waterline 2502 mm 
Draft 115 mm 
Longitudinal Centre of Gravity 893 mm 
Beam Extents 918 mm 
Beam Centres 690 mm 
Displacement 52.16 kg 

 

Gauge No. of 
Channels 

Manufacturer Model Maximum 
Range 

Carriage speed 0 SICK DME5000 150 m 
Load cell 3 Applied Measurement S1W 350 N 
Accelerometer 1 XSENS MTI-10 5 g 
LVDT 3 Hampton DC-EC-5000  
Static wave probe 2 Static wave probe SS resistance strips 0.5 m 
Moving wave probe 2 General Acoustics USS 20130 0.5 m 
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the	flow	within	the	centrebow	tunnels.	The	signals	from	all	
the instruments were acquired using a modular National 
InstrumentsTM	compact	data-acquisition	system	(cDAQ	
9174)	with	National	Instruments	LabVIEW	software	used	
to	record	the	signals.	A	sampling	rate	of	10	kHz	was	used.
Test Conditions
The	three	centrebow	configurations	were	all	subject	to	the	
same test conditions. Overall, there were 18 conditions in 
total,	with	three	test	runs	each	to	ensure	repeatability	of	the	
recorded data. Prior to the testing starting, 20 runs were 
performed	to	assess	the	model	and	instrumentation	quality.	
The two speeds of 1.53 m/s and 2.89 m/s, and initial wave 
frequency	of	0.8	Hz	were	common	with	previous	speeds	
(AlaviMehr,	2016).
The equivalent Froude number of the speeds of 1.53 m/s 
and	2.89	m/s	are	0.31	and	0.58	respectively,	which	would	
represent	20	and	38	knots	respectively	for	a	full-scale	vessel	
assuming an approximate scaling factor of 45. Each tested 
wave height of 75, 90 and 105   mm was non-dimensionalised 
against the wavelength to give corresponding wave 
frequencies	 of	0.876,	 0.8	 and	 0.741Hz,	 respectively.	To	
present the measured data, the frequencies are shown in 
non-dimensional	circular	encounter	frequency,	 	 	 	 ,	which	
factors in the model’s heading and speed with respect to the 
waves.	The	formula	is	presented	in	equation	(1).

(1)

Table 3: Summary	of	Test	Conditions

The	average	water	temperature	was	18°C,	the	average	air	
temperature	was	 20°C	 and	 the	 density	 of	 the	water	was	
998.85	kg/m3 for	the	duration	of	the	testing	(ITTC,	2011).	
The test conditions are summarised in Table 3.
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
To	 ensure	 high	quality	 of	 the	measured	data,	 systematic	
and	 random	 uncertainties	were	 determined.	Systematic	
uncertainties stem from the instruments themselves, and 
the	accuracy	 of	 the	 reading	 is	 usually	 published	 by	 the	
manufacturer.	Random	uncertainties	are	caused	by	factors	
which are uncontrolled, e.g. environmental.
Systematic Uncertainties
The uncertainties based on the instrumentation used 
were	 sourced	 from	 the	 technical	 data	 provided	 by	 the	
manufacturers.	 Table	 4	 summarises	 the	 systematic	
uncertainties of each instrument used during the experiment. 
The	linearity	error	 is	 the	 residual	difference	between	 the	
sensor	output	curve	and	line	of	best	fit.	Filtering	of	measured	
slamming	forces	has	been	avoided	to	obtain	the	peak	of	the	
transient slamming load magnitudes which occur within a 
very	short	duration	of	time.

Table 4: Summary	 of	 the	 systematic	 uncertainty	 of	 the	
instruments

Random Uncertainties
Each condition, see Table 3, was repeated for a minimum of 
three	runs	to	confirm	that	the	recorded	data	was	repeatable	
and	to	provide	confidence	in	the	instrumentation	being	used	
including	the	recording	DAQ	system.
Figures	7	and	8	show	good	repeatability	between	the	three	
tests of all measured data using two LVDTs, static wave 
sensor, carriage speed sensor, accelerometer and three 
identical load cells. These tests were at 1.53 m/s set carriage 
speed	and	90	mm	set	wave	height	at	a	set	wave	frequency	
of	0.8	Hz.

Figure 7: Repeatability of three test runs for the parent 
configuration in Hw = 84 mm,     = 4.05 and Vm = 1.53m/s model 
speed. (a) carriage speed, (b) wave height, (c) heave, (d) vertical 

acceleration (time axis shifted for better visual comparison)

Figure 8: Showing three run results of Condition 1. The results 
include (a) the port side load cell, (b) starboard load cell, (c) Aft 

load cell, and (d) The total load, e.g. instantaneous summation of 
the three load cell measurements

Table 5: Summary	 of	 recorded	wave	 heights	 and	 their	
respective RMSE and percentage error

The	root	mean	square	error	(RMSE)	for	 the	peaks	of	 the	
forward LVDT was 1.43 mm and of the aft LVDT was 
1.45	mm	over	10	cycles,	as	shown	in	Table	5.	The	steps	in	
the	wave	data	is	due	to	the	50	Hz	output	of	the	wave	sensor	
being	sampled	at	10	kHz,	as	previously	described.	The	static	
wave	probe	showed	some	uncertainty	in	 the	wave	height	
produced	by	the	wave	generator,	as	shown	in	Table	5,	with	

Configuration – hull form Speed [m/s] Wave height [mm] 

Parent hull 1.53 75, 90 and 105 
 2.89 75, 90 and 105 
35mm Wedge 1.53 75, 90 and 105 
 2.89 75, 90 and 105 
45mm Wedge 1.53 75, 90 and 105 
 2.89 75, 90 and 105 

 

𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒∗ 

 Carriage 
position/speed 

Load cell Accelerometer LVDT Moving wave 
sensor 

Uncertainty source Waldkirch 
DME5000-212 

XTran S1W 
350N 

XSENS MTI-10 
series 

DC- EC- 
5000 

General Acoustics 
20130 

Linearity error 
(%) 

0.3 0.03 0.5 0.25 0.18 

 

𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒∗ 

Average Wave Height [mm] RMSE ± [mm] Error ± [%] 
72.74 0.6 1.65 
83.71 2.6 6.27 
101.19 0.36 0.72 
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the greatest error found for the wave height of 90 mm at 
±6.27%.	This	was	 attributed	 to	 the	 tank	being	filled	 at	 a	
lower level of water of 1.4 m than that at which the wave 
maker	was	calibrated,	e.g.	1.5	m	depth.	Some	asymmetrical	
loading	was	observed,	with	approximately	9.95%	greater	
load	on	the	starboard	load	cell.	This	was	likely	due	 to	 the	
asymmetrical	mass	of	the	centrebow	due	to	the	plugs	where	
pressure	sensors	had	previously	been	fitted.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The	presence	 of	wetdeck	 slamming	 events,	where	water	
impacted	the	archways,	was	limited	to	9	conditions	which	are	
summarised	in	Table	6.	No	wetdeck	slamming	events	were	
recorded in the remaining conditions, deemed to be due to 
the	relatively	small	wave	height	with	respect	to	the	designed	
high airgap, which is the vertical distance between the water 
surface	and	the	top	of	the	arched	wetdeck,	or	possibly	due	
to	the	higher	wave	encounter	frequency.
Figure	9	illustrates	a	corresponding	load	cycle	for	both	the	
parent	centrebow	and	 the	45	mm	wedge	configuration	 in	
Condition 1. The major characteristics of the trend for the 
parent	centrebow	are	labelled	in	Figure	9	(a).	Figure	9	(b)	
shows	a	small	peak	in	the	total	load	prior	to	the	maximum	
slamming load, which is deemed to be when the wedge 
impacts with the water surface. This minor depression was 
likely	 to	 be	 significantly	 reducing	 the	 subsequent	major	
slamming	load.	An	overlay	of	the	two	data	sets	is	shown	in	
Figure	9	(c)	to	demonstrate	that	there	is	a	clear	difference	in	
the magnitude of the maximum slam load and subsequent 
vibration, and similar load throughout the remainder of the 
cycle.
Figure 10 illustrates corresponding images to Figure 9. At a 
time	of	0.35	s,	the	wedge	forced	water	transversely	outwards	
during	water	entry,	disrupting	the	flow	of	the	jet	rising	up	
the sides of the demihulls. In contrast the parent centrebow 
shows	 relatively	 smooth	water	entry.	Thus,	it	 is	probable	
that	there	was	a	region	of	trapped	air	above	the	horizontal	
surfaces of the wedges during submersion, as there was 
visible	flow	separation	occurring	during	the	relative	descent	
of the centrebow.

Table 6: Summary	of	Test	Conditions	when	Slam	Occurred

Figure 10: Photos taken of the parent and 45mm wedge configurations during a slamming cycle.

Figure	11	analyses	a	single	peak	in	Condition	2.	The	entry	
phase for both the parent and wedge centrebows begins 
when the model is at the maximum possible displacement 
above	the	static	waterline.	The	 acceleration	 peak	 of	 the	
parent	configuration	is	of	18.9	m/s2. The 35 mm wedge and 
45	mm	wedge	sections	show	a	39.5%	and	38.1%	reduction,	
respectively.	Thus,	 utilising	the	wedges	would	absorb	a	
greater	proportion	of	the	wave	energy	prior	to	a	slamming	
event as well as the wedge upper surface adding drag force 
to the parent centrebow during water exit, and so reducing 
the model’s vertical acceleration.

Figure 9: Showing a slam cycle load of (a) parent 
and (b) 45mm wedge configurations in Condition 1,
and (c) comparison between the two configurations

Figure 11: A vertical acceleration signal during a slam event for 
each centrebow configuration in Condition 2. Time axis shifted to 

align peak accelerations

 Condition Vm [m/s] HW [mm] hw f [Hz] λ [m] k      [rad/S]  
All hull 
forms 

1 1.53 84 0.12 0.8 2.44 2.5 8.03 4.05 
2 1.53 101 0.11 0.74 2.85 2.2 8.04 4.06 
3 2.89 101 0.11 0.74 2.85 2.2 11.04 5.57 

 

𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒∗ 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 
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Figure	12	demonstrates	that	consistency	of	the	previously	
identified	reduction	in	slam	loads	across	 the	 10	 s	 sample	
data	for	each	configuration	operating	in	Condition	1.	Only	
the points of maximum load are shown to avoid confusion. 
The	 plots	 indicate	 that	 the	 parent	 centrebow	 repeatedly	
experiences the highest slamming loads, while the 45 mm 
wedge offers the greatest reduction. The mean load and 
percent	reduction	for	each	configuration	over	the	10	s	period	
is shown in Table 7.

Figure 12: Showing all measured slam peak force magnitudes of 
conditions 1, 2 and 3

Table 7: Mean	 peak	 load	 amplitude	 and	 percentage	
comparison	per	each	configuration

CONCLUSIONS
This	 paper	 reported	 on	 a	 series	 of	 seakeeping	 tests	 to	
investigate	 the	 influence	 of	 early	 flow	 separation	 on	
the	wetdeck	 slamming	 force	magnitudes	by	utilising	a	
generic	catamaran	hull	model	which	was	fitted	with	three	
centrebow	configurations	during	wave	impacts.	In	contrast	
to	previous	seakeeping	tests,	these	experiments	focused	on	
reducing	wetdeck	slamming	loads	by	allowing	the	flow	to	
separate	prior	to	a	slamming	event	rather	than	modifying	
using	 larger	 or	 shorter	 centrebow	 configurations.	Thus,	
two wedge centrebows were compared against the parent 
configuration	to	investigate	their	effectiveness	in	reducing	
the slamming force magnitudes and vertical motions of a 
2.661 m NPL catamaran and generic centrebow model. 
The parent centrebow used was from an existing design 
and the wedge sections were interchangeable to create three 
configurations.	Each	configuration	was	tested	at	two	speeds,	
1.53 m/s and 2.89 m/s, and three wave heights, 75 mm, 
90 mm and 105 mm.
The	systematic	and	random	uncertainties	associated	with	
the	 towing-tank	 test	 results	were	quantified	 in	detail	 and	
demonstrated	good	repeatability	of	all	test	results.
Since full details of the generic hull form are presented, the 
results	provide	a	comprehensive	set	of	benchmarking	data	
for use in the validation of numerical techniques to predict 
slamming impact magnitudes of catamarans encountering 
regular waves.
The largest reduction in total impact loads, observed when 
utilising	the	45	mm	wedge,	were	approximately	44%	of	the	
parent centrebow in a condition test condition. The results 
for	the	vertical	accelerations	showed	a	reduction	of	22.1%	
and	28.0%	 for	 the	 35	 and	45	mm	wedge	 configurations,	
respectively,	when	compared	with	the	parent	configuration.	
This was attributed to two main features of the slamming 
event:	firstly,	water	was	deflected	laterally	due	to	the	deadrise	

of	 the	wedge	 and,	 secondly,	 increasing	 the	 truncation	
volume	by	37.6%	and	48.1%	for	the	wedge	configurations	
would	result	in	a	greater	reserve	buoyancy	than	the	parent	
centrebow.
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                                                               Mean peak force magnitude [N]   Mean peak force [%] 
 Condition (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 
Configuration Parent -125 -186 -129 100 100 100 
 35mm wedge -87 -135 -105 69.6 72.6 81.4 
 45mm wedge -55 -112 -90 44 60.2 69.8 
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INDUSTRY NEWS
Team Downer: a Defence Major Services 
Provider
The	Department	of	Defence’s	Capability,	Acquisition	and	
Sustainment	Group	 (CASG),	moved	 to	 the	 new	Major	
Service	 Provider	 (MSP)	model	 in	 2018	 to	 assist	 in	 the	
delivery	of	complex	projects	and	sustainment.	Team	Downer	
is one of four MSPs which provide above-the-line services 
such	as	workforce	planning	and	management,	industry	and	
supply-chain	management.	
As Australia’s strategic defence environment becomes more 
complex,	so	too	have	the	capability	and	sustainment	needs	
of the nation’s armed services. During the past two decades, 
Australia’s	sovereign	defence	industry	has	continued	to	grow	
and mature in its role as a strategic partner to the Australian 
Defence Organisation, and Defence has learned how to use 
industry	more	effectively	to	deliver	on	their	own	strategic	
objectives. 
Team Downer — a consortium of Downer Group and its 
companies	AGIS,	Envista,	as	well	as	Systra	Scott	Lister,	
Providence	Consulting	Group	and	DXC	Technology	—	is	
a	MSP	 for	CASG;	 the	Defence	organisation	 tasked	with	
acquisition,	sustainment	and	supply-chain	management	for	
military	materiel	and	equipment.	
An example of a complex CASG project is the air-warfare 
destroyer	program	—	one	of	the	largest	defence	projects	in	
Australian	history	—	which	has	seen	Defence	acquire	three	
Hobart-class	destroyers	for	the	Navy,	built	at	Osborne	Naval	
Shipyards	in	South	Australia.	
“We	work	in	partnership	with	Australian	small-to-medium	
enterprises	to	provide	specialist	personnel	to	CASG,”	said	
Team Downer’s General Manager, Rebecca Sinclair. 
“It	means	 that	 they	 can	manage	 their	 resources	more	
effectively	so	that	so	that	they	can	focus	on	the	big	picture.”
Team	Downer’s	work	with	CASG	is	currently	focused	on	the	
Joint	Systems	Division,	where	the	MSP	provides	a	mixture	
of technical and commercial personnel to assist in the 
delivery	of	CASG’s	complex	program	of	work.	The	group	
also	has	contractors	in	the	Maritime	Systems	Division	—	
the division which provides support services for Australian 
military	ships	including	acquiring,	sustaining	and	upgrading	
major surface combatants and specialist ships.
Downer’s defence pedigree runs deep. The Australian 
company,	and	its	antecedents,	have	been	around	in	various	
forms	since	the	19th	century	when	Walkers	Limited,	Clyde	
Engineering and the Electrical Telegraph Department were 
founded	in	Australia	and	New	Zealand	respectively.	Walkers	
Limited	 constructed	 over	 thirty	Royal	Australian	Navy	
vessels, and a number of barges for the Brisbane River and 
EDI also built naval ships during WWII.
“Downer	has	a	great	history	with	naval	shipbuilding,	and	
we	are	glad	that	we	can	continue	that	legacy	of	supporting	
the	ADF	as	Team	Downer,”	Sinclair	said.
The	 Royal	 Institution	 of	 Naval	Architects	Australian	
Division	is	an	affiliate	of	Team	Downer.

SeaTech Solutions Moves to Australia
SeaTech	Australia	 started	 operations	 in	 last	 February	 to	
serve	the	local	offshore	and	marine	market.	The	Singapore	
parent	company	SeaTech	Solutions	International	(S)	Pte	Ltd	
(“SeaTech”)	is	one	of	ASEAN’s	largest	independent	marine	
and offshore consultants and designers in the marine and 
offshore	engineering	and	consultancy	business	for	the	past	
20	years,	with	more	than	300	unique	designs.
SeaTech’s services include:
•	 newbuild/conversion engineering
•	 subsea engineering
•	 stability	and	load-out	calculations
•	 structural	analysis	(FEM)
•	 CFD	and	hydrodynamic	analysis
•	 mooring	analysis.
•	 LNG	fuel	and	bunkering	studies	
In	 June	 2019,	 SeaTech	 Solutions	Australia	 (SSA)	was	
awarded a contract to provide engineering services, technical 
analyses	and	consultancy	to	Adelaide	Brighton	Ltd	for	the	
re-engining and hull reinforcement of MV Accolade II, a 
108	m	self-discharging	bulk	carrier.	The	project	is	currently	
ongoing and progressing on schedule.

MV Accolade II
(Photo from Inco Ships website)

RAN launches Industry Engagement 
Strategy 
In line with Commonwealth Government’s priorities, 
Defence	 has	 reinforced	 its	 commitment	 to	work	more	
closely	with	industry	in	the	new	Navy	Industry	Engagement	
Strategy.
The	Minister	for	Defence	Industry,	the	Hon.	Melissa	Price	
MP,	launched	the	Strategy	with	the	Chief	of	Navy,	VADM	
Michael	Noonan	AO,	at	Pacific	2019	on	8	October.
Minister Price said that Australian businesses were crucial 
to the success of the Government’s $90 billion Naval 
Shipbuilding Plan, which is creating 15 000 Australian jobs 
and	greatly	enhancing	our	sovereign	shipbuilding	capability.
“Engaging	our	defence	industry	ensures	that	our	investments	
are	contributing	to	the	long-term	viability	of	our	shipbuilding	
industry	and	leveraging	Aussie	innovation,”	she	said.
“I	am	also	making	engagement	with	small	business	a	top	
priority,	as	they	will	be	helping	the	major	defence	industries	
to deliver on our major investment plan.  I made the case 
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for our defence industries in Washington and London in 
recent	weeks.”
VADM Noonan reaffirmed his strong commitment to 
partnering	with	defence	industry	to	deliver	Navy’s	capability	
needs.
“Without	 industry	we	 don’t	 go	 to	 sea,	we	 don’t	 fly	 our	
aircraft	and,	ultimately,	we	are	unable	to	defend	Australia	
and	our	national	interests.”
“My	vision	is	for	Navy,	industry	and	academia	to	become	
better partners which focus on transformational relationships 
and shared awareness to enable the best possible outcomes 
for	Australia,”	VADM	Noonan	said.
More	 information	 about	 the	Navy	 Industry	Engagement	
Strategy	 is	 available	 at	www.navy.gov.au/media-room/
publications/navy-industry-engagement-strategy.

HydroComp NavCad Software Interfaces 
with Orca3D
In	September	HydroComp,	Inc.	(Durham,	NH)	and	Orca3D	
LLC	(Stevensville,	MD)	announced	a	new	naval	architectural	
tool-chain connection between Orca3D (a Rhino3D plug-in 
for	naval	architectural	design)	and	NavCad®	(HydroComp’s	
“gold	 standard”	 tool	 for	 hydrodynamic	 and	 propulsion	
system	simulation).	The	new	capability	accelerates	a	ship	
designer’s	workflow	and	allows	users	of	both	tools	the	ability	
to	navigate	the	design	spiral	more	efficiently	and	effectively.	
At	the	click	of	a	menu	selection	in	Orca3D,	naval	architects	
can evaluate their design using the complete capabilities 
of	NavCad	 to	 reach	beyond	hullform	analysis	alone	or	a	
simplified	estimate	of	power.
Once a hullform design has been developed, Orca3D 
can	 launch	NavCad	with	 relevant	 hull	 data	 and	 defined	
performance. The designer can then conduct a complete 
evaluation	of	the	vessel-propulsor-drive	system,	including	
hullform and other drag components, optimum propulsor 
characteristics,	and	equilibrium	propulsion	system	metrics	
such	as	 efficiency,	power,	 fuel	 consumption,	 range,	 even	
greenhouse gas emissions. The Premium Edition of NavCad 
further	provides	multi-mode	evaluation	of	a	full	voyage	or	
mission	duty-profile,	scripting	for	batch	calculations,	and	
the	“Analytical	Distributed	Volume	Method”	for	resistance	
prediction.	The	ADVM	method	 is	 particularly	 valuable	
within the Orca3D-NavCad tool-chain, as it offers not 
only	a	fully	computational	prediction	of	wave-making	and	
total resistance properties, but also novel design guidance 
to	identify	which	parts	of	the	hull	are	contributing	most	to	
resistance	(such	as	shape	inflections	or	“shoulders”	in	the	
sectional	area	curve).
Key	 to	 the	 effectiveness	 of	 this	 tool-chain	 connection	 is	
the	new	“hull	CAD	import”	feature	in	NavCad	2019.	This	
feature automates the extraction of the hullform information 
needed	by	NavCad,	 from	 its	 principal	 parameters	 to	 the	
complete distribution of the immersed volume. Further, user 
efficiency	and	data	fidelity	is	enhanced	by	ensuring	that	the	
proper	project	data	is	provided	to	NavCad,	and	by	removing	
any	possibility	of	manual	entry	errors.
This	new	tool-chain	connection	is	just	the	latest	in	a	20+	
year	 history	 of	 collaboration	 among	 the	members	 of	 the	
Orca3D	and	HydroComp	teams	—	from	IMSA,	to	speed-

power	module	 development,	 to	 this	 new	“best-of-breed”	
connection for naval architects.

Austal Partners with Fred. Olsen
On 28 August Austal announced that it and long term 
customer Fred. Olsen SA have partnered on two next-
generation trimarans with advanced environmental 
credentials.
Starting with the design process, Austal’s R&D team used 
optimised	lightweight	structures	and	the	benefits	of	Austal’s	
ongoing mass-reduction program to reduce the power 
required to achieve the vessel’s high speed.
This	results	in	significantly	lower	emissions	from	the	main	
engines compared to a steel vessel equivalent. In addition, 
all-aluminum vessels do not require the same corrosion 
protection as steel vessels, eliminating potential pollutants 
from entering the marine environment.
Austal’s	advanced	hullform	design	includes	a	very	slender	
centre hull which reduces in-water drag. As well as reducing 
power	demand,	it	has	been	specifically	designed	to	reduce	
wave wash compared to other high-speed vessels. This 
lowers the impact on surrounding environments such as 
beaches, costal environments and marine life forms, as well 
as	on	nearby	vessels.
Austal’s latest trimaran design features the latest generation 
engines	 and	waterjets	which	 have	 substantially	 lower	
emissions	compared	 to	older	 technology.	This,	combined	
with	modern	lightweight	fibre-optic	cabling	and	low-energy	
LED lighting, has created one of the lowest emission high-
speed craft which Austal has designed.
The vessel will be supported in operation with the latest 
Austal	MARINELINK	Smart	Technology	which	assists	the	
vessel’s	crew	to	reduce	energy	consumption	by	providing	
real-time	analysis	on	optimum	vessel	routing,	weather,	sea	
conditions and operational use, all targeted at reducing the 
vessel’s fuel consumption and emissions and streamlining 
sustainment requirements.
Austal’s CEO, David Singleton, celebrated the long-term 
partnership	with	Fred.	Olsen	and	the	benefits	it	supported	
in technological development.
“Since	Austal	first	designed	and	built	Benchijigua Express, 
a 127 m trimaran for Fred. Olsen Express in 2005, both 
companies	have	been	committed	to	continuously	developing	
new and innovative technologies which are at the forefront 
of	maritime	technology,”	he	said.
“With	 the	 increasing	 need	 for	 environmentally-friendly	
transport solutions, Austal is delighted to once again be 
leading	 the	 industry	with	 a	 next-generation	 solution	 for	
Fred.	Olsen.”
Fred. Olsen Fleet Director, Juan Ignacio Liaño explained 
that	sustainability	and	environmental	care	has	always	been	
in Fred. Olsen’s DNA.
“We	have	been	working	on	pioneer	measures	in	environmental	
efficiency	matters	for	more	than	45	years,	and	in	Austal	we	
have	found	the	perfect	partner	to	continue	making	progress	
on	this	path,”	he	said.
“Fred.	Olsen	is	immersed	in	other	environmental	sustainability	
projects, such as navigation through ZEC areas, with the aim 
of	protecting	marine	fauna;	the	replacement	of	the	single-use	
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plastics;	the	voluntary	registration	of	the	carbon	footprint	
and	 the	 environmental	 certification	 ISO	14001	 standard,	
which	will	certify	our	environmental	management	system.”

Austal Launches Marinelink-Fleet  
Austal has launched a valuable new addition to its proven 
MARINELINK product range, MARINELINK-Fleet.
Building	upon	Austal’s	original,	proprietary	MARINELINK	
on-board	 vessel	monitoring,	 alarm	 and	 control	 system	
— a recent MARINELINK-Smart application which adds 
‘smart ship’ capabilities — MARINELINK-Fleet offers 
ferry	operators	a	live,	integrated	view	of	a	fleet’s	operating	
environment, schedule, comfort and fuel performance.
Introducing	MARINELINK-Fleet	at	the	annual	Interferry	
conference	in	London,	Austal’s	Technology	Development	
Manager, Max van Someren, said that the new product 
enables	any	ferry	operator	to	more	effectively	monitor	their	
fleet	and	achieve	optimum	vessel	performance	and	customer	
experience.
“MARINELINK-Fleet	is	available	to	any	ferry	operator	and	
is	suitable	for	use	on	any	type	of	ship,	from	any	builder,	said	
Mr van Someren.
“MARINELINK-Fleet	literally	puts	you	at	the	centre	of	your	
ferry	operations	—	with	enhanced	visibility	of	your	ships’	
location,	schedule	and	current	local	weather	in	one	easy-to-
use	web-based	 interface.	MARINELINK-Fleet	helps	you	
identify	operational	issues	in	real-time	and	act	before	they	
impact	your	fleet’s	schedule	and	costs”,	van	Someren	added.
Austal	 has	fitted	MARINELINK	 to	over	160	high-speed	
ferries	since	1996	and	is	now	fitting	MARINELINK-Smart,	
an intelligent ‘smart ship’ platform which provides real-time 
monitoring	and	analysis	of	fuel,	 trim	and	other	operating	
systems	 to	 on-board	 crew	 and	on-shore	 engineers	 on	 all	
new Austal builds. MARINELINK-Fleet further extends 
the	insight	available	to	operators	by	delivering	real	time	and	
historical	information	on	vessel	route(s),	live	fleet	locations,	
schedule	 performance	 and	ETAs,	 speed	 profile	 and	 live	
weather conditions.
Austal is also offering another new product, MARINELINK-
Sense,	which	tracks	and	reports	passenger	comfort	(based	
on	 vessel	 motion	 and	 stability	 in	 various	 sea	 states)	
throughout	 every	 journey.	 Easily	 fitted	 to	 any	 vessel,	
MARINELINK-Sense complements MARINELINK-Smart 
and	MARINELINK-Fleet	to	deliver	a	complete	package	of	
valuable	insight	for	ferry	operators.
Austal	 has	 been	 working	 closely	 with	 a	 number	 of	
ferry	 operators	 including	Fred.	Olsen	SA	 to	 develop	 the	
MARINELINK-Smart, Fleet and Sense products with the 
aim of enhancing their operations with valuable data which 
enables	informed	decision	making	in	real	time.

Attack-class Submarine Main DC 
Switchboard
On 1 October Naval Group announced that it had signed a 
subcontract with Schneider Electric France for the design of 
the	main	DC	switchboard	for	the	Attack-class	submarines.
The main DC switchboard controls and manages the 
distribution of power between the submarine’s diesel 
generators,	 batteries,	main	motor	 and	 auxiliary	 power	
systems.	Design	 of	 the	 switchboard	will	 be	 undertaken	

as other aspects of the submarine’s design are developed 
to	ensure	that	capability	requirements	for	the	Attack	class	
are met.
The selection of Schneider Electric France to design the 
main	DC	switchboard	recognises	the	company’s	significant	
experience with submarine programs, including Australia’s 
Collins-class	submarine	program,	as	reflected	in	the	number	
of sea-proven technologies it has delivered.
The	engagement	of	Schneider	Electric	has	been	undertaken	
with	 the	 objectives	 of	maximising	Australian	 industry	
involvement	 in	 the	Attack-class	 submarine	 program	and	
ensuring	that	the	sovereign	capacity	to	build,	operate	and	
sustain our submarines in Australia continues to develop.
Schneider	Electric	Australia,	which	already	employs	more	
than	4000	Australians	at	seven	plants,	will	play	an	important	
role	 as	 the	 capability	 for	manufacturing,	 quality	 control,	
and	factory	acceptance	 testing	 is	 transferred	 to	Australia.	
Schneider	Electric	Australia	 has	 a	 history	 of	 supporting	
Australia’s	submarine	capability	including	a	service	team	
in Perth dedicated to supporting the Collins-class submarine 
fleet.	It	will	also	become	the	design	authority	for	sustainment	
of	the	main	DC	switchboards	in	the	Attack	class.
Australian	industry	generally	will	also	have	the	opportunity	
to	supply	components	of	the	main	DC	switchboard	for	the	
Attack-class	submarine.
Attack-class Submarine Sub-systems 
Contract
It	 was	 announce	 on	 8	October	 that	 Lockheed	Martin	
Australia had signed a subcontract with Safran Electronics 
and	 Defence	Australasia	 (Safran)	 for	 the	 design	 of	
components	for	the	Attack-class	submarines.
This will support the operation and sustainment of the 
Attack	class	while	maximising	the	involvement	of	Australian	
industry.	It	is	the	first	major	equipment	design	subcontract	
awarded	 by	Lockheed	Martin	Australia	 as	 the	Combat	
System	Integrator	for	the	Attack	class.
This	includes	the	design	of	the	Optronics	search	and	attack	
periscopes, navigation radar and navigation data distribution 
subsystems.
These	 are	 vital	 components	 of	 the	 combat	 system	 suite	
and	the	contract	builds	on	work	Safran	already	conducts	in	
Australia in the defence and civilian sectors.
During the design phase, Safran will engage Australian 
suppliers	Acacia	Systems	and	Thomas	Global	Systems	to	
provide design services.
In	the	future,	Safran	will	establish	a	local	capability	for	the	
production,	integration	and	support	of	these	subsystems	in	
Sydney.
RAN Extends Patrol Boat Lease 
The	Royal	Australian	Navy	has	 signed	 a	 two-year	 lease	
extension	with	the	National	Australia	Bank	for	its	two	Cape-
class patrol boats, Cape Fourcroy and Cape Inscription.
The	 lease	 extends	 the	 charter	 from	 the	 initial	 three	 year	
minimum	term	to	five	years.	The	vessels’	ongoing	in-service	
support	and	sustainment	is	being	delivered	by	Austal.
The charter and sustainment of Cape Fourcroy has been 
extended until April 2022, and Cape Inscription	 to	May	
2022. 
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Wärtsilä LNG Cargo System Order
Wärtsilä	 is	 to	 supply	 its	 LNG	 Cargo	 Handling	 System	
for a new 5400 m3	LNG	bunker	barge	being	built	 in	 the	
USA. This latest order further endorses Wärtsilä’s leading 
position	in	LNG	systems	for	the	marine	sector,	and	its	key	
role	in	supporting	the	growing	acceptance	of	LNG	fuel	by	
North American owners and operators. The barge is being 
built	at	the	Fincantieri	Bay	Shipbuilding	yard	in	Wisconsin	
on	behalf	of	NorthStar	Midstream.	It	will	be	operated	by	
the	 company’s	 marine	 transportation	 company	 Polaris	
New	Energy	 (PNE).	The	order	with	Wärtsilä	was	placed	
in August 2019.
“This	project	 represents	one	more	strategically-important	
step	 in	 the	 development	 of	 a	 viable	 LNG	 supply	
infrastructure for marine applications. Wärtsilä, with its 
vast	experience	and	deep	know-how	in	LNG	fuel	solutions,	
continues	to	play	a	key	role	in	this	process.	We	are	proud	
and pleased to be partnering with Fincantieri in creating a 
state-of-the-art	solution,”	said	Mark	Keneford,	Wärtsilä’s	
GM Marine Sales for USA and Canada.
“LNG	 is	 undoubtedly	 becoming	 fast	 established	 as	 a	
sustainable fuel option to reduce shipping’s environmental 
footprint,”	said	Todd	Thayse,	Vice	President	and	General	
Manager	 of	 Fincantieri	 Bay	 Shipbuilding.	 “That’s	 why	
LNG solutions are of strategic interest to our organisation. 
Our	 selection	 of	 Wärtsilä	 to	 supply	 the	 cargo-handling	
system	helps	mitigate	risk	and	assures	the	success	of	this	
latest	project.”	
The	bunker	barge	will	be	part	of	an	Articulated	Tug	Barge	
(ATB)	which	will	 deliver	 fuel	 to	 both	 ocean	 and	 inland	
water	 operated	 LNG-fuelled	 vessels.	 It	 will	 initially	 be	
assigned to Florida’s eastern coast. There is an option for 
two	additional	bunker	barges.

The	 Wärtsilä	 scope	 includes	 the	 system	 design	 and	
integration,	four	LNG	storage	tanks,	LNG	pumps,	a	ship-
to-ship	 transfer	 system,	 all	 necessary	 safety	 and	 control	
equipment, the valves and instrumentation, and the gas 
combustion	 unit.	Deliveries	 to	 the	 yard	 are	 scheduled	 to	
commence in October 2020, and the barge is expected to 
be delivered to the customer in mid-2021.

Wärtsilä will supply its LNG Cargo Handling System for a new 
5400 m3 LNG bunker barge being built in the USA

(Image courtesy VARD Marine)

Wärtsilä Hybrid Upgrades 
Wärtsilä	is	to	engineer,	supply,	and	install	complete	battery-
hybrid	 packages	 on	 two	 offshore	 supply	 vessels	 owned	
by	 the	 Norway-based	 operator	 Atlantic	 Offshore.	 The	
upgrading	project	will	be	carried	out	at	the	Fitjar	shipyard	
in	Norway.	By	converting	the	vessels	to	hybrid	propulsion,	
the	 owners	 will	 benefit	 through	 more	 economical	 fuel	
consumption and a reduced environmental impact. The 
order with Wärtsilä was placed in June 2019.
The	746	kWh	battery	hybrid	systems	will	be	installed	on	
Ocean Star and Ocean Art.	Both	ships	were	designed	by	
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THE PROFESSION
AMSA’s Draft Cost Recovery 
Implementation Statement
AMSA has released, and called for comment on, a draft 
Cost	Recovery	 Implementation	Statement	 (CRIS)	which	
provides	 information	on	 the	 application	of	 cost-recovery	
activities,	including	financial	and	non-financial	performance	
measures.	 It	 contains	 financial	 results	 for	 2018–19,	 and	
budget	forecasts	for	2019–20	and	the	three	following	years.
AMSA recovers costs through levies and fees for:
•	 the provision of maritime navigational infrastructure 

and regulation to support safe ship navigation in 
Australian	waters—excluding	within	port	boundaries;

•	 environmental marine protection, prevention, and 
combativeness;

•	 seafarer	and	ship	safety—primarily	under	the	Navigation	
Act	2012;

•	 ship	registration;
•	 marine	services	under	the	Navigation	Act	2012;	and
•	 domestic	commercial	vessel	safety	marine	services.
This CRIS does not cover domestic commercial vessel 
safety	regulatory	activities,	which	are	currently	funded	by	
a combination of Commonwealth government funding and 
contributions from state government jurisdictions. As a 
result	and,	given	the	upcoming	review	of	service	delivery,	
operating	costs	and	funding	options	of	the	national	system,	
it	is	not	possible	to	comment	on	or	accurately	predict	the	
level	of	cost	recovery	for	this	regulatory	activity.
Feedback	and	comments	on	the	draft	2019–20	CRIS,	as	well	
as	existing	cost-recovery	arrangements,	were	requested	by	
10	November.	Any	feedback	will	be	included	in	the	final	
CRIS and is expected to be published on the AMSA website 
in December 2019.
AMSA News, 15 November 2019

Float-free EPIRBs for Vessels 
Less than 7.5 m
It	will	be	mandatory	to	carry	a	float-free	emergency	position	
indicating	 radio	 beacon	 (EPIRB)	 on	many	 vessels	 from	
1	January	2021,	including	vessels	less	than	12	m	without	
level	 flotation	 operating	 in	Offshore	 (B)	 or	Restricted	
Offshore	(C)	waters.
AMSA	 announced	 possible	 changes	 in	 July	 2018,	 and	
committed to exploring options for vessels less than 7.5 m. 
The	small	size	of	these	vessels	means	that	a	float-free	EPIRB	
may	not	be	practical.	There	may	not	be	anywhere	suitable	
to	mount	 the	float-free	 bracket,	 and	 a	 small	 vessel	with	
basic	flotation	or	in	very	shallow	waters	may	not	submerge	
sufficiently	 to	 trigger	 the	float-free	mechanism	(although	
manual	activation	is	still	possible).
Between	December	 2018	 and	 February	 2019,	AMSA	
consulted	 on	 the	 options	 for	 these	 types	 of	 vessels.	The	
result	 is	 that,	 if	 you	 own	 or	 operate	 a	 vessel	 less	 than	
7.5	m	without	level	flotation	and	operate	in	Offshore	(B)	
or	Restricted	Offshore	(C)	waters,	then	you	can	choose	to	
carry	a	GPS-equipped,	manual	or	water-activated	EPIRB	in	a	
manual	bracket,	instead	of	carrying	a	float-free	EPIRB	where	
all	 persons	 on	 board	 are	wearing	 lifejackets	 or	 Personal	
Flotation	Devices	(PDFs).
AMSA News, 26 September 2019

Wärtsilä,	and	are	fitted	with	Wärtsilä	engines	and	Wärtsilä	
Low	 Loss	 Concept	 (LLC)	 electrical	 systems.	 The	 LLC	
reduces electrical losses and delivers higher individual 
engine	loads	to	provide	better	fuel	efficiency.	By	selecting	
Wärtsilä	for	the	hybrid	battery	upgrading,	 the	integration	
with	 the	 existing	 control	 systems	 will,	 therefore,	 be	
seamless. 
“Wärtsilä’s	 Smart	 Marine	 approach,	 with	 its	 focus	 on	
greater	efficiencies	and	better	environmental	performance,	
is	 an	 important	background	 to	 this	upgrading	project	 for	
these two vessels. In addition to saving fuel and reducing 
greenhouse	gas	emissions,	 the	hybrid	package	will	make	
the	 vessels	 more	 attractive	 to	 potential	 charterers,”	 said	
Roy	Wareberg,	CEO	Atlantic	Offshore.	“Atlantic	Offshore	
is	 committed	 to	 promoting	 sustainability	 throughout	 our	
operations and having Ocean Star and Ocean Art converted 
to	hybrid	propulsion	is	fully	in	line	with	this	commitment.	
We	thank	Wärtsilä	for	its	excellent	support	and	capabilities	
in	bringing	this	project	to	reality.”	
Wärtsilä	will	also	carry	out	the	testing	and	sea	trials	for	the	
systems	following	 installation.	Completion	of	 the	project	
for	both	ships	is	expected	in	early	2020.

Ocean Art, one of two Atlantic Offshore vessels to be upgraded 
with a Wärtsilä Hybrid package

(Photo courtesy Atlantic Offshore )
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MEMBERSHIP
Australian Division Council
The Council of the Australian Division of RINA met on the 
afternoon	of	Tuesday	17	September	2019	by	teleconference	
under the chairmanship of our President, Prof. Martin 
Renilson,	in	Launceston	with	phone	links	to	Cairns,	Gold	
Coast,	Sydney,	Canberra,	Melbourne,	Adelaide	and	Perth.
This	meeting	was	the	first	following	the	Division’s	Annual	
General	Meeting	and	it	had	a	full	agenda	including	many	
on-going	items.		Some	of	the	more	significant	matters	raised	
or discussed were:
Naval Architecture Career Flyer
Council	authorised	the	printing	of	the	flyer,	copies	of	which	
were	subsequently	available	at	 the	RINA	stand	at	Pacific	
2019.	 	Members	 should	 forward	 to	 the	 Secretary	 any	
suggestions	of	bodies	which	could	usefully	circulate	copies.
AMSA Liaison re Domestic Commercial Vessels 
The	Secretary	 reported	 on	 the	meeting	 of	 the	Division’s	
Working	Group	 and	 the	 subsequent	 face-to-face	meeting	
with	AMSA	on	the	day	prior	to	the	Council	meeting.
Walter Atkinson Award 2019
Council approved the WAA Panel’s recommendation that 
the Award for the best written paper presented to a forum 
of the Division in 2018–19 be made to Ahmed Swidan, 
Dane Christophersen and Tristan Bauer for their paper A 
New Centrebow Design to Enhance the Performance of 
High-Speed Catamarans in Rough Seas. This paper had 
been presented to a technical meeting of the ACT Section 
on 19 March 2019.
AOG 2020 Conference
Council noted that the WA Section had preparations 
well	underway	for	 this	conference	to	be	held	in	Perth	on	
11–13 March 2020. A number of members from outside WA 
had volunteered to participate in selecting the presentations 
which might be offered in response to the Section’s call for 
presenters.
Victorian Engineers Registration Act 2019
Council	 noted	 that	 this	Act	 had	 been	 passed	 by	 the	
Victorian Parliament and that RINA’s Chief Executive had 
subsequently	written	 to	 the	Victorian	 authorities	 seeking	
similar accreditation for the Institution as has been in effect 
for	 several	 years	 under	 the	 corresponding	Queensland	
legislation.
Pacific 2019 International Maritime Conference 
(IMC2019)
Council	received	a	report	on	final	preparations	for	the	IMC	
to be held on 8–10 October.  
Recording of Section Technical Presentations
Council noted that RINA HQ had now established a 
YouTube	 channel	 at	 https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UChb1sfHbWfQmG-iwpp_QGJg	to	be	available	Institution-
wide for videos and PDFs of presentations, and is intended 
to include conferences, etc. This channel would replace that 
previously	established	by	the	Victorian	Section.
Division Membership
Council considered an annual report on membership, which 

showed total numbers at an all-time high, so all members 
are	encouraged	 to	 respond	appropriately	 to	 their	 renewal	
notices	later	this	year	to	maintain	those	numbers.
Next Meeting of Division Council
The	next	meeting	is	scheduled	for	the	afternoon	of	Tuesday	
10 December 2019.
The draft minutes of the September meeting are available 
to Council members on the Council forum and are available 
to	other	members	by	request	to	the	Secretary.
Developments on these subjects subsequent to the Council 
meeting are covered elsewhere in this issue of The ANA.
Incorporation
As we go to press I have been informed that the Division 
is now incorporated in the ACT, so its legal name is now 
appended ‘Inc.’
Rob Gehling  
Secretary	
New Regional Structure for the Institution’s 
Council
A	number	of	members	have	asked	me	about	the	effect	on	the	
Division and its members of the changes to the structure of 
the	Institution’s	(London)	Council	introduced	as	a	result	of	
amendments	to	the	By-Laws	adopted	in	accordance	with	the	
resolutions	of	this	year’s	Special	General	Meeting	(SGM).		
These	changes	were	outlined	by	the	Chief	Executive	in	an	
article	in	the	April-May	issue	of	RINA	Affairs.
The	SGM	resolution	was	“To	make	such	amendments	 to	
the	By	Laws	as	are	necessary	to	change	the	composition	of	
the Council of the Institution to enable it to become more 
representative	of	the	worldwide	membership	by	reflecting	
geographic location as well as membership class and 
experience.”
The	 Privy	Council	 has	 approved	 the	 revised	By	Laws,	
which	can	be	viewed	on	the	RINA	website	at	By	Laws	and	
Regulations.
The new composition of the Council will set the total number 
of elected Council members at 40, comprising 30 corporate 
members	 (Fellows	 and	Members)	 and	 ten	 non-corporate	
members	 (Associate	Members	 and	Associates),	 thereby	
continuing	to	reflect	experience.	Members’	countries	will	
be grouped into global regions, with members of Council 
being	nominated	 from,	 and	 elected	by,	members	 in	 each	
region,	thereby	reflecting	geographic	location.	The	number	
of	members	of	Council	elected	in	each	category	from	each	
region will be in proportion to the number of voting members 
(corporate	members	 and	 non-corporate	members)	 in	 the	
region.		The	net	effect	of	this	change	will	be	a	significant	
reduction	 in	 the	 size	 of	Council,	 through	 a	 substantial	
reduction in the number of UK-based Council members and 
an increase in the number from other countries. 
Australia	is	part	of	the	Pacific	Region,	together	with	Fiji,	
New Caledonia, New Zealand and Solomon Islands.  The 
other Regions are UK, Americas, Asia, Europe and Middle 
East/Africa.
Members of Council who have been elected or co-opted as 
members	of	Council	may	be	appointed	by	the	Council	as	
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THE INTERNET
RINA Webcasts
The	Chief	Executive,	Trevor	Blakeley,	discussed	the	matter	
of	RINA	webcasts	with	his	IT	team,	and	they	prefer	not	to	
stream	webcasts	directly	from	the	RINA	server.	The	files	
are	large	and	significantly	increase	the	required	bandwidth,	
with consequent increases in cost and speed. Streaming 
websites	such	as	YouTube	cater	for	this.	They	also	prefer	to	
have	all	RINA	webcasts,	regardless	of	where	they	originate	
(either	at	section	or	headquarters	level),	under	a	single	RINA	
YouTube	channel.
RINA	has	therefore	set	up	a	new	RINA	YouTube	channel,	
transferred the four Victorian Section webcasts to the new 
channel,	and	asked	for	the	RINA	Victorian	YouTube	channel	
to be closed down.
From now on, video recordings of presentations should be 
sent	to	Jim-Ray	Semanhiya	<jsemanhyia@rina.org.uk>	at	
RINA HQ for uploading.
The	RINA	YouTube	channel	is	at	
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChb1sfHbWfQmG-
iwpp_QGJg/videos	
and	all	RINA	webcasts	can	be	viewed	there.	Bookmark	this	
website	and	keep	your	eye	on	it!

Victorian Section Webcasts
The Victorian Section webcasts recorded and now available 
are:
•	 Some Principles for Updating IMO’s High Speed 

Craft Code,	presented	by	Rob	Gehling	from	the	Royal	
Institution of Naval Architects on 14 March 2018 at 
BMT	Screen	 recorder	 proDesign	&	Technology	 in	
Melbourne.

•	 A New Lease of Life for Sydney’s Iconic Floating Dock, 
presented	 by	 Sean	 Langman,	Managing	Director,	
and	Belinda	Tayler,	General	Manager	Defence	 and	
Commercial,	from	Noakes	Group	on	19	April	2018	at	
BMT	Design	&	Technology	in	Melbourne.

•	 Reducing the Vulnerability of Maritime Platforms to 
Underwater Weapon Attack,	presented	by	Warren	Reid	
from the Maritime Platforms Division at DST Group on 
21	June	2018	at	the	Mission	to	Seafarers	in	Docklands.

•	 Submarines, Space (X) and Star Trek: Same Story?, 
presented	by	Eric	Fusil, Director	 from	Odyssee	Aus	
and Director of the Shipbuilding Hub for Integrated 
Engineering	 and	Local	Design	 from	 the	University	
of Adelaide on 13 September 2018 at the Mission to 
Seafarers	in	Docklands.

Further	recordings	will	be	added	as	they	occur.
Jesse Millar

NSW Section Webcasts
The NSW Section has purchased and used the Screen 
Recorder Pro	software	(a	one-off	cost	of	$130)	and	used	
this on a laptop computer with a microphone for recording 
of our technical presentations. This software combines the 
presentation slides with the presenter’s audio and produces 
an	MP4	file	which	can	then	be	uploaded	to	the	web	for	later	
viewing.
The NSW Section webcasts recorded and now available are:
•	 The Propulsion Energy Transition for High Speed 

and Light Craft,	 presented	by	Adam	Williams,	Plan	
Approval Group Leader, and Jonathan Abrahams, Head 
of	Maritime	Advisory,	DNV	GL,	 to	 a	 joint	meeting	
with	the	IMarEST	attended	by	33	on	4	September	2019	
in	 the	Harricks	Auditorium	at	Engineers	Australia	 in	
Chatswood.

Further	recordings	will	be	added	as	they	occur.
Phil Helmore

Changed contact Details?
Have	you	changed	your	contact	details	within	the	last	three	
months? If so, then now would be a good time to advise 

Vice Presidents to represent the Institution and the views of 
the	membership	in	the	region	from	which	they	have	been	
elected	or	co-opted.		Notwithstanding	this	role	of	the	Pacific	
Regional	Vice	President(s),	the	President	of	the	Australian	
Division will continue to represent the Division’s views to 
Council	 as	 an	 ex-officio	member,	with	 the	New	Zealand	
Division	President	similarly	representing	that	Division.
These changes at the head of the Institution will have no 
direct effect on the Division.  However, as the Institution’s 
largest independent unit, there is a chance that the 
organisation	and	operation	of	the	Division	may	provide	a	
model for self-management of the Institution’s operations 
in other countries. 
Members	should	feel	free	to	contact	me	if	they	have	any	
questions on these arrangements.
Rob Gehling

RINA	of	the	change,	so	that	you	don’t	miss	out	on	any	of	the	
Head	Office	publications,	The Australian Naval Architect, 
or Section notices. 
Please advise RINA London, and the Australian Division, 
and	your	local	section:
RINA	London	 hq@rina.org.uk
Australian	Div.	 rinaaustraliandivision@gmail.com
Section 
	 ACT	 rinaact@gmail.com
	 NSW	 rinansw@gmail.com
	 Qld	 hamish.lyons@oceanicdesign.com.au
	 SA/NT	 rinasantdiv@gmail.com
	 Tas	 brian.winship@utas.edu.au
	 Vic	 owen.tregenza@dst.defence.gov.au
	 WA	 wa@rina.org.uk
Phil Helmore
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NAVAL ARCHITECTS ON THE MOVE
The recent moves of which we are aware are as follows:
Roger	 Duffield	 has	moved	 on	 within	 the	 Capability	
Acquisition and Sustainment Group of the Department of 
Defence, and has returned from his posting with Navantia 
in	Ferrol,	Spain	to	take	up	the	position	of	Technical	Director	
of the Naval Construction Branch in Adelaide.
Mike	Henderson-Kelly	has	moved	on	from	SapuraKencana	
and	has	returned	to	Austal	Ships	where	he	has	taken	up	the	
position of Naval Architect in Fremantle.
Peter	Henry	moved	on	from	Sypaq	Systems	in	2014	and	took	
up a position with Braemar Technical Services, where he is 
now a Senior Loss Adjuster in Houston, Texas.
Zensho	Heshiki	has	moved	on	within	Navatek	and	has	taken	
up the position of Project Engineer in the Naval Architecture 
and Marine Engineering Department in Honolulu, Hawaii.
Brad Hillman has moved on within Interorient Marine 
Services	and	has	taken	up	the	position	of	Innovation	and	
Technology	Manager	in	Limassol,	Cyprus.
Peter Hinds moved on from Technip in 2016 and, after some 
time	at	Fugro	TSM	and	INPEX,	has	taken	up	the	position	
of Lead Engineer with Subsea 7 in Perth.
Hason	Ho	 has	moved	 on	 from	ResMed	 and	 has	 taken	
up the position of Medical Device Senior NPI Process 
Development	Engineer	with	Saluda	Medical	in	Sydney.,	
Caitlin	Hoey	moved	on	from	the	Department	of	Defence	
in 2017 and, after some time with QinetiQ Australia, has 
taken	up	 the	position	of	Naval	Architect	with	Qinetiq	 in	
Gosport, UK.
Andrew	Hoff	 has	moved	 on	 from	Svitzer’s	 tugs	 at	 Port	
Botany	and	is	now	training	in	Melbourne	to	be	an	air-traffic	
controller.
Peter Holmes continues consulting as Direct Marine 
Solutions,	but	has	also	started	up	another	company	of	his	
own, CNC Marine, in Brisbane.
Tim	Holt	has	moved	on	within	DNV	GL	and	has	taken	up	
the	position	of	Country	Manager	Maritime	in	Sydney.
David	Hooper	 has	moved	 on	within	BAE	Systems	 and	
has	 taken	up	 the	position	of	Engineering	Manager	Naval	
Architecture in the Submarine Solutions Group in Barrow-
in-Furness, UK.
Nazmul	Hossain	has	taken	up	the	position	of	Chief	Engineer	
on	the	Svitzer	tugs	at	Port	Botany,	and	continues	consulting	
as Executive Marine Services when on leave, providing 
services for foreign shipowners.
Rod	Humphrey	continues	as	Principal	Surveyor	with	DNV	
GL	in	Sydney.
Chris Hutchings continues as Managing Director of Oceanic 
Design	and	Survey	in	Coomera,	Qld.
Sean	 Ilbery	 continues	 as	 Director	 of	 Sterling	Yacht	
Management,	but	has	also	taken	up	the	position	of	Director	
of	TWW	Yacht	Management	 in	Maidstone,	UK.	Both	
companies	provide	tailor-made	yacht-management	solutions	
from	offices	in	the	United	Kingdom	and	Monaco.
Bryan	Kent	has	moved	on	 from	CRC	Industries	and	has	
taken	up	 the	position	of	Mechanical	Engineer	with	KBR	
Inc.	in	Sydney.

Vesna Moretti has moved on within Collins Submarine 
Sustainment	of	the	Capability	Acquisitions	and	Sustainment	
Group	and	has	taken	up	the	position	of	Director	Submarine	
Escape	and	Rescue	Systems	at	HMAS	Stirling in WA.
Neil	Pollock	moved	on	within	DNV	GL	in	2015	and	took	up	
the position of Operations Manager, East Coast Australia, 
New Zealand and PNG in Brisbane.
Piotr	 Sujkowski	 has	moved	 on	 from	 INTECSEA	 after	
12	years	and	has	taken	up	the	position	of	Floating	Systems	
Manager with Subsea Engineering Associates in Perth. 
With a global remit, and building the new business line, he 
is	enjoying	the	challenge.
Hiroki	 Sunayama	 continues	 as	Naval	Architect/Marine	
Warranty	 Surveyor	 with	 Braemar	 Technical	 Services	
(Offshore)	in	Perth.
Ben	Waldock,	a	graduate	of	the	Australian	Maritime	College,	
has	 taken	 up	 the	 position	 of	Naval	Architect	with	 Incat	
Crowther	in	Sydney.
This	column	is	intended	to	keep	everyone	(and,	in	particular,	
the	 friends	you	only	 see	occasionally)	updated	on	where	
you	have	moved	 to.	 It	consequently	 relies	on	 input	 from	
everyone.	Please	advise	the	editors	when	you	up-anchor	and	
move	on	to	bigger,	better	or	brighter	things,	or	if	you	know	
of	a	move	anyone	else	has	made	in	the	last	three	months.	It	
would	also	help	if	you	would	advise	Robin	Gehling	when	
your	mailing	address	changes	to	reduce	the	number	of	copies	
of The Australian Naval Architect emulating boomerangs.
Phil Helmore

THE AUSTRALIAN 
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use a minimum of formatting — it all has to 
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Photographs and figures should be sent as 
separate files (not embedded) with a minimum 
resolution of 200 dpi. A resolution of 300 dpi 
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
SHIPBUILDING ON THE MARY RIVER

John	Jeremy
In	June	1974,	a	small,	highly-regarded	Australian	shipbuilder	closed	after	some	90	years	of	operation.	Located	on	the	
shores	of	the	Mary	River	in	the	town	of	Maryborough,	Queensland,	the	shipyard	had	been	devastated	by	the	floods	of	
January	1974	when	the	river	height	reached	10.95	m,	a	level	exceeded	only	by	the	flood	of	1893.	The	water	was	so	high	
that	only	the	roof	of	the	two-story	administration	building,	located	on	the	highest	ground	in	the	shipyard,	remained	visible.
Walkers	Limited	began	in	1864	as	the	Union	Foundry	of	
John	Walker	&	Co.	 in	Ballarat.	A	branch	was	opened	 in	
Maryborough	 in	 1867.	The	 company,	 renamed	Walkers	
Limited in 1888, specialised in the manufacture of 
locomotives,	marine	 engines,	 sugar-mill	machinery	 and	
other general engineering products. Shipbuilding began in 
1877 with an order from the Queensland government for 
three screw-driven steam hopper barges for operation on 
the	Brisbane	River.	By	1898	thirteen	ships	had	been	built,	
mostly	small	vessels	because	of	the	restrictions	imposed	on	
navigation	by	the	Mary	River.
Shipbuilding	activity	was	 intermittent,	but	between	1918	
and	1928	three	vessels	left	the	yard.	Two	were	E-class	cargo	
ships for the Commonwealth Line. Echuca and Echunga 
were	 completed	 in	 1921	 and	 1922.	They	were	 followed	
by	 a	 dredger,	Platypus II, built between 1925 and 1927. 
Shipbuilding	then	ceased	on	the	banks	of	the	Mary	River	
until	the	outbreak	of	World	War	II.
In 1939 a program began for the construction in Australia of 
local defence vessels intended to protect Australian coastal 
shipping during the coming hostilities. The construction 
of these small 54.5 m vessels revitalised Australian 
shipbuilding which had languished during the 1930s. 
Walkers	 built	 seven	of	 these	 ships	which,	 in	 1940,	were	
reclassified	 as	Australian	Minesweepers,	Bathurst	 class,	
although	they	were	unofficially	referred	to	as	corvettes.	Sixty	
were	completed	in	Australia	during	the	war.	At	Maryborough	

they	were	 followed	by	 three	River-class	 frigates	 for	 the	
RAN and four E-class freighters built for the Australian 
Shipbuilding Board.
In	the	years	after	World	War	II,	Walkers	built	small	cargo	
vessels,	 survey	 vessels,	 dredgers	 and	 tugs,	 earning	 a	
reputation	for	quality	workmanship	—	the	yard	employed	
all	 the	 trades	needed	and	did	not	employ	subcontractors.	
Between	 1966	 and	 1969	Walkers	 built	 ten	Attack-class	
patrol	vessels	for	the	RAN	and,	during	the	early	1970s,	eight	
Landing	Craft	Heavy	(LCH)	which	were	to	have	very	long	
operational	 lives.	Two	Walkers-built	 ships	 survive	 today	
in museum collections, the River-class frigate Diamantina 
at the Queensland Maritime Museum and the patrol boat 
Advance at the Australian National Maritime Museum in 
Sydney.	
Walkers	last	ship,	the	oil-rig	supply	vessel	Smit-Lloyd 36, 
was	 completed	 in	 June	 1974.	The	 company	was	 sold	 to	
Evans	Deakin	Industries	in	1980	and	is	 today	part	of	 the	
Downer Group. 
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The Walkers Limited shipyard on the Mary River in 1967
(Photo courtesy Queensland State Archives)
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The first minesweeper built by Walkers, Maryborough, 
ready for launching in October 1940

(RAN Historical Collection)

Three Attack-class patrol boats during fitting out, 
Lae nearest the camera

(RAN Historical Collection)

HMAS Toowoomba during trials in March 1941
(RAN Historical Collection)

The LCH Balikpapan ready for launching in August 1971
(RAN Historical Collection)

The largest vessel built by Walkers, the side-trailing suction hopper dredge Sir Thomas Hiley, was completed in May 1971
(Photo courtesy Queensland Department of Harbours and Marine)



The White Ensign flying over Darling Harbour 
in Sydney during Pacific 2019
(Photo John Jeremy)


